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CaPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the most stimulating experienoes in working with teaohers and
ohildren in the area of reading instruotion at the elarD$ntary level i8 being
witness to tha improvement in teaoher oampetenoe.

It is enoouraging to find

young boys and gtrls aohieving olose to their potential. to see them moving
frll!ll one level of development to another with ease and assuranoe. to w1.tness
voca.bulary growth, and to feel the impaot that library reading effeots in a
olassroom.

These are positive rewards a reading oonsultant eXperienoes as she

works in sohools of differing sooio-economio baokground with ohildren of varylng potential.
But there is another side of the ooin.

In almost avery olassrocm there

is a population not responding to the prepared teaoher, not meeting the goals

at learning antioipated by following and enriohing a textbook sequenoe.
!
I

sohool~s

Children with intelleotual defioits may oonstitute a majority ot any
population of slow readers.

On the other hand. it is f'easible that

many ohildren develop (or bring with them) personality problems whioh hinder
academic instruction fran making its mark.

Other causes have been suggested

tor reading retardation, inoluding environmental deprivation, absenoe ot
motivation, inadequate instruction and crowded olassrooms.

However. in the

absence of these causes there remains a large percentage of ohildren who cannot

.

~~w:~:<
,~W:~:;,:...~:>~:>·~t:~:.:;~
'"~t:;::.:;: :~"~
:~. ;;,!:.::.~.
;,!:.::.~ w<~~ ;1>.~i~:·\
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~~?'~>~::';:~::'·~.~(·;,~:':.;,~r;::,:::/;~ ~.~~~~{~:
~.~~~~{;.
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I!

read an a level oommensurate ~th their intelligence.

I

It is preoisely these

ohildren'wham we study for additional olues to their reading problema. for it

i

is quite possible that they have dyslexia or a problem of
ot such a specific
nature as to merit the term "specific
"specifio language disability."l
The motive for this study developed from
trom interest in children with
reading disability and in the teachars working with these children.

In spite

of the tremendous strides that have been made during the last fitty
fifty years in
methods of
ot teaching and in die.gtlostic
dia.gnostic and remedial

procedure8~

a surprisingly

large number of
ot children still make slow progress in reading aohievement.
reading~

of these ohildren appear
e.ppear to have adequate sensory efficiency for
their

intelligence~

J4any

and

experience
experienoe backgrounds and language ability compare

favorably with those of
ot other children of
ot the same chronologioal age who are
reading well.
A survey of the research studies in the area of laterality and direotionality point up the oontusion that poor readers experienoe in these
£unctions.
functions.

"Since 1925. a number of
ot published accounts have emphasized the

ebiologioal relationship of two factors to reading disability.

These factors.

larg~.ly physiological in nature. are (1) vertical end lateral imbalanoe of tha

eye musoles (alleged to result in inooordinate binocular vision). and (2)
mixe~

cerebral or mixed ocular and manual dominance (alleged to cause the

reverSals, faulty eye-movements. and other ditfioulties
diffioulties whioh characterize
oharacterize
poor readers).ft~

Currently, the work of
ot Dr. Carl Delacato of the Institutes

1John
lJohn Money (ed.), Reading Disability:
Disabili~: Progress and Research Needs in
Dyslexia (Baltimorea The Johns Hopkins Press. 1962),
196G), p. 36.
2Paul A. Witty and David Kopel, "Factors Associated with the Etiology
of Reading Disability". Journal of Educational
Eduoational Research, XXIX (February,
1936), p. 449.
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for the Aohievement of Hunan Potential in Phila.delphia is renevring the interest
in neurological organization as a clue to reading disability in ohildren.
In

th~

literature of reading disability there have appeared a number of

studies purporting to show an etiological relationship between certain
conditions of
ot laterality (sidedness) and poor reading.

The "frequent

left-h811dednesa and dyslexia has been emphasized in sane
as'sooiation" of lett-h811dednesa
inV8stigatlons. 3 Left eyedness has been associated with poor reading by
inV8stigations.
others. 4 Finally, one author has hypothesized e&usal relationships between
mixed eye-hand dominanoe (left-handedness end right-eyednes8) and legasthenia. 5
The most widely disoussed theory of
ot dominanoe is that of Dr. Samuel
Torrey Orton, a neurologist.

if a person tails to develop a
He asserted that it

consistent dominanoe of one side over the other, diffioulties arise. 6 In suoh
So

oase, aooording to orton, there will be oonfusion and oonfliot between the

two sides of the brain.

The child will have great difficulty in learning to

read and spell and reversal errors will be present.

It was really Dr. Orton's

theory and investigation whioh served as a foundation and gave strength to
Dr. Delacato's interest in the neurologioal aspeot of reading disability.
This in turn proved to be the spark for this investigator.
:~ -; The present study had two purposes: (1) to asoertain the incidence of

neurologioal disorganization present in fifth grade ohildren reading below
,

grad$ level; and (2) to oampare the patterns of reading disability of ohildren
I

iF

Swalter F. Dearbor.n, "The Nature of Speoial Abilities and Disabl1ities ft , Sohool and Sooietl, XXXI (May 10, 1930), pp. 632-36.
4Arthur Gates and C. C. Bennett, Reversal Tendenoies
Tendencies in Readingl
. Causes, Dia~osis,
Dia~osi3, Prevention and Correotion. (New
(N~ York: Bureau o£
Publications Teaohers College.
Publioations
College, Columbia University, 1933), p. 33.
snearborn, op. oit., XXXI, p. 634.
and Speeoh Problems in Children.

who are neurologioally disorganized with those who are neurologioally
organized.
It is hoped that the present investigation will throw further light on
the relation of neurologioal organization to reading disability, point out the
wsight into
incidenoe of neurologically disorganized ohildren, provide further weight
the types of reading disability.
disabil1 ty. and give di reotion to oonsultants and teaohers
in how to adjust instruction for ohildren who are neurologically
neurologioally disorganized.
The study was planned and oonduoted
conduoted to test the following hypotheses:
(I)

The results of the testing for neurologioal organization will shaw

ohildren than of well organized
a greater incidenoe of poorly organized children
ohildren in fifth grade reading disability oases.
(2)

The pattern of reading disability as measured by the Iowa Test of

Basic
Basio Skills and the Silent Reading Diagnostio Test will differ for children
ohildren
who are well organized and for those who are poorly organized neurologically.
neurologioally.

I

etto(3) The neurologioal realm will be indioated as a potential etio-

i

logioal faotor in poor language and reading development.
logical

i
!

Prooedure of the investigation.--This investigation proposes to study

J

I

the pattern of reading diffioulties of children
ohildren reading below grade level in
sohoo~s,of
sohoO~s,of

I

I

differing eoonomic
eoonomio environments.

Sohools were selected
seleoted in neighbor-

hoods .determined
determined to be high eooncmic, middle olass, and low or poor eoonomio
~

olass •., Social
Sooial olasses were defined by examining the ocoupational position of
class
the parents of
or the ohildren. the residential area frem which
whioh the ohildren oame

t

and the level of
or educational
eduoational attainment of the parents.

I

were seleoted because
beoause by their ohronological
ohronologioal age these ohildren should have

!

I

I

established olear patterns of
of' neurological
neurologioal organization.

Fifth grade ohildren

They had been
beenplaoed
placed

on levels through previous standardized tests, informal reading inventories,
teacher based on their actual
aotual daily performance.
performanoe.
and the judgment of the teaoher

The

opinion of the inves·tigator supported the results o£ the tests and it was agreed
by the teacher and the reading consultant that the ohildren were properJ.y

,
··11
I

placed i'or reading instruction.

I

I!

To form the conoeptual framework for the study a testing program was
oonq.ucted.

Ii

A new set of tests, none of whioh had been administered during the

aoademic year, was seleoted to provide the following data tor eaoh ohild:
(1)

measured by standardized instruments.
~ntelligenoe

(2)

it

The index of brightness or innate potentiaJ. as far as oan be

~
,i

For this purpose the Lorge-Thorndike

Test: Non-Verbal Battery was seleoted and administered.

J

The present level ot reading aohievement as determined by

standardized reading tests.

For this purpose the Iowa Test of Basic Skills was
I

admini·stered.

(:3)

!

Since these children were already known to be experiencing

diffioulty in reading perf'onnance, another test, the Silent Reading DiagnOstio
~,

by Bond, Clymer and Hoyt was administered.

I

This would attempt to provide

a further breakdown of the type of diffioulties children experienoe.
(4)

An inventory of neurological organization was given to eaoh ohild

to asoertain handedness, eyedness, rootedness. Tests ot oortioal opposition,
.
supination and pronation as well as level of creeping efticienoy were also

I

';:.

[
i

given.! The DOInan-Delacato Scale was used and aaninistered to each ohild
I

individ~lly.

After the teste were aaninistered and soored the data oompiled arranged
the ohildren into two oategories:
(1)

Group A.

Fifth grade ohildren reading below grade expeotanoy as
The ohildren in Group A

measured by the Lorge-Thorndike IntelJ.igence Test.
were those olassified

8.S

well-organized neurologioalJ.y as measured aythe

\ i

i~

Doman-Delaoato Soale.

II,

, ...
~,"
c

,

~

~",

.:
. :...
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l2)
(2)

Group B.

Fifth grade ohildren reading below grade expeotanoy as

measured by the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligenoe Test.

These were the children who

1,
\

were poorly organized neurologically as measured DY the Daman-Del8.cato Soala.
A population of 203 fifth grade ohildren was seleoted from sohoob in
three differing socio-eoonomic areas of Chicago.

This population represented

negro and white ohildren for whom English was the native language.
This research was des1gped to deter.m1ne the inoidenoe of neurologioally
I

poorly organized ohildren in reading disability oases and also to deter.mine 1r
reading disability

in

neurologioally disorganized individuals differs in any

significant way rrom reading disabil1 ty in indi v1.duals who are neurologioally
sigpificant
well organized.
Explanation of the TerminOlOgy
is a matter of oonsiderable importanoe that there exist an underIt 1s
standing of the terminolOgy used in this study.
Language disabili"!'Y:

The ohildren in the study were seleoted because they are

language disability problems.
~hyaiological

Marion Fenwick Stuart. 7 in Neure-

Insigets into Teaching presents a diagnostic
diagnostio hreakQown

or

.language difficulties
difi'icul ties in the following outline:

: A.

Non-speoifio language disability
Non-specifio
1.
2.

Poor intelle~l endowment
Basio emotional disturoance

These conditims
oonditims constitute a learning disability. In such
suoh cases,
oases,
probably all school work suffers; reading, spelling and writing
problems are non-specifio to the learning disability_
B.

t

,
I

Speoific language disability
This constitutes
oonstitutes a language disability. In this case, reading,
reading.
spelling. wri tin g problems o.r e specific.
speoific. This is the ohild who may

Neurophysiological Insights into Teaching.
,
7Ma.rion Fenwick Stuart, Neurop_hy:siological
(l Palo Alto
Al to California:
Calif('ll"ni Jh Pan".pi
Paoific
i::!
n :::>OQ.I::8
llCS
~ l~"
I
.tl(

I

I

IfiPT

r

I

say he could learn if someone would read to him,
him. or if someone would
back" his lesson,
lesson. rather than require him to
listen to him "say baok"
write it down. It is easily understood that his language problems
give rise to emotional problems whioh are secondary to the primary
problem of speoifio language disability.

II

I

C.

Other oallseS
causeS tor language diffioulties
difficulties include:
Frequent absenoe.
Frequent change of sohools.
Poor teaching.
Speech disorders.
Physical illness,
illness. end eye and ear defects.
Brain damage.
Factors in the environment.

1.
2.
~.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Neurological or ganizatlon:

oontinuum. which ends at about the age
A sequential continuum,

ot six,
forme.lly.
six. or at about the age "When
-when reading is generally taught formally.
,It inoludes the following stages:
Medulla:

This is the stage at birth where we see movement of arms and

legs without bodily movement:

the cry,
cry. grasp reflex,
reflex. light reflex,
reflex"

startle reflex,
reflex" Babinski reflex (the upper extension of the toes when
the sole is flexed).
Pons:

This is the stage from about three to twenty weeks.

a basioally
basically one-sided level of function.

Here is seeI
seeIl

Mobilit,y is homolateral or

one side used tor propulsion at a time; vision is biocular; audition is
biaural.

Crawling in a prone position culminates in cross-pattern

crawling.
"

Mid-brain:

This is the stage from about seven to nine months of age.

As the child
ohild moves,
mOVes" opposite appendages are used for propulsion.

As he

moves. the right hand and left knee are used at one time and then the
moves,
left hand and right knee are used for propulsion.
cross-patterned organism.
distinotly two-sided.

He

He has beoome a.

no longer is one-sided,
one-sided" but now is

He beoomes a bilateral human being.

He ex-

periences binooularity
binocularity or the use of two eyes in concert,
concert" and he is

.

3' ,>,,'
~,

'~;~.; ,~,o::~,~\(:~;- ,;.:;:.':' ';'?:':~,-~:H2~ff~~:t~~:~~
';'?:·:~.-~'H2~ff~'E:t¥~,. :;::~"{~4::t.t::.~}~'
!~;~.;
:~::~'i~4~~F{~/~~

I

binaural, or uses two ears in oonoert.
Cortex:

This is the stage at about ten months of age.

Stereo or depth

within reoeptive and expressive mobilities, cross-pattern walking,
cortical opposition in either hand, convergence of vision and stereo
funotions lead to the level of the development of complete cortical
hendspherio dominanoe.
Later oortex period:

This stage continues from ten months to six years

or older and refines the actions of the cortex period.
The following aspeots of this period may be oonsidered:
Mobili tYI

Walking with arms freed; walking and running in a

cross-pattern; using a leg in a skilled role which is oonsistent with the daninant hemisphere.
Langua~e:

Skill in this area grows fran using two words

spontaneously, to

~«o-word

couplets, to short sentences and

finally to complete vocabulary and proper sentence structure.
Manual competence:

This is mallifest first in cortical

opposition in either hand, then bilaterally and simultanecusly;
bimanual funotion with one hand in a dominant role; using a
hand to write which is consistent with the daminant hemisphere.
Visual competence:

This is convergence of vision resulting in

simple depth perception; identification of visual symbols and
letters wi thin experienoe; reading words using a dominant eye
consistent with the dominant hemisphere.
Auditory canpetence:

Here there is a growth frem understanding

two words of speeoh, then 200 words and simple sentenoes,
finally to complete vooabulary and proper sentences with the
proper ear.

Taotile competenc,!:

The child experiences taotile understand-

ing of the third dimension in objeots which appear to be flat;
desoription of objeots by taotile means; tactile identifioation
of objects using a hand consistent wi th hemispheric
d omin$llo e. 8

DOrlinanoe:

(1)

Cerebral dominance:

fthen used by physiologists without

further qualifications this refers to the inoreasingly important role
played Dy the oerebral oortex, as the animal so ale is

ascended~

in

controlling and integrating the activities of the lawer nervous
centers such, for example, as the cerebellum and the spinal oord.
(2)

Uni lateral cerebral dominance:

When used with this

qualifying adjeotive the expression refers to the concentration of
funotional control of language in one half of the brain such as is
revealed by the fact that speech, for example, may be entirely lost
although only one hemisphere of the brain has suffered injury.
(3) ,Eye dominance:

One eye which is habitually used for sighting

is referred to as the dominant or the master eye.

The children in the

study were tested to determine the dominant eye or eyedness.
Foote,dness:

Consistent preferential use of either the right or left toot for

SUch unilateral funotions as kicking, hOpping, starting upstairs, etc.
,

HaJ:ldedness:

Consistent use of either the right or the left hand in skilled

acts such as cutting with a scissors, grasping, eating, brushing the
teeth, etc.
Sinistral:

Left; also used as an abbreviation for a left-handed person.

Searl Delacato, The Ontogeny of Reading Problems, Institute of
Langpage Disability, Philadelphia (Philadelphia: By the author). Many of the
ideas in this work are ta.'ken and supplemented in books by the author to be
quoted later.
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Sinistrad;
Dextral:

to or toward the left.

Right; also used as an abbreviation for a right-handed person.
Dextrad:

toward the right side or hand or in the right-handed

direotion.
Laterality:

Sidedness.

\1e say a child is well lateralized when he is

consistently either right-eyed, right-handed and right-footed or
left-eyed, left-handed and left-footed.
,Dyslexia:

Defective reading.

The reading defect may represent loss of

competency following brain injury or degeneration; or it may represent
a developmental failure to profit !'rem reading instn:ction. 9

9 Orton, 100. cit.

(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Ino., 1937).

The definitions were cheeked in Dr. Orton's 'Worle beoause of the Value of his

work as professor of neurology and neuropathology at Columbia University.
Many of the subsequent studies used his work as a springboard either in whole
or in part.

7T775PR"W"'RFFiI.7i1Elli

CRAPTE2 II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY

Sinoe reading forms so early an acquisition in academio eduoation, and
since facility in this subjeot is usually aoquired even by ohildren who quite
obviously are below average in brightness, we are prone to assume that any
child who is not grossly defective in intelligence oan learn to read.
generalities this assumption has its exceptions.

Like all

That certain physical defects

suoh as very faulty vision or hearing may serve as a hindrance to easy
acquisition of reading is self evident.
statement is made

~hat

It requires more explanation when the

children with normal or even superior intelligenoe end

with nonnal vision and audition and even with normal use of ordinary pictorial
material may have great diffioulty in learning to read, or may even prove to be
unabl~Fo learn from ordinary teaohing methods.

This statement is, however,

demonstrably true and suggests a problem on whioh the neurologist may throw
sane iight •

.' It is for this reason that we turn to the work of Dr. Samuel Orton
who fran the first was strongly impressed with the idea that specifically
retarded readers formed a homogeneous group who differed only in the degree of
handicap and not in type. l
lIbid .. , p. 12.

He was convinoed that the nature of errors in

'i

,

m

7

.,L.

~atteropts
attempts to read indicated the reason for the disability_ offered a means of

recognizing the handicap early_ and further, could serve as an indicator for
methods of training children to read.

These views have now been put to the

test of an extended study of a oomparatively large number of oases and the
above assumptions seem to be strongly supported by these further observations.
Orton t s theory was a startling one to the educators who heard it.

He

.,;.

maintained that the explanation of the causes of the handicap rests on 19'ell"

J:

known facts of brain anatomy and brain pathology.

Unlike many of the organs of

the body, the brain is made of two symmetrical halves or hemispheres separated
fran eaoh other by a deep oleft or fissure and oonneoted only by a massive
bridge' of fibers.

It is more nearly oomparable to the two arms than to the

heart or liver_and this simile may be carried further since the two
hemispheres are exactly like each other but are an anti tropic right and left
like the two hands.

We recognize that struotually these two halves are quite

distinot, at the same time we know that they do not work as separate units.
Nor are their relations to each other exaotly the sama in the various functions
in which the brain partioipates.

For example, the way the two halves funotion

in oontrol of voluntary motion is not like the way in which they funotion in
the~reception

of visual impressions, and in neither of these 1s their relation

1

~

to each other the same as in reading and writing.
In speaking of control of voluntary motion, each hemisphere acts
aots on

?
I

the opposite side of the body exclusively.

Though there is exceedingly

010s8
010S8

coordination between movements of right and left hands, for e:xsmple, each is
independently governed by nerve cells
oells situated in a narrow strip of gray
matter, the so-called
so-oalled motor area, of the opposite hemisphere.

This

independenoe of the two sides is shoMl when disease or injury destroys the
independence
motor area of one hemisphere.

This results in a loss of voluntary movement of

~l;~~!~,~~~!t,'tJ :,:f:~t_,~ :- /'~~<:,;i:"7':":~ ~,~ "'" '." ,",.2:,.::. ~~,~::' ':"":r;: '::/,\}. ::.~' ;·.:i'>;;:~~r*,,;<. ~,;:''!:',,~,\i!::¥".:-~. ~;~~: ~r ,~'~!.< ':~\, '~''';/:~'-':~::?~:l
,

the opposite half of the body but does not interfere

~th

voluntary movement on

the same side.
As early as 1925. Samuel orton was investigating the neurologioal
organization of man and pointing to the importance of oonsideration of man's
superiority over animals in the area partioularly of speeoh and looomotion.

In

Read1ng.Writing
Reading. Writing and Speech Problema in Children, published later in 1937.
Orton had these remarks to make:
Man's daninant position in the animal world rests largely if not entirely
first, his ability to make use of
an his possession of two faoulties: - first.
sO\md, markings. and gestures for the purpose of communicating with others
sO\md.
of his kind and as a background for his own ideation, and, seoond, the very
high degree of skill whioh he has deveioped in the use of his hands sinoe
they,
they- were freed 1'rO!!l the duties of support and locomotion, by the abandon,ment of the arboreal habit and adoption of the erect posture. In most of
the simpler functions of the nervous system man is inferior to animal
o~petitors.
Mention need only be made here of the superiority of most
mammals in the sense of small, of the strikingly greater aouity of vision
possessed by the soaring birds of prey by virtue of their seoond macula, of
the exquisite
exquisi-te Vibratory sense of many fish. and of -the
the fa.ct t..~toer-tain
t.~toertain
inseots - nota.bly the honeybee - are ca.pa.ble
ca.pable of responding to light waves
in the ul
tra-viol~-t which are well beyond the range of human vision.
I-t is
ultra-violet
It
theretore
therefore of arresting interest to note that in -the
the two facul-ties
taoulties whenoe
mants superiority derives - speeoh
speech and manual dexterity - a highly novel
physiologioal pattern has been evolved in the brain whereby -the
the functional
funotional
physiological
oontrol of these faculties is restricted
restrioted sharply to ane of the two cerebral
oerebral
hemispheres - a plan of aotivity in sharp contrast
oontrast to that existing in the
l~oer functional unit~ of
ot -the
the central nervous system where exaot bilateral
8~etry is the rule.
8~e-try
~"An

interesting fa.ot
fa.o-t and one whioh seems to be of
ot major meaning in

understanding the language disorders of
ot ohildren is that
tha-t one side of the
brain i\s
oi ther usei\8 all important in -the
the language process and -the
the other side ei
<-

lass or unused.

This is most striking when we refleot
retleot -that
that a very small area

of destruotion in

Em

appropriate
appropria-te area of the oontrolling or dominant

hemisphere of the brain will give rise to extensive
axtensive loss in speech or reading
while an equal area of destruction
destruotion in e:xaotiy
e:xaot.ly -the
the same par-t
part of the non-

do.."1linant hemisphere will be
ba followed by no language disorder whatsoever.
concentration of the whole conixol of

speech~

This

reading and writing in one half'

of the brain bears an intimate relation to the development of unilateral manual
skill in the individual and is the

~~que

pattern which has contributed much to

gi ve man his commanding position in the animal world.

It is this development

of unilateral manual skill in children that appears to

be~

in some oases. a

factor to sucoess in reading.
contributing faotor
In 1935 a commi ttee for The National Conference on Research
Researoh in

Elementary School EIlglish published abstraots of
of' twenty-four studies oonta.ining
suggestions for the analysis of reading disability.
was investigated 'by four
f'our members.
no

me~s conolusive~

The problem. of la.teraJ.ity

Although. the results of the studies are by

little~ if'
several investigators believed that there is little.

any.
dominanoe. 3
any, relationship between reversal errors and mixed hand-eye dominance.
Therefore, the

si~ificanoe
si~ifioanoe

of the faotor of mixed eye-hand dominanoe in poor

reading is naturally questioned despite the emphatic
emphatio oonolusions and assertions
of Dearborn, Orton and Monroe.

Some investigators,
1nvestigators~ with seemingly insufficient
insuffioient

evidence, oontinue
oontinua to emphasize the importanoe of lateral eye-muscle imbalanoe
and fusion
fuSion imperfections in reading. 4
~";Witty asserts that certain physiological factors~ obviously acoompanyaooompany-

ing reading disability, but not yet found by group analyses to differentiate
l

poor fr.om
tr.om good readers should reoeive attention in the individual diagnosis
diagnosiS
which should preoede
whioh
precede effective remedial endeavor. 5
3Several investigators support this theory, including
inoluding Arthur Gates,
olinical identificatiOI
identifioatiOI
C. Woody and J. Phillips. Lorene Teegarden's studies of olinioal
of the non-reader also maintains this point.
Betts.

4This theory was supported primarily by B. Crider, C. A.-Selzer and
Some of their studies will be referred to later in the paper.
5paul Witty, 100. oit., p. 458.

Studies Concerning Handedne3s
Several researohers nave oontributed valuable information about handedness which is pertinent to this investigation.
Studies made by Gesell and Louise Alnes assume that handedness is an
extremely oomplex trait whioh is intricately bound up wi th the total action
system of the child.

Aooordingly, it beoomes important to inquire into the

various development&l expressions of laterality, and to approaoh the whole
subjeot from the standpoint 01' ontogenetio patterning and organization.

Gesell

offers a sohematic sequenoe of major fonns of handedness - the characteristic
age shifts in the handedness of subjects all of whom eventually showed olearcut right handedness.

The information may be easily reported in the following

chart format:
Form. of Handedness
16-20 weeks
24: weeks

Defini te shift to bi laterali ty.

28 weeks

Shift to 'mila.teral and oftenest the right ha.."ld
is used.

,":;2 weeks

.'

Contaot unilateral and~ in general, tends to be
with the left hand.

.

:;6 weaks

Shift again to bilateral •
Bilateral dropping out and unilateral ooming in.
Left predominates in the majority.
Same type behavior, unilateral, but now the right
predominates in the majority.

48 weeks

In soma a temporary, and in many a last shift, to
use 01' the left hand - as well as use of right either used unilaterally.

52-56 weeks

Shift to clear unilateral dominanoe of right hand.

80 weeks

Shift from rather clear out unilateral behavior to
marked, interohangeaole oonfusion. Muoh bilateral
and use of non-dominant hand.
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Relati vely clear cut use of the right hand.

2 years

Marked shift to bilaterality.
Unilateral. right-handed behavior predominates.

4-6 years
7 years

Last period .,men left hand, or evan both hands
bilaterally, are used.
bilaterally.

8 years

Unilateral right once more. 6

Ames in a similar report of the characteristics of age shifts

in

handedness points out that bilateral behavior, though occuring to some extent
at nearly all ages, tends to occur
at cel"'tain definite age periods.
periods of

bilatera.~
bilatera~

outstanding~

in the normal infant and ohild

The faot that patterned alternation ot

and unilateral manuai responses seams to be charaoteristio

of all subjeots studied suggests that periods of bilaterality ooour as a result

of developing inner forces.

These periods ooour regardless of posturnal

orientation (that is.
is, whether the ohild is seated or 3Upine); and by the fact
they oocur in leg as well as in arm behavior. 7
Gertrude Hild.reth made a oOll¢ise and

sohola.r~y

contribution to research

by means of her study.
study, "The Development and Training of Hand Dominance."

The

stu~y.dealt with (1) oharacteristics of handedness; (2) developmental

tendenoies in handedness; (3) originS of

handedn~ss

and lateral dominance;

(4) <developmental problems assooiated with handedness; and, (5) the training

or

handedness.
In speaking about the oharaoteristics

or handedness, Hildreth points

that every normal person is endowed with two arms and hands whioh serve tor the
6ArnOld Gesell and Louise B. Ames, ItThe Development of .Handedness" ,
Journal of Genetic psyohology. LXX (June. 1947), 157.

"Bilatera!i~, Journal of Genetic Psychologz p
7Louise Bates Ames. "Bilatera!i~.
LXXV (December,
(December. 1949). p. 45.
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manipulation of' tooJ.s and other manuaJ. ao'ti vi ti as. In aar J.y life the ohild

apprehends his environment largely through the cooperation of eye and hand;

tracts which aotivate the efferent muscles.

These reac'1:;ions may be on an

automatic, reflex level or consciously controlled by thought.

The latter tend

to be more oomplex act1v1ties, more elaborately patterned, less readily
!labi tuated

or newer than the former.

Although organicaJ.ly the brain is

structured with two halves or .nemispheres
.nemispneres which are oonneoted by nerves and
musoles to the opposite-sided limbs,
limbS, funotionally t.ne

bra~

and the entire cerebrum
oerebrum is involved in motor responses.

operates as a unit

Manual
Manua.l habits and

adaptation re1'leot
re1'lect the individual t s mental prooesses and reveal mental and
function.
physicaJ. anomalies of funotion.
In the normaJ.J.Y signted person, through a prooess
process of mental and
physioal development, the eyes and hands funotion coordinateJ.y.

Oculomotor

control
contro.1. is a prominent feature of dextrous movements and oharaoterizes our
most

,~ghly

specialized manual skills.

Even in small children
Children the eyes begin

"

to gUide the hands; by the time adulthOod is reached the eye and hand have
haVe bobacome a highly efficient team for intricate psyoho-motor
oome
psycho-motor performanoe.

a

,

Sigc.if'ioant indeed, are the oonoluding remarks of
01' Hildreth in the
seotiOn or her study on the training of handedness.
sectiOn
oontinue through life without much
muoh a.ttention
Most children grow up and continue
oonoern
to their handedness, yet this is a phase of ohild training which should concern
aGertrude Hildreth, liThe Development and Training 01> Rand Dominance:
I. Charaoteristics 01' Handedness, It Journal 01" Genetic PSYOhOlO~
PSYOhO.lO~ !..XXV,
(Deoember, 1949), pp.
pp • J.~7-9a.
.1.~7-9a.
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a-veryone who is responsible for rearing and educating children.

Not all

ohildren develop oonsistent sidedness and avoid uncertainty and contusion
oontusion in
hand usage with the same degree of efficiency.

The matter may receive no

attention at all, however_ unless the child's development has been particularly
d1ffioult.

By suitable training it may be possible to reduce the number of
or

cases of speeoh
speech disturbances, failures in writing and reading. vocational motor
handicaps, and oases of
or sooial embarrassment

attr18uta~le

deficiency.
to manual dericiency.

The author reminds us that no one has yet proved that eyedness C&llllot
be changed
ohanged or does not change with shift in handedness.
researoh,on
research.on this point.

There has been little

The question is whether it would not be advisable
adVisable to

change dominant eyedness along with handedness.

The evidenoe suggests thB.t

oonsistent eye-hand dominance
dominanoe is far less essential to skilled motor performance
than· hand dominance alone.

oonoluded that the best thing to do would
Hildreth ooncluded

be not to attempt to influence
influenoe eye-dominance.

The questions she had in regard

to this conclusion
oonclusion seemed apparent. 9
Helen LoiS KoOh
KOCh reports a stUdy of the nature. measurement and
determinati on of hand preference.
preferenoe.

The manual choices
ohoices in 105 situations 01' 2Ul

univerSity stUdents were studied by means of observation of actual
aotual behaVior and

.-

by means of
01' a questionnaire paralleling these Observations.

The findings

01'

her·

study that are pertinent to this investigation are summarized in this statement:

I

il!I

Our Iresul ts suggest that hand preference
preferenoe is a trait in1'1uenced
in1'luenced by many
variables among which are probably: instruction.
instruotion. example. convemencs.
obviousness of choice,
choice. previous habits,
habita, specific
speoific nature and famiiiarity
tam1iiarity or
01'
the tasks to be performed,
performed. hand strength,
strength. and genetic ~actor8.
~aotors.
The method
of measuring strength of preference profoundly influences the results
lv
obtained. 1U

I

lOHelen Lois Kooh. "A. Study of the Nature. Measurement. and Determination
of Hand Preference." Genetic Psychology MonOgraph XIII, (February. 1933)
p. 212.
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R. H. Ojemann, in his doctoral dissertation, investigates
investigat~s these three

I

11
~spects of handedness: 1l
(1)

The method of testing un:iInaIlual handedness.

(2)

The results obtained in testing bimanual handedness and the

~elation
elation

of bimanual handedness to unimanual
unimanusl handedness.

(3)

The results obtained in the investigation of the effeot produced

iupon
upon the speeoh f"1.mction by training left-}'l.Anded
left-}'l.AD.ded individuals to write with the
right hand.
For the first part ef
of the study the following summary was ma.de:

(1)

A
A single test such as the tapping test, the ball-throwing test .. the

paper-cutting test, the needle-threading test er
or the bloCk-packing test oannot
be used to
te differentiate acourately between the various unimanual handedness
soeres made by
On each test there is considerable overlapping of the soores

groups.

the left-handed individuals with the scores made by the ambidextrous

su'bjeot~,

and similar overlapping of the scores made by the ambidextrous subjects with the
sC9res made by right-handed individuals.

(2)

I

I

It,
If, however, the scores on an increasing number of tests are

combined, the overlapping of the scores tends to decrease.

When scores en
on the

I
IiI,

five t~s~s - tapping, paper-outting, ball-thr~Ning, block-paoking and needle~hreading
threading
,

- are combined, the overlapping of the scores
scoreS made by the left-handed,

)unbide'xtrous and right-handed individukls is relatively small.
"ambideXtrous
I

'(3) When the canbined scores on the five unimanual
unimanual. tests for
tor an unselected group are presented graphically, the resulting curve is distinctly
bimodal.
~imodal.
~ivide

Handedness appears, therefore, to be a general factor whioh tends to

individuals into two groups.

Relati vely few indi v.iduals are ambi-

11R•
llR. H. Oj€tDlann,
Oj€tDl9JlIl, "Studies in Handedness: I. A Teohnique for Testing Uni~u~§7~~~~dness." Journal of Educational Psyohology.
Psyoholegy. XXI (November.
(November .. 1930),
~U~§7~~¥"~edness."
,
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dextrous.

Individuals tend to oluster about a right-handed tendenoy or a left-

handed tendenoy.
charaoteristio.

This finding tends to indicate that handedness is an inherite
There is no environmental factor which would account for the

bimodal distribution of handedness found in this study.
In the seoond seotion bimanual handedness was tested.

tests were used:

sweeping, raking, shoveling, and batting.

Four bimanual
If the subjeot

held the right hand nearer the business end of the instrument and did the work
on the right side of the body, a soore of right was given.
for the opposite action.

.(1)

~

was reoorded

In his summary Ojemann notes these two POintSI

The customary classification of handedness as applied to such

activities as sweeping, raking and shoveling is in error.

A.ccording to th&

custemary olassification, the majority of the human race is lert-handedin
these activities, and bimanual handedness varies inversely with unimanual
handedness.

When the customary olassifioation is reversed, the majority of

individuals is designated as right-handed and the direot relationship of
bimanual handedness to unimanual handedness is at once apparent.
(2)

The handedness in bimanual activities varies somewhat with the

natur.e'· of the ac·tivi ty, as sweeping is more closely related to the handednes s
in such aoti vi ties as raking and shoveling than to the handedness in suoh an

activ;i t;y as batting.
I

In addition to the unimanual and bimanual handedness tests each

dextrosinistral was given three speeoh tests:

(1) an articulation test;

(2) a spontaneous speeoh test; and (3) an oral reading test.

The data

presented in this study show however, that under ordinary oondi tiona, the
danger of produoing a speeoh disturbance after the speeoh habits have been
formed by training a left-handed ohild to write with the right hand is very
slight.

The nervous system is suffioiently flexible to allow an individual

r
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having a strong left-handed tendency to be trained to develop the oomplex
coordination required for writing with the right hand without bringing about a
disturbanoe in a olosely related series of fine ooordinations suoh as are
involved in speeoh.

12

Clifford Woody and Albert Phillips also investigated handedness in an
attempt to reveal the differenoes in the responses of right and left-handed
children to various situations involving skills emphasized in reading or
activities olosely related to reading.

The investigation involved 136 pairs of

right-and left-handed pupils matched aooording to the following oategories:

(1)

sex, (2) ohronological age, (3) mental age, (4) reading ability~ and (5)

teacher in the same sehool.
school.
section of a grade with the same teaoher
The one outstanding oonolusion
conclusion derived from the many comparisons that
were made of the responses given to situations in the battery of tests
involving reading is that handedness per se had little or no influence an
on the
tJ~e

of reading responses made.

Left-handed children reacted to the various

reading situations just as right-handed ohildren did.

In these two groups of

pupils seleoted maximum attention was paid to obtaining groups of ohildren who
13
l3
had pure
.. . handedness.
Ivor Burge approaohed the problem of handedness from the standpoint of
one !,ho is interested in physioal
physical education.

Consequently his study was more

concerned with answers to suoh questions as,
conoerned
(1)

Is the preferred hand really stronger, faster and more accurate
acourate

than its partner?

13Clifrord Woody and Albert J. Phillips, "The Effects of Handedness an
on
Reversals in Reading," Journal of Educational
Reversa.ls
Eduoational Research, XXVII (May, 1934),
p. 662.
.

(2)

Does its superiority inorease, remain the same, or deorease as the

child grows older?
(3)

Is the hand which is strong also fast and aocurate? . As regards

the superiority of one hand over its partner, are there any signifioant sex
differences?
A strength test, an aoouracy test and a speed test were given each of
the 312 primary school children who participated in this study.
a~inistered

The tests were

to groups of three or four ohildren at a time, thetestee being

matohed against each other in an endeavor to produce their best efforts.

No

indication was given that there was any oompetition between eaoh ohild's own
hands, but, in every oase the children were encouraged to see which of them. had
the strongest grip, who could throw the straightest, and Who oould effect the
largest number of bounoes in the allotted thirty seoonds.

The more oommonly

used hand was tested first, but so keen was the oompetition amongst the
children that each attempted to increase the soore of the first performanoe
when the other hand was tested.
The summary of the major findings include the following:
(1)

In all three tests, the differences between the perfonnances of

the right and the left hands

WaS

smaller in the dextra-sinistral than it was in

the dextral or the sinistral.
(2)

The resuliis indicate iihat iihere is l i tiile or no relaiiion between

iihe iihree abiliiiies iiested.
(3)

Dextrals rely more'on the right eye than they do on the left,

while sinistrals, as a group, rely on the righii eye

a~ost

as ofiien as

iih~

rely on the left.14
14Ivor C. Burge, "Same Aspects of Handedness in Primary School
Children,1t Briiiish Journa.l of Educational Psychology, XXII (February, 1952).p.5l.

Arthur Pitt and K. H. 0' Halloran correlated handedness with several
aspeots of intellectual ability, with psychopathic

tendenoy~

and with height

and speed of tapping.
In his summary Fitt reports:
(1)

The data show a definite oorrelation between handedness and

soholastio ability.

Left-handedness seems to be associated with relatively low

scholastio ability.

(2)

With a group of children of average age twelve to thirteen years.

the dominantly left-handed seem to be sanewhat more psychopathio than the
dominantly right-handed.

(3)

Left-handed boys of thirteen to fourteen year s seem to be somewhat

ahortar than the right-handed.

There is a slight tendenoy to reversals at

fifteen years with an equally slight tendenoy to physical dominance of the
right-handed group at sixteen years.

(4)

No clear relation was found between handedness and speed of

tapping exoept that dextrosinistrals do not appear to be equal to dextrals on
their right hand score. 15
Finally, in Hildreth's study of reversals in reading and writing,
children under standard test conditions indica ted a decline in frequenoy of
the

~endency

in higher as contrasted with lower grades in making reversals.

I

None of the children examined showed a high degree of oonsistenoy in the
tendency to make reversals.

The inconsistency of this reversal tendenoy pre-

vents a conclusion that reversal tendenoy is a oause of poor reading
l5Arthur Fitt and K. H. O'Halloran, "The Relation between Handedness
and Some Physical and Mental Faotors/t Journal of Educational Psycho.l.ogy
XXV, .(April, 1934). pp .. 295-96.

difficulty.16
Studies of Eyedness or Eye Dominanoe
Dominance
The two eyes, like most of the paired organs wi th which man is
endowed, are seldom equally efficient.

They may differ in many ways, and

especially in the manner in which they control muscular co-ordinations.
H. Bannister pointed out from his study in eye dominance that the
dominant eye is an important f'actor affecting ability with the rifle, and that
tne man whose ri ght eye is dominant has a considerable

advantage~

other things

being equal, over other men when required to shoot :!'rom the right Shoulder. 17
"The purpose of Blake Crider's investigation was to determine whether
unilateral sighting preferences (ocular dominance) were related to characteristic differences in the ocular muscle balance of the two associated eyes.
Insui'ficiencies were listed for: (l) the eye which did not converge in the
fixation test; (2) the eye which recovered its fixation more SlOWly on removal
of a screen; (3) t~e eye which converged or diverged in contrast to the eye
whiCh main.tain.ed its eql ilibrium; and (4) the eye which made the greatest
excursion behind the screen.

The relation between unilateral sighting

prefef,e~ce8, or eye dominance, and eye muscle insufficiencies is very close.

The eye with the muscle insufficiencies is seldoni. the sighting or dominant eye.
It al~o seems reasonable to believe we have another valuable method for
determining eye dominance from this study.l8
16Gertrude
l6Gertrude Hildreth~ "Rever sal s in Reading and Wri ting~ It Journal of
Educational Psychology, XXV, (January, 1934) p. 20.
17H. Bannister~ "l\. Study in Eye Dominance," British Journal of
Psychologr, XXVI, (July, 1935) pp. 32-48.
16s1ake Crider, "The Relationship of Eye Musole Balance to the Sighting
Eye," Journal of Experimental Psycho,logy, XVIII, (February~ 1935), p. 153.

Gould (1908) advanced the theory that dominant handedness originates
in dominan"c eyedness, and that eyedness is an index of native handedness; but

Gould apparently did not collect much evidenoe ooncerning eyedness tendencies
in the general population.
parsons~

Parsons worked in this area also.

According to

all right-handed, left-eyed individuals are those who were

originally left-handed but were forced to ohange, but the theory does not
explain the opposite group, the left-handed, right-eyed individuals.

Parsons

also asserts that when disorepanoies between eye-and-hand dominanoe oocur. the
eye dominanoe may be oonsidered the surer indioation of "original" or "naturalQ
lateral.ity. since the handedness tends to change through the growth period far
more frequently than eyedness.
tion or early hand usage.

Eyedness is signifioant chiefly as an indioa-

The neurologist Brain does not believe that eyedness

plays any part in actually causing handedness. l9
Hildreth, on whose referenoes we have placed value earlier in this
paper, summarized the points on eyedness worthy of note:

The dominant eye

normally oorresponds with the individual's sidedness and lateral dominance in
general.

Eye dominanoe is considered to be a significant l'eature of human·

deVe~'O?ment because of' the relation between eye-hand i".motioning and problems

of motor adjustment inoluding speeoh, reading. writing and oertain vocational
skilis.
I

Eyedness is not affeoted by the visual acuity of the

cases ,the master is weaker.

eyes~

for

~

many

Eyedness is primarily a matter 01' motor oontrol.

Bye movements develop in infancy ahead of hand movements.

control and direot the hands in manipulation aotivity.

The eye tends to

The infant gains oan-

trol over eye coordination before he achieves hand oontrol; it is
whether unilateral sighting develops before hand oontrol.

doubt~ul

Eye daninance like

19Gartrude Hildreth, ItThe Origins of' Handedness and Lateral Dominanoe"
Journal of Genetio psycholog;y, LXXV· (Deoember. 1949) p. 257.

nandedness inoreases to some extent with age, suggesting that eye preference is
s.n acquired visual-motor habit and that it is modifiable.

Ocular dominance is

established in early childhood and. unlike handedness, from then on tends to
persist unless the sighting eye becomes incapacitated.

Eyedness is not so

obvious a trait as handedness. and is not direotiy trained as in the case with
handedness.
Due to the diffioul ty of studying eye-dominanoe in infanoy and ear ly
Childhood, the developmental trends in eyedness have not been thoroughly
explored at these age levels.

Investigation in these early levels would answer

many perplexing problems concerning the development of the relation between eye
20
" "
and hand f unc t J.onJ.ng.
It would appear that high priority be pla.oed on an understanding
neurologioa~ organization (partioularly laterality) in ohildren

01'

the

by teaohers who

attempt to train them to read.

l

20Gertrude Hildreth, "The Development and Tra.ining of Hand: Dominance~
Parts I_V" Journal of' Genetic PSloholog,y LXX.V and LXXVI (Deoember, 1949 i MarCh,
1950). At "this point the reader is referred to the f1 va parts of> this work beoause of its value and contribution to the fields of education, psyohology and
neurology. The worlc has been referred to in parts earlier in the paper.

CHAPTER III

CONCEPTUAL FRAUE'.VORK OF THE STUDY (CONTINUED)

In the overall

fr~~ork

there are som9 studies which move to the £ore-

ground IiUld form a pattern of' sequence to this present work.

They are cited

here. not for their agreement, but beoause they form a line of tl1inking tnat
oontributes to the motiva.tion for this investigation.

These authors have

infoluenoed eduoator s and psyohologists for decades and it is hoped that in
viewing their work within the oontext 0.1' the learning prooess we will perhaps
see a value in outlining a method of treatment for th.e ohildren who fall under
the soope of their searoh.
Orton. a neurologist, suggested the hypothesis that reading disability
is due not to an organio defeot in the brain but to failure to train the brain
to work exolusively from the dominant hemisphere.

He discussed the neoessity

of' olear-cut unilateral dominanoe to prevent ooni'usion.
I

he despribed a

dia~ostio

hemispherio dominanoe.

In his early writings

rationale which evaluated the level of cortical

He looked to brain anatomy and brain pathology as an

explanation of reading diffioulty.'
With the awareness 01' ne\U'ologioal problems that Orton oontributed and
tha information that he made availabb to researoh students in medioine and
lOrton. OPe oit •• p. 17.

27

eduoation~

them

it is no small wonder that many persons i'ollowed his ideas ana made

applicable to the learning process.

There were many studies undertaken

from 1930 through 1960 that concerned themselves with the incidence of crossed
dominance in children.

No one had suggested a treatment nor a reorganization

process for these children with disaoility until Carl Delaoato's work at the
present time.
At the same time Orton was making his studies of cerebral phYSiology- of
language showing the importanoe of proper laterality establiShment for
eff'ioienoy in

speech~

reading and

writing~

m~

Marion Monroe's classic monograph on

reading disability appeared (1932).

She studied the incidence or crossed

dominance among 101 norma!

155 disability cases I and forty-four

children~

intelleotually defeotive cases.

Her final list of fifteen possible causative

factors in reading disability inoludes both defeotive for;m peroeption and insecure direotional sense.
Monroe assumed that the first type of disability. "laok of preoision
in disorimination of oomplex visual patterns," was refleoted in the child's
reading in the form of an inability to oomprehend words as units a.l though they
might ~e_recognized when they were spelled out.

The seoond disability~ "laok

disorim~ation

as~ed

of precision in

of spatial orientation," was

itself' "in the sta:ticand -ldnetio reversals desori bed by orton.

to retlect

However, Monroe

I

merely

~o8tulated

that these peroeptual defioits ware signifioant oorrelates of

developmental dyslexia.

She employed no independent measure of torm. peroeption

or direotional sense as they applied to

non-lin~istio

material and did not

'adduce any empirioal evidence that detective perceptual reactions of these
types extended beyond the prooess of reading itselt.

In contrast, in dealing

with such faotors as motor speeoh defects and defective auditory word
disorimination, Monroe did show a

8i~ificant

assooiation between these

d~feot3

and developmental dyslexia.
The work of Monroe emphasized the objeotive analysis of errors and the

development of speoifio material to oorreot these errors.
considerable emphasis on

physiologio~l

faotors.

She also plaoed

Finally, she attempted to

determine speoifio methods that are ada.pted to the needs of the individual. 2
There followed two researoh reports wh10hwere to be influential in
guiding subsequent thinking about the role of higher level visual oapaoities
in developmental dyslexia.

The first was Fildes' study in 1921 of visual

disorimination and memory in readers and nonreaders.

She found that nonreaders

showed .some degree of disability in visual form disorimination and memory, not
on a gross level to be sure, but in the peroeption of minor differenoes between
visually presented figures.

They also e:xperienoed diffioulty in disoriminating

identioal figures an the basis of spatial orientation alane, e.g., mirror
i:ma.ges of the same figure.

Similar results were seoured in the auditor.r area;

these findings leading her to oonolude that developmental dyslexia is but one
aspeot of a more general defeot in either the visual or auditory regions or in
both.

All the non-readers showed a reduotion in the normal power in dealing

with!orms visually presented - espeoially when these forms were like eaoh
other-, their defeot being shown most definitely in their failure to remember
suoh.lorms.
I

3

In sharp oontrast to these results of Fildes, quite negative findi:l.gs

were reported the following year by Gates (1922) in his study of the
oorrelates of reading ability in sohool ohildren.

He oould find no evidenoe

2Marion Monroe, Children Who cannot Read (Chioago: University of
Chioago Press, 1932) p. 85.
.
SLuoy Fildes, "A Psyohologioal Inquiry into the Nature of the Condition
Known as Congenital r'ford-Blindness, It Brain, XLIV, p. 286 0
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that poor readers

differ~d

from good readers in respect to the visual

discrimination of nonlinguistic material and he denied that visual peroeption
or manory oould aooo1.m.t for reading disability. Indeadjl he denied the validi t:r
of the oonoept of ngeneral visual perception" asserting that there are abilities
to, perceive
peroeive words, digits, geometric figures, etc., each of which is relatively
independent of other peroeptual abilities. Adopting a pluralistio approaoh, he
implicated poor educational methodsjI unfavoraule home influenoes, emotional
factorsjl and defects of vision as determinants of retardation in reading
development.

•

·A theory that was forward looking at this time was proposed by Parsons.
The publioation of his work on left-handedness disolosed the phenomenon o£
unilateral sighting in binooular vision, and definitely raised the question of
the relationship between the daninant eye and the favored hand.

Parsons

concluded that in order to avoid difficulties in reading and writing ane
one should
be either left-eyed and left-handed
left-handad J or right-eyed and right-handed, and
preferably the latter. 5
parsons 6 further points out that in writing and reading (in our
language) the movement of the hand and the eye are dextrad. rt is this
sequence from left to right which has to be follQwed to build up the oorreot
visue,rl and kinesthetio images
mages of words.
I

This is the natural and easiest move-

ment of the right-handed - away from the center of the body.

Left-handed and

left-eyed ohildren have a preference for the other direction, i.e.jI sinistrad.
The opposite or dextrad direotion is so awkward for them that at the start they
4 John Mon~, OPe cit., pp. 88-9.

5walt~r Dearborn, "The Nature of Speoial
Special Abilities and Disabilities n ,
School and Society, XXXI (May 10, 1930), p. 633.

Ss. S. Parsons, Left-Handedness. (Chioago,
(Chicago, Macmillan, 1924).

appear to "puBh" the pencil in 1'll"iting. When lateral dominanoe has not been
established, the trouble is not so easily detected.

'
I

There is samstimes

uncertainty about the oorreot sequence of letters in words because of
oonflicting tendencies of' hands and eye.

The result is that faulty word images

wi th letters interohanged are stored up in the mind which later m.alces prompt

recognition of words almost impossible.

Surely here we might expeot iilien to

find reading disability among children who are not properly lateralized.
Fernald examined the work of Orton and
cerebral dominance.

a~ed

questions about unilateral

She questioned the correlation between failure to

establish unilateral cerebral dominance and reading disability as Orton
suggested.

She would ask 'Why such dominance had not been est8.'blished.

And

what trait it is in the individual that has prevented thi s dominance from being

established under conditions that develop it in the ordinary person.
believed there were fundamental traits that

e~la.in

She

the failure on the part of

intelligent individuals to develop the brain oondition that is-essential for
learning in oonneotion with qui te limited subjeot matter.
Perhaps what Fernald suggested is more teamwork between neurology and
educ.ation in offering solutions to the problems m.et '8y both.

None of the

theories seems to explain adequately the failure of certain individuals to
leaz;n to read.

At least this would be true of the cases of total disability.

The data conoer.ning br~in function are still inadequate for the fonnulation of
a satisfaotory theory of the physiologioal basis for reading disability.
Later in her treatment of oausation of reading disability, Fernald
points out that laok of the finer eye adjustments was oharacteristio of all of
her reading disability oases at the start.

In her case analyses she always

tested for handedness and sometimes for eye

dominanoe~

always reoorded.

but the la.tter was not

:' ': ;;~{.~~~~~:~t::,r;~:"f~;':~"::,':~~ ~;~:!F::~:'::/_' ;<;: 7,,::. ;~;L; ';~:"'~' ,<:": ~/:~:·"~~:~'·~'?~2'?1;~~~.~:~'F' ~~: :'~/,~:\~~:!~,~~'~;~fo;t-~:~:.?';~~'~:'~f'~~1
)

;
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Fernald, in Vlorking
working with reading disability cases and in speaking of
eye and hand dominance notedl
The right-handed cases and the cases of matched eye-hand dominance
resemale the cases in whioh the dominanoe is not matched, are as serious
in their deficiency, learn by the same methods, and are as suooessful in
the final outcome. The eye and hand dominance is not ohanged as a result
of the remedial wor]e, that is, the subjeot with 1.lIlDlatched eye and hand
dcminance learns to rea.d and is able to read in an entirely normal manner
with eye and hand dominanoe still opposite. 7
Working with large groups of children, Fernald198.s in a position to
valid oDservations
oBservations which were in variance with the opinion of Monroe.

She

statesl
.'(1)
(1)

Corresponding eye and hand dominance is found in many of our cases

of extreme disability.

In our last fifty oases of extreme disability, forty

have oorresponding eye and hand daninance, six have mixed eye and hand
dominance, and four are ambidextrous.

The cases of matched eye and hand

dominanoe resemble the cases in which the dominance is not matched, are as
sarious in their defioiency, learn by the same methods, and are successful in
the final outcome.
(2)
not

,

In the cases ot
of unmatohed eye and hand dcminance, the dominance is

"

c~ged

as the result ot
of remedial work.

The subject with umnatched eye and

hand dominance learns to read and is able to read in an entirely normal manner
with

~ye

and hand dominance still opposite.

I

,. (3)

A very lar ge number of individuals who have never had the

slightest reading disability, many with distinctly superior reading skill, have
unmatohed eye and hand dominance.
dominanoe.
Later in speeJcing of handedness Fernald says that handedness in itself
dOBS not seem to be a sutficient
sufficient oause tor reading disability.

She finds no

7Graoe
7Grace Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic
Basio School Subjeots
(Naw York: MoGraw-Bill,
McGraw-Bill, 1943), p. 150.
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apparent differenoes in the type of disability in the right-and
oases.

left~handed

The cases with whom. Fernald has worked have not given evidenoe to

support a theory regarding a relationship between handedness, eyedness, and
reading disability.8
Gesell 9 in a wholistio approaoh and study of the developmental nature
of the child showed his readers that handedness was a developmental phenomenon
and that

th~re

to handedness.

were many other indioes of neurologioal ma.turation in addition
He assumed in his studies that handedness is an extremely

oomplex trait botmd up in the total aotion system of the ohild.

Sinoe the

total system is involved, Gesell urged his followers to inquire into the
va.rious developmental expressions of laterality.

The phenomenon of the tonio

neck 'reflex as oonneoted with total neurologioal organization seemed to r~sell
to be bound up with earliest manifestations of handednessc>

The head and neok

exert a oontrolling influenoe upon i:;he aotion of the rest of the body.

This

developmental information of total child growth gave educa.tors solid
information on whioh to note behavior in the subjeots with whom they worked.
If this developmental data would have been oorrelated with neurologioal
physi.ology the reaul t would have been a monumental ooni:;ribution to the study of
ohild growth.
I

A. study of the relationship between various visuoperoeptive skills and

readin~ achievement in first-gra.de ohildren by Jean Turner Goins deserves

mention because its resuli:;s are being cited as evidence that defective visual
for.m perception and inseoure direotional orientation are siguificant
determinants of reading disability.

In this study a variety of nonverbal

8:rbid., p. 161.
gGssell and Ames.
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r tests of visual perception, inoluding reoognition of similarities and

designs, oompleting designs from a model
differences in piotures and abstract designs.
and reoognition of inoomplete pictures.
pictures, were given to first-grade children
relatively early in the sohool year and repeated later in the sohool year.
Mqst of the teat. oorrelated positively and significantly with reading level.
ooeffioients ranging from. .2 to .5.
the ooeffioient.

effeots of
Goins also e:xplored the effeot.

speoial tachistosoopic training in visual perception on reading level. a
prooedure which is cf partioular interest beoause of its possigle implioations
for treatment.

This training.
training, however, had no signifioant influenoe on reading

performanoe. 10
Clinioal studies of ohildren with varying degrees of reversal tendency
done at this time pointed up the follOwing oonclusions pertinent to this study:
(1)

The most potent factors in learning to read are intelligence and

the degree of tendency to reverse and confuse symbols.

(2)

The very bright child is capable of overcaning a strong tendencY'

to reversal and learning to read in spite of it.
(3)

Consistent right dominance or left dominance, or ambidexterity

wi th.:use of the right eye or the left eye are the oonditions of lateral

dominanoe most favorable to suooess in reading. _
(4)

E

left

I

~ye

AJnbidexterity with use of either eye, and use of right hand with

or vioe versa, are less favorable to rapid progress in reading.

Another major theory is that of Dearbor.n. ll

He asserted that it is

easier for the left-handed person to move his left hand fram right to left than
lOJean Turner Goins, Visual Peroeptual Abilities and Early Reading
Progress, (Chioago, University of Chioago Press, 1958).
llAlbert J. Harris, How To Inorease Reading AD1.1ity
Longsmans Green and Company, 1961), pp. 249-252.
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fram left to right, and easier for the left-eyed person to look from right to
left than from left to right.

Deviations then fran right-sidednesa would be

expeoted to be aooompanied by greater than average tendenoies to move the eyes
in the wrong direotion. in reading.

Wi. th mixed dominance or a lack of

consistent preference for either side, oonfusion in the direotion of eye movements in reading, and reversals and other types of word-reoognition
diffioulties would be expeoted_

Orton and Dearborn agreed that consistent left

sidedness is less of a problem than mixed dominance.

Orton's theory stres8ed

I

-,

confusion in mental imagery, while Dearborn plaoed the major responsibility on
contusion in motor aotivity_
On the other hand, there were investigators who felt that the

dominance theory as an explanation of poor school worle had been overworked o
Brunes was one of these.

He did a study of the importanoe of the various

dominance anomalies in a group of 100 reading disability cases and a control
group of 100 unselected school children of appro:.dmately equal age and time
spent in school.

There was no significant difference in the frequency of

anomalies of eyedness and handedness alone, but there was nineteen per cent
more ,:mixed dominance among the poor readers.

The outstanding type of mixed

dominance was that of left eyedness with right handedness in whioh there was
ten per cent more among the poor readers.

These differenoes are not very great

but tH,ey indioate a. tendency that merits further investigation and they sugges·t.
that lateral dominanoe anomalies may be one of the etiologioal factors in poor
reading. l2
Similar oonolusions were reaohed by Ullin Leavell in that the results
of his study of visual imagery of sym'bols in space and the direotional
l2Thomas Harriacn Eames .. "The Anatomical Basis of Lat.aral Dominance"_
hmeriean Journal of Orthpsyohiatrl, IV (Ootober .. 1934) .. p. 524.

rrobsarva"cion
obsarva'cion

of symbols pointed to left-dominanoe
left-dominance as less favorable to the

acquisition of reading skill than right-dominance.
right-daminance~ and to the oonfliot
oonflict between
,eye and hand daminanoe as less fa.vorable than complete left-dominanoe.

Leavell

reflects very little upon reading achievefound that impartiality of domina:c.oe refleots
ment.

lS

I,

•

Helen Robinson engaged in researoh
research designed to disoover whether those

r(

pupils with consistent eye-hand preferenoe made
ms.de slower progress and exhibited

~

r

more unique problems in learning to read than did the pupils with oonsistent
eye-hand
eye-band preferenoe.

To make this ocmparisan.ldndergarten
ocmpa.risan~ldndergarten pupilsweretEtsted

preference and for reversal and direotional
directional tendencies, and their
for eye-hand preferenoe
subsequent progress was evaluated
evalua.ted over a period of approximately two years.
reached in Robinson's investigation have definite
The conclusions
oonolusions reaohed
implioations
implioa.t1ons for teaohers.
(I)
(l)

Beoause bright pupils who prefer their right hand and left eye tend

instruction. it is imp erati ve that
to move from right to left before reading instruotion,
first-grade teaohers
teachers

plao~

emphasis upon the faot that,
that. to read English. pupils

must begin at the left and move to the right.
given~~

Suffioient praotice
practice should be

using this order or progression to establish a pattern for those

pupils who tend to move in the opposite direction'.
direotion-.
(2)

l

Her study demonstrated that pupils with inoonsistent right

I

children with consistent
preferenoe make no more reversal errors than do those ohildren
oonsistent
right preferenoe
preference and that they make adequate progress in reading it the olassclassinstruction.
room teacher provides the proper type of instruotion.

Consequently. olassroom
classroom
Consequently,

teachers of bright ohildren
children oan teaoh reading to first-grade pupils without
Florence Fults,
Fults. nDaninanoe
nDcminanoe and Displaoement
Displacement of
13uJ.lin Leavell and Florenoe
Visual Imagery in Relation to Reading Aohievement,"
Achievement." Peabody Journal of
Education XXI (September, 1943),
1943). pp. 107-8.

iconoern about eye-hand preferenoe exoept in very unusual oases.

The oonolusions of Robinson differed fran opinions and other pieoes of
researoh.

Perhaps the faot that the investigation was made with young ohildren

in wham laterality is not oompletely established influenoed the findings.

Clinioalstudies suoh as those done by Harris support the statements of
Orton and other neurologists in showing that oonfusion in laterality and
di reotionali ty ahows up olearly in ma:oy ohi ldren with reading disability when
tests are given.

Harris oomposed a test to deter.mine laterality.15 His

studies show that the development of a fairly oonsistent preferenoe for one
hand takes plaoe later than the age of nine in a far higher proportion of readlng disability oases.

The signifioant question pointed up by Harris i8

whether or not a person ahows direotional oonfusion.

This of oourse is

quite typioally in the presenoe of reversals in reading.

sh~N.n

It may also appear in

spelling end the writing of numbers, in typing, or in speeoh in the form of
stuttering. 16
\Taen orton began his researoh as a neurologist he worked in the field
of reading and speeoh but his oontributions were not utilized to the fullest by
educa~o~s.

They attributed a certain bias to Orton's dia~ostio maaaures and

the researoh in this ilDportant field lagged.
was g~1ng to make to education was delayed.

The oontribution tha.t neurology"
However, researohers who followed

pointed to the work of Orton and joined him in searohing for a oentral and
basic approaoh to solving the problem of language.
l4Helan Robinson (ad) Clinioal Studies in Reading II (Chioago:
University of Chioago Press, (January, 1953), p. 88.
l5Harria Te'sts of Lateral Dominance.
16Harris, 100. oit.

Only one investigator suggests treatment for poorly organized
children.

This was Delaoato.

Even he has not presented oontrolled studies of

disability cases in a re-education environment.

His first reported study.

however, is worthy of note:
The neuro-psyohological oonoept for the diagnosis of reading problems and
neurologioal organization as the primary treatment modality 1s based on the
premise that language is the distillate of man's phylogenetio neural
development, and the normal language funotion and reading are the
distillates of a total onto~netio neural development. l7
Delaoato's study aimed at finding the oammon oharaoteristios among
poor readers, and it was found that there was no signifioant oorrelation
between 'the following and poor readers as a group:

1) low intelligenoe,

&) oommon socio-economio status, 3) race, 4) religion. 5) divoroe in family,

6) very progressive or very oonservative sohooling, 7) too muoh or too little
phonic instruotion, 8)

~aulty

school plaoement, 9) ohanging teaohers, 10)

rigLd or lax parents, 11) bi-1ingualism, 12) poor hearing or poor vision, 13)
poor attitude towar~ sohoo1, 14) 1aok of interest, motivation or reading
materials, 15) severe emotional oonfliots, or 16) specific teaohing method.
The original studies indicated that groups of poor readers exhi.ited
a lao~ ?f neurologioal organization as their most signifioant cammon trait.
Approximately seventy per cent of the children seen by his reading olinios had
sane need of and profited fram neurologioal organization.
,This indioation of the neurological realm as a potential etiological
factor in poor language and reading development caused Delaoato and his
aGsooiates to suggest that after the natural laterality of the child had been
datermined three things should be done:
(1)

Make the dominant hand the most skilled and the most used hand by

17Carl Delaoato, The Treatment and Prevention of Reading Problems
(Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas Publishers, 1959), p. 60.

ra-enforoament or re-education.
(2)

Establish the eye on the side of dominance as the oontrolling eye

in binocular vision.

This can be done through occulsion and re-training.

should begin at far-point and then be

(3)

follo~ed

This

at near-point.

Re-educate the child so that proper foot is dominant.

Having asoertained the areas of neurologioal organization which are
le.oking~

pre-remedial programs aimed at establishing neurological organization

are initiated.
period.

Reading activities are disoontinued during this pre-remedial

This usually lasts about six to eighteen

eva.luations are made.

weeks~

during whioh time re-

When neurological organization is aohieved the ohild is

returned to his remedial or eduoationa.l situation. lS
Delacato relates language performance to suoh :functions as 'birth and
early

development~

sleep patterns, creeping abilities_ bi-ooular and binocular

Skill, handedness and footedne83 and peroeptual patterns.

He studied under

Temple Fay with the work of Gesell and Orton as underlying research.

In work-

ing under Fay, a neurosurgeon, we may see merging the disciplines of neurology
and education which many of the early researchers negleoted to do.
sear~~
,"

Delaoato's

for answers to the prevention of language problems more intelligently_

to tlief prediotion of them more reliably, and to the diagnosing of them mor8
validly, centers upon the development of the child in a neurologioal and
wholi~tic

a.pproaoh.

We look for experimentation to support the theories which

appear so logical to those who work with children.

lSCarl Delacato, The Dia osis and Treatment of S eaoh and Readin
Problems (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas pUblishers, 1963 •

CHAPTER IV

'I'

PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

It has been pointed out over and over again that many disabled readers
are ill-lateralized. exhibiting inoonsistenoies of preference between hand.
foot and eye.

Opinion differs as to the inoidenoe and signifioanoe of suoh

anomalies. and sane investigations have denied that there is a relationship
between neurologioal organization-and reading.

It is obvious fram research and

from experience that not all disabled readers are poorly organized
neurologically. and that many individuals with odd or inoonsistent lateral
preferenoes learn'to read normally and some to their capaoity.
The purpose of this study is to point out the inoidenoe of poorly'
org~zed

children in a reading disability group, and to inquire whether the

"

readidg disability of poorly organized ohildren differs in any significant way
from the type of reading disability of well organized ohildren.
Plan of the Study
There are 217 Paroohial Schools in the City of Chioago partioipating in
the Archdiooesan Reading Progrrum.

Approximately thirty-one percent of the

total fifth grade population. (11,341 students). judged on the.asis of
standardized testing and performanoe are below grade level in reading aohievemente

From this reading disability population, (about 3,516 children), a
~wnpling

of 203 children in six representative schools was selected for this

study.
The schools included in the srunpling are staffed by five teaching
oommunities, whose methods and organization of reading instruction have been
directed.

~upervised,

and evaluated by the Archdiocesan Reading Consultant

assigned to these schools.
training in the form of

This type of control with continuing in-servioe

de.mon~tration

lessons, personal interviews of

and other guidance prooedures,has been in
average period of five years.

~ffect

teaohers~

in these sohools for an

On this basis it may be assumed that en

organized and relatively uniform reading program has been followed by the
school personnel involved.
Range in size of student population in the selected schools is from
420 to 2100 pupils.

Yearly stUdent transfer rates, not exceeding two percent

seem to indicate a,stable population.

Selection of sampling units were:

Fram Schools I and II, located in Census Tract 0505, thirty-eight boys,
thirty girls, with a mean I.Q. of 99.
:~ _. From Sohools III and IV, located in Census Tract 0808, thirty-five

boys, thirty-two girls, with a mean I.Q. of 101.
From Schools V and VI, located in Census Tract 0915, thirty-six boys,
thirty:;"two girls, with a mean I.Q. of 108.
All of the children ohosen, fifty-three percent of wham are boys,
forty-seven percent of whom are girls, with a mean I.Q. of 102, form the
corrective reading groups in their respeotive schools.

Table I describes the

composition of the sampling in relation to the reading disability population
and the total fifth gade population.

,TABLE I

Composition of Fifth Grade Popule:tions and S&mpling
in Schools Partioipating in the Arohdiocesan
Reading Program

I

I
I

I

Number
of
Students

Sex

Mean
I.Q.
,

Number
of
Sohools

Total
Fifth Grade
Reading
Disability
Population

11,3-4:1

Ran~e:

Num er
. of
Students

:1

Rate
of
Transfer

,

,I

Boys
Total
Fifth Grade
Population

I
I

56%

101

217

380-2100

5%

101

201

380-2100

5%

II,I
IIiIi

Girls
44%
Boys
52%
3,516
Girls
48%

Fifth Grade
Reading
Disability
Sampling

..
,

Boys
53%

102

203
Girls
47%

6

420-2100

.

2%

Three broad socio-eoonomic classes appeared to be represent9d by the

203 children selected for this atudy.

The sixtY-eight children attending

,

SchOols I and II seemed to be representative of a "low socio-economic tt level.

A "middle socio-economio"

desi~ation

children from Sohools III and IV.

seemed to apply to the sixty-seven

The sixty-eight children fraa Schools V and

VI appeared to be !thigh socio-economio."
Socio-economic levels are delineated for the purposes of this study on
the basis of the applioation of "The Index of Social Characteristios,"
(I.S.C.) developed by ~~lliam Lloyd Warner and associates in their

II
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stratificational study of "Jonesville, nnl to information tagulated in the 1960

j U.S. Census Report for Chicago and environs.

2

Table II shows I .S.C. information drawn from the Census Report and
indicates the relationship of the schools in the sampling to City-wide median

fi g,ures.
Briefly, the Index of Sooial Characteristios is a four point soale
based on 1) occupation of head of household, 2) residential area, 3) amount of
income, 4) highest level of education attained.

This scale applied to

information obtained from. the 1960 census indicates that there are apparent
differ-ences in regard to these four factors.
For the purposes of this study, when a census tract possessed median
figures approximating the oity-wide medians. the tract
"middle socio-economic. 1t

1'ra6

considered to be

When a census tract showed medians below. it was

considered to be "low socio-economic."

'ffuen the median figures were above,

the census tract was termed "high socio-economic."

.'

A census tract is a small area into whioh large oities have
been divided for statistioal purposes. Tract boundaries
were established cooperatively by a local committee and the
Bureau of the Census, and were generally designed to be
Burea.u
relatively uniform with respeot to population characteristics 1
eoonomio status, and living conditions. Th8 average traot
has about 4,000 residents. Traot boundaries are established
wi th the intention of being maintained over a long time so
that comparisons may be made fran oensus to oensus. 3
Table
Ta.ble II shows that Census Traot 0505. in. which Schools I and II are

lW. Lloyd Warner, M. Meeker, and Kenneth Eells, Sooial Class in
America: A Manual for Prooedure for the Measurement of Social Status,
Science Research Assooiates, Chicago, 1949, p. 127.

2u.s. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Censuses of Population and Housin :
1960. Census Traots. Final Report PHC 1 -26. U.S. Government Printing Office,
WaS1iin.gton, D. e. , 1962.
3Ibid ., p. 1.
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'l'ABLE II

A

Sooio-Economio Desoription of the
Population and the Sampling Units

C~parative

,

.,1

.

Income
Median income
in dollars
00 ou Ea ti OIl
%of lahor force
managerial
professional

Censua Traot
808

City of
Chicago

6,738

4,080

7,039

14,813

21.0

3.1

10.2

48.9

E95

I,;

Clerical, sales
craftsmen
operatives

41.9

22.0

67.6

38.1

laborers
servioe workers
household workers

22.3

53.4

22.1

13.0

5.6

16.0

4.1

1.3

10.0

8.3

10.2

12.9

18,000

13,500

17,500

25,000

4.4

2.6

4.5

6.7

Per cent uni ta
poor condition

15.2

43.7

.04

.01

Per oent units
overcrowded
(1.1 person
per room)

13.5

37.0

.08

.02

unemployed
Eduoation
Me~ian years
c~p_leted

Residential area
Median value
of" houain
uni~a in
oHars
Median number
of ro~

8

Schools
!l •

,.'

Censue Tract
915

Census Traot

I and
68

n

III and IV

67

V and VI
68

Ii

I

!

,"
"

located is

b~law

the city-wide averages in every respeot.

h

The thirty-eight

]i,1

'I

I boys and thirty girls attending these sohoolsoome from a residential area in

1.1

II

I

~

whioh the houses or apartments are in generally poor oondi tion, of low monetary
value, small and overcrowded.

Their parents' median inoome is approximately

2,,000 dollars below that of the median income given for the oity.
the oooupation of the father is unskilled.

Typioally,

More than half the total of those

employed are oategorized as laborers, service
servioe and household workers.

The rate

of unemployment in this area
area. is almost three times that of the oi ty-wide rate.
rate
0

eduoation. most of the parents do not possess more than eight
In regard to education.
years ot sohooling, nearly two years below the city
oity median.

These ohildren

form the low socio-economic group.
Traot 0808
Table II also indicates that median figures for Census Tract
oontainingSchools III and IV, appro:dmate those of the city-wide medians.
oontaining two
The thirty-five boys and thirty-two girls live in neighborhoods containing
family dwellings or single family houses of moderate size. Very few of the
homes are in poor condition or overcrowdad.

Parents of these children are

predominately skilled workers, technicians, or involved in some form of
oleri~al
cleri~al
or sales work.
,

for the city.

peroent under the median
The unemployment rate is 1.5 percent

Most of the parents have attended high school
sohool or possess a high

school eduoation.

Their median level of eduoation is only two tenths above

I

that of the oity-wide figure.

Median incane
inoane is 301 dollars above the median

given for the City of Chioago.

ohildren attending these sohools constitute
oonstitute
The children

the middle sooio-economio group.
Census Tract 0915 (Schools
(Sohools V and VI), desoribed in Table II appears
wall above the City-wide averages in every area.
thirty-~vo

The thirty-six boys and

girls inoluded in the sampling fram these sohools are considered

socio-eoonomio group.
to be the high or upper socio-eoonomic

They live in residential areas

I

where overorowding is negligible, homes are large and of high value.
rnedi~

The

income of the parents is more than twioe that of the oity-wide figure.

Almost half of the fathers are engaged in occupations of a managerialprofessional nature and the unemployment rate is very low.

One or both parents

have attended or graduated fran oollege; in some oases possessing a degree
beyond the college diploma.
These 203 students from six sohools not only represent three broad
sooio-eoonomio olasses as seen by the application of the I.S.C. soale to data
fran the 1960 oensus; but these ohildren also represent the fifth grade reading
disability population in terms of peroentage of boys and girls, mean I.Q. and
reading retardation.
Subjeots of the Study
These ohildren were inoluded in the study:
1)

Children who have average or above average intelligenoe (a few students

r
r,!

were olassed as

be~ow

phases of reading.

average) and who

e~~bit

diffioulty with some or many

These ohildren oombine an average or high oapaoity level

with a low aohievement level.
2)

qh~ldren

whose reading lavel is below grade expeotanoy as detannined by

intelligenoe soores on the Lorge-Thorndike Non-Verbal Scale.

The ohildren in

the ~tudy had been plaoed on the instruotional level bel::rw firth level on the
basis

~f

standardized tests and teaoher opinion in oollaboration with the read-

ing oonsul tant who servioes the sohools.
The following types of children were not inoluded in the study:
1)

Mentally retarded ohildren or very slow-learning ohildren who are already

reading to grade oapaoity.
2)

Children for whom. the English language is a barrier.

:.

The Tests Administered
All children in the study were given the following tests during the
month of November:
1)

Lor~e-Thorndike

Intelli&ence Test: Non-Verbal Battery

2) Silent Reading Diagnostic Test
3) Iowa Test of Basic Skills
4) Informal Reading Inventory
5) Daman-Delacato Scale for Neurologioal Organization
After the testing the children were divided into two groups:
1)

Fif'th grade children reading below grade expeotancy level with average or

above average intelligence scores who are well organized neurologically.

This

formed group A.
2)

Fifth grade children reading below grade expectanoy level with average or

above average intelligenoe soores who are poorly organized neurologically.
Thi s formed group ,B.
Desoription of the Tests
Lorge.-ThorndikeIntelligenoe Test:
I

.'

Non-Verbal Battery:

The Lorge-Thorndike

-

Intelligenoe Test is a group test which is easy to administer.

The Non-Verbal

Battery
was selected because it uses items whioh are either piotorial or
,
numerical.

For the average

pupil~

suoh tests do not prediot school achievement

quite as well as soores from a verbal type test.

However~

they do give an

estimate of scholastic aptitude Whioh has not been influenoed by any lack of
ability to read.

Level three, for grades four to six, was given.

Four types of norms have been developed for the Lorge-Thorndike Testa
(1) intelligenoe quotient equivalent, (2) grade
equivalent, and (4) age equivalent.

peroentile~

(3) grade

The intelligence-measuring scales utilize materials that are both
verbal and non-verbal in character.

Although the authors are not concerned

with presenting or insisting upon a formal definition of intelligence. they do
state that the following mental prooesses are descriptive of intelligent
behavior and are sampled by their tests; (1) dealing with abstract and general
concepts; (2) interpretation and USe of symbols; (3) dealing with relationships
a~ong

concepts and symbols; (4) flexibility in the organization of concepts

and symbols; (5) utilizing onets experiences in new patter.ns; and, (6)
utilizing "power" rather than speed in working with abstract materials.
The time for administering this test was about one hour.
Silent Reading Diagnostic Test:

The Silent Reading Diagnostic Test is one of

the Developmental Tests of Bond. Clymer. and Hoyt.

It is partioularly designed

to give the classroom teacher halp in diagnosing the reading needs of her
pupils.

This test was selected for the hign level of its diagpostic value.
The Silent Reading Diagpostic Teat is composed of eleven sub-testa

whioh evaluate the areas of word-recogai tion. comprehension, vocabulary and
phonics.

Scores were obtained for eaoh of the sub-tests and the,y were divided

into three areas fcr analysis: (1) Comprehension, (2) word reco~ition
(excluding phonios). and (3) phonics.
The sub-tests were then further analyzed in these areas: (1) oomprehension: in isolation and in oontext; (2) word recogpition: visual and
auditory; and (3) phonics: analysis and synthesis.
The time for administering this test was about two hours.
lowe. Test of Basic Skills:

The Iowa Test of Basic Skills was devised to test

fundamental skills in the areas of vooabulary, reading, the mechanios of
correot writing, methods of study, alld arithmetio.

The primary purpose of the

tests is to reveal how well each pupil has mastered the basic skills.

The test

I

!.
~

was selected because it was a valid instrument for measuring the s'.cills of
reading and the closely allied skills of correct writing,
writing~ methods of study and

i!

il

1:1

II

the added Skill of arithmetic.
t s, arrange
d aocor
ding
The test battery consists
consi sta of eleven
e 1even separate
aeparat
et
tests~
as
arranged
aocording
to grade level.

!

II

The battery yields grade-equivalent scores on the eleven tests Iii

'I

i

I

which are suited for measuring growth from. Je ax to year.
The reliability coefficients range fram
from .84 to .86 for the major tests
testa
and trom
tram .70 to .93 for the subtests.

The composite reliabilities for the

whole test range from. .97 to .98 for the different grades.

These correlations

are sufficiently high for individual diagnosis and prediction. 4
Two types of norms are provided: grade norms end percentile
peroentile norms within grade.

One valuable aspect
aspeot of the norms is their development for beginning-

of-year. middle-of-year and end-of-year performance.
The vocabulary tests oonoentrate attention on understanding the meaning
of words.

This "battery
'battery purports to test "basic
"basio skills" and not m@aning or

content aspects of the child's
ohild's development.
The test of reading comprehension
oomprehension evaluates the specific

compreh~nsian

skills involved in analyzing.
analyzing, organizing and evaluating a reading selection.
seleotion.
:~any

of the items dealing 'With
-with detail questions go beyond recognition of facts

to Ull.derstanding and drawing inferences fram
from. the reading selections.
seleotions.
The language skills tests cover the four areas of spelling. capitalizacapitalize.tion. punctuation and usage.
The section on work-study skills contains tests to evaluate the child's
ohild's
ability to use graphic material. reference
referenoe materials. tables and maps.
aSSess the knowledgs of fundamen
fundamental
The arithmetio section is devised to assess
40scar Krisen Buros. (ad) The Fifth Mental Measurement Year Book
(Highland Park, New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1959), po 16.

rr~laticnshiPS and experiences in number which form the basis of the modern

I

a.pproach to arithmetic.

Computation is encountered in meaningful form in the

problema subtest.

-

Informal Reading Inventorx:

The Betts Informal Reading Inventory was gi. ven to

eaoh child individually to determine his instruotional level and also to receive

an evaluation of his oral reading skill.

When he read with at least seventy

per cent oomprehension and without missing more than one word in twenty" running
words he was oonsidered able to read on that partioular level.
Domsn-Delacato Scale for Neurologioal Organization:

The Doman-Delaoa..to Soals

for Neurologioal Organization was used by the writer to test each ohild
individually.

The tests were divided into two seotions:

the laterality" tests

and those pertaining more directly to neurological devalopment.
Laterali!l:

The individual who conSistently preferred the right eye,

hand and foot in the series of laterality tests, was classified as one
having right dominance.

If the lef't eye, hand and foot were preferred,

he was classified as having left dominanoe.

This indicated that either

the lef't or ri ght cortical hemisphere of the brain was dominant.

How-

ever , if the individual indicated by tests that he preferred the left

C

eye and consistently showed right handedness, he was classi'fied as
?

, ha>ing mi""d dominanoe.
hemisphere was dominant.

This indioated oonfusion as to whioh oortioal
This in turn indicates that the individual

Ii
1:1
'I

Ii

lacked neurological organization and the adequate development of some or : I
I

all of the lower neurological stages.
Tests to determine eye preference used in this study include the
following:
(1)

To determine eye preference at far point two instruments were
used, a telesoope and a board or heavy cardboard.

The subjeot was

i
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asked to sight some distant objeot through the telesoops
(cylindrical cardboard tube) held in both hands with both eyes
and then to cover one eye and see if the objeot oould still be

I

,I

sighted.

which oontinued to see the object
The eye whioh
objeot through the

'1
I'

telesoope while the opposite eye
sighting eye.
(2)

~vas

I"

occluded
oocluded was recorded as the
the~,

i'
I

binooular sighting a.t far point.
This is binocular

An objeot wa.s sighted with both eyes through a cardboard which had ,'11

a hole in the oanter.

The oardboard wali held at arms' length.

The subjeot was aSked to bring the cardboard back to the one eye
keeping the objeot in view.

The eye to which the child
ohild brought

the hole was recorded as the dominant eye.

This is m.onocular

sighting at far-point.

(3)

For near point sighting the child was handed a oylindrioal
oylindrical tube

i
"

1)1,1

The eye to l'
~
whioh he brought the tube was reoorded as the dominant
dom.inant eye at nearr

and told to look through it, plaoing it near his eyes.

point.
(4)

Also at near point:

A wnall x was placed on a sheet of paper.

The child
ohild sa.t at a table with the paper at reading distanoe.
distance.

He

was handed a three inch
inoh tub.
tube in both hondo
hands and ask.d
asked to sight tho
the

x. The eye to whioh the tube was brought was reoorded
recorded as the

"

near-point sighting e,ye.

( 5)

The controlling eye was determined by having the child follow a
point on an objeot (top of penail, for example) in a ciroular
oiroular or
vertioal movement.
vertical

The movement of the eye was observed and the

oontrolling eye noted.
Handednsss was tested in the following manner:

Each child was asked

to do several things; to show how he lrould brush his teeth, to out

Ii
II

r"

!

with a

soissor8~

was eating.

to write his name, to throw a

ball~

and to pretend he

He was asked to do these things several times and the hand

used in each of the actions was noted.

If the child consistently used

his right hand, he was classified as right-handed; if he consistently
used his left hand, as left-handed; if he used his right hand for some
actions and his left; hend for others; this was noted and he was
classified as mixed handed.
Footedness was determined by having the child kick with a football,
step on a chair, and take a step forward.
GenerQl Neurological Organization
Other tests that were administered to detennine the degree of general
neurological development weres
(1)

Creeping:

There are varying degrees of perfeotion in creeping.

The lowest is homologous type of
forward

first~

moving~ i.e.~

moving both hands

followed by a moving forward of both legs.

The

next stage of refinexr..ent is a homolateral pattern of moving forward of the

S8lD.e

hand end Ie g simultaneously.

Finally, the

perfect pattern is one in which the opposite hand and leg move
forward simultaneously.

This is called cross-pattern.

The scale

was soored good if cross-pattern creeping was done, fair if
!

homolateral oreeping was done, and poor if homologous creeping
was done.
(2)

Cortical opposition was measured by opposing the thumb and fore
finger and then repeating the action rapidly.

The ability to do

this act rapidly more trAn once is a brain function, controlled by
the cerebella.

Although mammals do develop neurologically the

same as man, this function is peculiar to man.

~
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(3) Supination
and pronation 13 measured by extending the lower arma
wi th palms up and turning the palm down.; then reverse the
procedure.

This should be done rapidly.

;1

il

This too# is an act only

man can execute.
Results of the Tests
Doman-Delacato Scale:

The results of the testing using the Daman-Delacato Scale

divided the fifth grade reading disability cases into two groups; Group

A~

those

who were well organi,zed; and Group B, those who were poorly organized.

Table m:'l

I!I':
I

shows the incidence of well-organized and of poorly organized fifth grade

,~

:,1

i,

in the three socio-econcmic groups.

childre~

'II!

The highest percentage of poorly organized ohildren was found in the low :I!:11

1,11

socio-economic

areas~
araas~

and the highest paroentage
peroentage of wall-organized children in

the high socio-economic areas.

In the total fifth grade population that was

tested sixty-nine per cent of the group was found to be poorly organized and
thirty-one per oent

was

measured to be well-organized.

The specific type of

neurologioal disorganization will be discussed in Chapter V.
neurological
Table III
;

.'

Peroentage of W'ell-Organized
W-ell-Organized and of Poorly Organized
Percentage
Fifth Grade Children in the Three SocioEconomio Groups

~

!

Middle

High

Total

Low

Group A
('VVell-or ganized)

31%

Group B
(poorly-organized)

,:.

65%

70%

73%
7S%

68

68

67

69%
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.f!.0rge-Thorndik. Intelligence Test: Non-Verbal Battezx:
were obtained from this test.

Standard test results

Table IV presents the frequency distribution of
:
,

the intelligence quotients for the fifth grade children and shows the
distribution in both Group A and Group B.

:

:,
II,

With a mean intelligence quotient of

108, Group A. (well-organized), was superior in intelligence as measured by this

Group B, poorly organized, had a mean IQ of ninsty-nine.

test.

Both groups
1

TABLE IV

i

Distribution According to Intelligence Quotients on the Lorge-Thorndike Test of Fifth Grade Children who Are Well-Orga.nized and
Those Who Are Poorly Organized Neurologioally

"

,

I

,I,I

,I

Number of Pupils
~

125-129
120-124

,:1

;I!'I

Well-Organized
Group A.

Poorly-Organized
Group B

Total Group

1

1

2

1

Ii11
.11

IIII

-

I

~,j"

5

4

i

115-119

14

10

24

110-114

11

11

22

105-109

8

15

23

lOo-~~

10

23

33

95-99

9

34

43

90-'94

,

3

13

16

85-89

5

15

20

80-84

1

9

10

75-79

4

4

70-74

1

1

140
99

203
101

,

wMean=
tI";i:

63
108
27014

j
",

,
!

34.35
,
I

.'.
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approximate the measure of average intelligence.
,the same upper

limits~

The range of both groups had

129, while the lower limit of Group A was eighty-two and

the lower limit of Group B was seventy-two.

The standard deviation was computed

for both groups, showing a sigma of 27.14 for Group A and a

si~a

of 34.35 for

GrQup B. A z soore was computed to be 1.97 showing the difference between the
groups to be significant at the .05 level.

Table V shows the means and other

statistics in the comparison of both groups on the intelligenoe test.
TABLE Y

Means and Other Statistios in the Comparison of' Group .i\.
and Group B on Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test

Statistio

Group A

Group B

N

63

140

l"\

108

99

rr'

vM
crJ..~

expectancy score.

3.!6

2.91

9
1.97

3
Grade ExpeotancY2

34.35

4.62

])M
l

27.14

The Lorge-Thorndike scale also yields a grace

Table VI shows the frequency distribution of the gr.-oups.

The mean grade expectancy of Group A was approximately one year higher than the
mean grade expectancy of Group B.
characterized both groups:

A wide range of grade expectancy soores

from 11.2 as upper limits for both groups to 3.2

for Group A and to 2.3 for Group B.

The z score was also applied to this group

Iii
"I

TABLE VI
Distribution Aooording to Grade Expectanoy of Fifth
Grade Children Yiho Are Well-Organ! zed and
",,'.llio Are Poorly-Organized
Those "'.llio
Neurologioally

,

.<-

Number of Pupils
Well-Or ganized
Group A

1

11.0-11.4:

Poorly-Organized
Group B

1

Total Group

2

,
,:
"

10.5-10.9
1

10.0-10.4

1

9.5-9.9

1

1

2

1

1

2

8.5-8.9

4

10

14

8.0-8.4:

7

2

9

7.5-7.9

8

11

19

7.0-7.4

4

6

10

6.5-6.9

5

4

9

6.0-6.4

3

7

10

5.5-5.9

8

22

30

5.0~~._4

5

18

23

4.5~.9

4

15.

19

4.0~,4.4

6

16

22

3.5-31.9

2

10

12

3.0-3.4

3

8

11

6

6

9.0-9.4

,/

1

'i

,:".1

.,.

2.5-2.9

I

~

'I

2.0-2.4
N=

M=
(1'"=

63

2

2

140

203

6.4:

5.5

4.00

5.09

5.8

"

,I
-,
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a."ld no significant differenoe between the groups was found.

Table VII shO'rYS

the statistics of the two groups.

I',
I'

II

I'Iii
TABLE VII

Means and Other Statistics in the Comparison of
Group A and Group B on the Lorge-Thorndike:
Grade Expectancy Scores

,.

I

Statistio

Group .A.

Group B

N

63

140
5.5

M

4.00

5.09

.508

0432

.666
.9

1.34
.'
I

Everyone of the children tested was on an instructional level lower than the
grade expeotancy score on this test would anticipate.
Reading Status of the Children:
Iowa

rest
-

~;

of Basia ~~ills:

Table VIII is a record of the mean scores of each

group for vocabulary. comprehension and arithmetic.

The arithmetic scores were

inoluded as another measure to see if there were any significant differences in
I

the way; the two groups performed in this subjeot.

When conSidering the soores

of children
ohildren in the two groups and after applying the formula for measuring the
z soore,
soore. no significant difference was found between the well-organized group
and the poorly-organized grcup.

Table IX shows these statistics.

.

.

:

\
, I

TABLE VIII

Mean Soores of Fifth Grade Children on the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills

Arithmetic
Group 1

Group 2-

Group 3

Total

,.

l

I

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Well-Or gani zed

5.4

504

5.5

Poorly-Organized

5.0

5.3

5.2

\VeIl-Or gan1 zed

5.3

5.2

5.7

Poorly-Organized

5.1

4.9

5.1

\Vel I-Or gam zed

5.0

4.7

4.7

Poorly-Or~ized

5.4

4.9

5.2-

Well-Organized

5.2

5.1

5.3

Poorly-Organized

5.4

5.0

5.2

.....

,

~------------------------------------------------------~
TABLE IX
Means and Other Sta.tistics in the Comparison of Group A
and Group B in the Iowa Test of Basic Skills

Voca.bulary

Arithmetic
Statistic

Group A

Group B

Comprehensi on

Group B

Group A

Group A.

Group B

63

140

N

63

M

5.2

5.4

5.1

5.0

5.3

5.2

a

2.04

2.49

2 039

3.19

2.57

3.39

.259

trrY\

63

140

.212

140

.303

.271

.327

.359

'o...M

.334

.406

0485

J)M

.2

.2

.1

~

.59

.24

.20

Silent Reading Diagnostic Test:

The Silent Reading Diagnostic Test was

administered to the same groups of children as another check on reading
efficiency.

Table X shows the mean scores for comprehension, recognition,

skills and phonics.
lowest of the three.

Without exception, the mean scores for phonics was the
Scores in recognition were next, and the highest scores

were obtained in oomprehension skills.

The results of the Silent Reading

Diagnostic Test closely resembled the results of the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills •

TABLE X

Mean Soores of Fifth Grade Children an the
Silent Reading Diagnostic Test

Comprehension
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Total

Recognition

Phonics

Well-Organized

5.5

4.8

4.4

Poorly-Organized

5.1

4.8

4.3

Well-Organized

5.2

4.7

4.4

Poorly-Organized

4.9

4.9

4.3

Well-Organized

4.7

4.3

4.2

Poorly-Organized

5.4

4.4

4.2

Well-Organized

5.1

4.4

4.3

Poor ly-Or ganized

5.0

4.7

4.2

A wide span of reading ability characterized the group as a whole.

Table XI

gives the results of the application of z score to the test data which showed
no significant differences in the well-organized and poorly-organized groups.

TABLE XI

Statistics in the Comparison of Group A and Group B on the
Silent Reading Diagnostic Test

-

Comprehension

Statistio

Group A

Group B

Reoognition
Group A

Phonios

Group B

Group A

I

Group B

N

63

~

5.1

5.0

4.4

4 .. 7

4.3

4.2

q-

3.54

2.97

2.14

4.58

1.61

2.40

140

.252

.449

<1M

63

140

.272

.389

63

140

.204

.204

('"eLM

.515

.475

.289

J)M

.1

.3

.1

.19

.63

.35
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TABLE XII

Statistics in the Comparison of Group A and Group B on the Silent
Reading Diagnostic Sub tests

Statistic

Comprehension
Isolation

Context

Visual

Phonics

Auditory

Analysis

Synthesis

A

B

N

63

140

63

140

63

140

63

140

63

140

63

140

M

4.8

5.5

5.5

4.6

5.2

4.3

5.1

4.2

4.4

4.3

4.2

4.5

a-

2.47

1.94

1.94

4.23

3.50

3.07

2.58

2.77

5.23

2.54

2.32

3.45

.313

d""M

oJ...M

.426

"J)M

-

Recognition

b

--

.7
1.40

.289

A

B

.246

.358

.434
.9
2.07

A

B

.313

.263

.422

.9
2.l3
2.13

A

A

B

.378

.243

.449

.9
2.01

.664

B

.215

.295

.292

.415

.698
.1
.143

B

A

I

.2
.482_
.482

Table XII shows the statistios in the oomparison of Group A and
Group B on the Silent Reading Diagnostio Sub-Tests.

Means were computed for

. both groups in oomprehension in isolation and in oontext; in both visual and
auditory recognition and in phonetic aIl9.lysis and synthesis.

The standard

error of the mean and the z soore were computed and showed a signifioant
differenoe in three areas.

In eaoh case Group A soored higher.

soore was found in visual reoogni tion scores of Group A..

Th~

The highest z

mean score was

5.2 with a standard deviation of 3.60 while the mean of Group B was 4:.3 with a
standard deviation of 3.07.
score

~£

The standard error of the mean was .422 and the z

2.13 was sigaifioant at the .05 level.

Group A also soored higher in oomprehension in oontext showing a mean
of 5.5 with a standard deviation of 1.94 while Group B had a mean of 4.6 with a
standard deviation of 4.23 showing a standard deviation to be .434 with a z
score of 2.07.

This was significant at the .05 level.

Finally. Group A scored significantly higher in auditory recognition
with a mean score of 5.1 and a standard deviation of 2.58 while Group B had a
mean score of 4.2 with a standard deviation of 2.77.
sign~ficant

The z score of 2.01 was

at the .05 level •

.'
There was no significant difference
analysis and syntheSiS.

be~Neen

the groups in phonetio

The mean of Group . \. was 4.4 and the mean of Group B
"

was

4~3

in analysis; the mean of Group A was 4.2 and the mean of Group B was

I

4.5 in synthesis.
Ipformal Reading Inventory;:

This tool provided a measure of the child's oral

reading and at the same time placed him on an instructional reading level.

Iii
:1'11

Each child's instructional reading level was noted as below his grade
expectancy. and the oral reading of Group A was more generally superior to the
oral reading of Group B.

The ohildren's oral reading was taped and rated only

I ' : ' · :. •

.~~;~;:;:\;:~:,:~~i'?: '""'--.1",~'.",~.~ ',~~~ ~;f ~:;·:-~~":';,,";'~;";/i~;::'i:~~~j"~w;;~~~;~'~~'~:' ;/1::~'~ ~~:'I~,~~~~~~,>~ ,i",~:.::~,;,'~~~;::~:':~ I

by a general evaluation.

The range of reading level as measured by the Informal Inventory was
fram level one through level four.
level four; only

"bIIO

The largest number of children read on

children read as low as level one.
Summary

Two hundred three children in fifth grade) reading disability groups
fram three socio-economic areas of Chicago were tested on the basis of
intelligence, aohievement and neurological
Signifioant findings are:
organ~zation,

or~zation.

(1) high incidence of neurological dis-

(2) reading disability of neurologically disor~ized children

does differ from the reading disability in

or~ized

children.

Neurologically

disorganized children scored significantly lOOHer in (a) oomprehension in context, (b) visual and auditory recognition, and, (c) oral reading performance.
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ANALYSIS OF TEE TEST RESULTS

The large number of oonferenoes,
oonferenoes. seminars,
seminars. and publications regarding
the disabled reader indicate not so much the volume of new information
availa.ble but the intenaity of the search for new information.

Consultants,

administrators, teachers and parents are looking to theorl and practice for
administrators.
answers to the haunting question of why some ohildren are not reaching their
potential in reading efficienoy.

An analysis of the results of the tests used in this investigation may
partially answer the query, or may answer it for at least one group of disabled
readers.
;
Many investigators have pointed out the observations of mixed dominance
.' .

of disabled readers and even looked to this as an etiological factor in the
disability.

Studies done with young ohildren would appear to be inadequate in

I

this regard because laterality is not established until after six or seven
years of age in some children.
results differ slightly.

Because of the varieties of type.
type, investigation

Because of the multiple causes for reading disability

and the influence of the psychologioal.
psychologioal, environmental and physioal factors that
are operative, investigators have hesitated asoribing poor neurological
development, or at least mixed dominance, as a cause of reading disability.
Orton and Dearborn have agreed that consistent left-sidednes8 is less of a

problem than mixed dominance, and that left-eye dominanoe is more important,
as far as reading is ooncerned, than left-hand dominanoe.

But whether the

incidence of mixed dominance is large enough to consider significant and haw
this anomaly should be treated was usually not a part of these earlier studies.
Incidence of Neurological Disorganization
The 203 fifth gade children were reading below grade e:xpecte.ncy as
measured by the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test.

Reading level was measured

by the Iowa Teat of Basic Skills and the Informal Reading Inventory.

Each chil i

was given a test for general neurological organization whioh included the
Daman-Delacato tests for laterality.

This test did two things:

(1) pointed

out the incidence of poorly organized ohildren in the fifth grade disability
brouPS, and, (2) showed the type of neurologioal disorder.
This study showed that in the total group 140 children, or sixty-nine
per cent of the group, were poorly organized.

An interesting trend was noted

in the incidence of poorly organized children from the three sooio-economio
areas.

in

t~e
..''

In the high area, sixty-five per cent of the group nas poorly

poor or low socio-economic area.
area •

Fewer children (only twenty-seven per

cent) of this last group were well organized.

T·his may be due to the fe.ot that

these ohildren oome from smaller homes, usually live in orowded conditions and
I

perhaps lacked the opportunity for mobility, an important factor in developing
neurologically.

We may point to the children in the highest socio-economic

area as those having less difficulty with organization and this may be due to
the fact that they have the space needed for this development. It m.ay be that
for children in culturally deprived areas, where space is often at a premium,

i!I

the opportunity to refine the skills of motor development is missing.
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On the other hand, the large peroentage in the high eoonomic area, only

I

eight points less than in the low sooio-economio areas is a surprising £inding.
Here, in suburban areas, where one assumes children given the opportunity to
have large spaces in 'Whioh to play, and living in homes where freedom is easily
given, we may expect a smaller incidence of poorly developed

Perhaps

ohildren~

this study may look to schools to set up same program for all ohildren whioh
would offer opportunity for this type ot development.
Tn'e of Neurologioal Disorder:

Vlhen the tests tor laterality and genera.l

neurologioal organization had been given, a high proportion ot mixed hand
dominance was tound.
Dearborn.

This would support the findings of Harris, Orton, and

The anomaly presenting the largest inoidenoe

who were dominantly left-eyed and right-handed.

wail

that of children

Only one child was lett-eyed,

left-handed and right-tooted and only one ohild had the reverse pattern.

I

Table XIII shows the inoidenoe ot the type ot
of neurological disorder in eaoh of
the three sooio-eoonomic groups and in the total group.

The table shows an

i

overlap in number because ot oourse many of the ohildren who were mixed-eyed

!

at the same time possibly had poor patterns of creeping.

I
I

137

o~>

It will be noted that

the 140 ohildren had some type of laterality disorganization.

It may be

;

well to~list here the ditferent types of lateral dominanoe.

Fifty ohildren

were consistently lett-eyed and right-handed; ten children were right-eyed and
T

left-~ded;

one ohild was left-eyed, right-handed, and right-footed; fifty-two

ohildren were mixed-eyed.

Sometimes they preferred the right and sometimes

they preferred the left eye, for sighting at near or at far point.

With some

ohildren the telescope was brought between the eyes rather than to either one.
Ten children wel"e ambidextrous, performing some aotions well

~d

easily with

the right hand and other aotions with the lett
left hand or all aotions with either
hand.

Thirteen children had not established handedness, eyedness nor footed-

,;
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TABLE XIII

I:i

Ii

Incidence of Type of Neurological Disorder
in Each of the Three Socio-Economic
Groups and in the Total Group

I:!

II:
Hi
j:'~

High

Middle

Low

Left-eyed; right-handed

12

15

23

50

Right-eyed; left-handed

3

2

5

10

1

1

Left-eyed; left-handed;
right-footed
Right-eyed; right-handed;
left-footed
Mixed-eyed
lUnbi-dextr oua
Mixed-eyed; mixed-handed;
mixed-footed

1

•

Tota.l

1

21

23

8

52

6

2

2

10

I
II

4

4

13

13

18

33

64

Poor preeping pattern

6

21

36

63

Poor supina.tion and
pronation

7

12

23

42

;
~

Poor cortical opposition

I
"

5

,

"

ness.

Three children in the group of 140 ohildren had established laterality

on the dominant right side.

Their neur"ological disorganization was acoounted
aooounted

for in one of the other categories.
good cortioal opposition;

Sixty-four children were unable to etfeot
effeot
Sixty-tour

~ixty-three

crept
orept in a poor pattern and supination

and pronation in forty-two ohildren
children was inadequately done.

This variety in

type or pattern of neurologioal disorder oomplicates the picture further.
is not possible to isolate one of the anomalies

e~d

prevent further

It

dis~bility

through treating this as a oause.
Aneodotal notes oonoerning
Anecdotal
ooncerning some of the ohildren:

It may be interesting to

point out in case-study
oase-study fashion interesting information
in:f'ormation regarding some of the
individual children included
inoluded in the population.

This may give the reader an

idea of canbination of reading disability and type of neurologioal
neurological disorder.
ohildren oome from the high socio-eoonanio
sooio-eoonanio group and they are
The following children
children for whom a program of re-organization will be set up.
ohildren

This program

is not a subject
subjeot of this study but it is a program toward which
whioh the study
points.

ooclusion of the child's
ohild's
This program has tor
for its main feature the occlusion

~b-dominant

eye by means of a red filter over the lens of the glass and a

green f,ilter over the printed matter in the text or workbook.

This prevents

the chird from seeing anything with this sub-dominant eye while continuin@;
oontinuin@;
the use of the l1IUscles of the eye.
,. eye wi tll the dominant hand.

A second part of the program inoludes periods of

creeping in cross-pattern
oross-pattern movement.
sides of his body in concert.
oonoert.

This is an attempt to align. the dominant

Here the child is funotioning with both

Creeping. which
whioh is a~ function of mid-brain. is

inorease effioiency
effioienoy in movement" and the ability to integrate many
done to increase
formerly separated receptive and expressive funotions.
student No.1:

Paul's IQ of 115 denotes a grade expectancy of 8.2.

At present

he is reading on level four and scores
soores on reading tests range

•

~

.

,d-

.
r

,~-

from a low of 3.9 in phonios to a high I)f 5.5 in vocabularyo

~;

','
;1
I,

f;

He is left-eyed and right-handed and right-footed.

'il

I.student No.2:

Jean had an IQ of 107 with a grade expectanoy on the LorgeThorndike of 5.7.

She is presently sooring about one year be-

~

I,

f;
,.

I

low this and her instructional level is fourth gra.de.

She

shows grea.test weakness in vooabulary technique a8 measured by
the Iowa Test.

She is mixed-eyed. bringing the cardboard with

the hole in the oenter between her eyes.

She is right-handed

in all actions and left-footed in kicking
kioking and walking upstairs.

student No.3:

Michael's
Miohael' s tests report an IQ of 110. with aa. grade expectancy
expeotanoy of
7.2.

He is being instruoted em. level four and his scores
soores an

the Iowa. and the Silent Reading Tests support this.

When

tested on the Informal Inventory he hesitated. read quite
jerkily. and baoktracked
baoktraoked in many of the words.

He is right-

eyed and right-footed and oonsistently left-handed.
Student No.4:

An IQ of ninety-six reports a grade expectancy
expeotanoy of 5.5 for Jom
who is reading on level four.

Soores on the lowe. and the

Silent-Reading Tests range from 4.0 to 6.0 with the higheat
soores being gained in reoogDi tion Skills.
scores

His oral reading

was very poor from the standpoint 'of
-of fluency.

He is mixed-

eyed, sighting with the left-eye at near-point and with the
right eye at tar point.
Student No.5:

i8 left-handed and right-footed.
He is

Cynthia's
Cynthia' 8 Iq ot 116 yields a grade expectanoy of 7.5. higher
than the Iowa shows in performanoe.

The soores on the reading

tests show fifth level work and the inf01"mal inventory finds
four." She is left-eyed.
this child able to read well on level four.'
right-handed and left-footed.

Her creeping
oreeping pattern is very

,

;

,

poorly done ..
The case studies have one simi liar thread running through thema
children reading below their grade expectanoy with a partioular pattern of
reading defeot, disclosed by analysis of the 8ubtests of the tests
administered: signifioantly lower scores in (a) oomprehension in oontext;
(b) visual and auditory recognition; and (c) oral reading performance.
the ohildren is poorly organized from the viewpoint of laterality.

Eaoh of

That this

may be an etiological factor of the reading disability cannot be overlooked.
Consideration of Intelligence :Quotients and
Grade Expeotancy Scores
In examining the results of the Lor ge-Thorndike Intelligence Test: the
Non-Verbal Battery, it was found that the range of intelligence quotients was
a large one - from 129 to 74.

The mean IQ of the total group was 101, an IQ

falling within the average range of ability.
children was slightly higher, 108.
was 99.

The mean

The mean IQ. of the well organized
I~

of the poorly organized group

The mean IQ of the middle class, poorly organized children was the

lowest found in the group; it was 97.

Tables XIV and XV point out the mean

scores
, on the Lorge-Thorndike Scales, for both groups. The score of 1.97
"
.
showed the groups to be significantly different at the .05 level.
Vie cannot infer from this that poorly organized children are less
"

intelligent nor do we even mean to imply this to the reader.
we would mention that it
m~tohed

~ll

On

the other hand

be possible to treat the groups as fairly well

on the basis of the intelligenoe soores obtained in the Lorge-Thorndike

Test ..
The cluster of scores in both groups fell between 95-104 whioh may
point to weaknesses in the instructional program. for these children. lie are
not in a position to detennine
determine if the large number of ohildren in this group:

'------------------------..;;;........;...---..I!":i
!;
"
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TABLE XIV

Mean Intelligence Quotients of Fifth Grade Children
in the Three Socie-Economio Groups

High

Middle

Low

Well-organized

110

107

102

Poorly-organized

102

97

99

Total Group

104

99

100

68

68

67

L.
1';

.'

TABLE }"'"V
Mean Scores of the Grade Expectancy of the Three SocioEconomic Groups of Fifth-Grade Children who are Well
Organized and Those who are Poorly-Organized
Neurologically

High

;

Middle

Low

Group A
(Well-organized)

7.1

6.7

5.8

Group B
(Poorly-organized)

5.7

5.2

5.6

Tota.l Group

6.1

5.6

5.8

68

68

67

,
:il,
',:111

E

!,
'~: '

1

f(fi'fty-seven out of the 140 in Group B, and nineteen of the sixty-three of
1
j Group A) or thirty per oent of the total group is there beoause we are not
; providing for these ohildren in the kind of teaohing we are doing, or whether

I,

,we
iwe might do well to give attention to neurologioal development and then
,I

i oonsider

'I

the instructional program.

,il

1,1

:!

1

I

'I

Consideration of the grade-expeotancy soores of the fifth graders

I
I

1

I

shoWS the well-organized group in all three socio -economio areas with highsr

~

I
'I

mean soor...
so ore. •

i sooio-economio
j summary

See
Table XV.
S
•• Tabl.

The
ghs.t m.an
me.." score
hi g1te.t
Th. hi
highest
scor. was found in the highest

area of the well-organized group.

An analysis of the data

sheets for eaoh child (Appendix VI) showed that there was a one-to-one

relationship between grade expeotancy and instruotional level of the ohild at
the time of testing.

~ forming below the

Everyone of the ohildren included
inoluded in the study was parper-

grade expeotancy soore on the Lorge-Thorndike.

Here was a

I
I

,j

I population
'j

1
~

of children who, receiving adequate instruotion,
instruction, had the use of

proper materials and for some reason were not meeting their potential.

It

i

would appear that a' careful
oareful study of the neurological pattern of these ehildre
j

would be helpful and would give insight to their problem.

Unfortunately, most

I of the variables we study in education
eduoation and psychology are highly complex
oomplex and
instead~of

having a single cause may have many oontributing oausas.
oauses.
Reading Status of the Population

•

The Betts Informal Reading Inventory is an adequate measure of a child's
instructional reading level if the test is properly administered.

Th~

proper

rapport was established and each child was given this inventory individually.
This was an opportunity to obtain an evaluation of the oral reading habits of
the children as well.

,i

More children in the well-organized group were reading

at level four, only one year below the instructional level of the grade.

Some

of these

children~ however~

showed wide discrepancies between their

instructional level and their grade expectancy_

However~

when combining level

,

i

four and level three-two and looking at the number of children in both groups
we find eighty per cent of the population at these levels.

',j

IIII

Here again the

;i1
II

i.:;'I'

.,c
I!~

groups are similar and the contrast in neurological development sharpens as we
see them alike in so many other ways.

I'

,I

In listening to the oral reading of the children as they read
seleotions from the Betts Informal Reading Inventory, it was noted by the
investigator that the oral reading habits of Group A were better than the oral
reading habi ta of Group B.

Errors in oral reading &kill were noted in such

points as repeating words already read correctly, lack of expression which was
also manifested in their oral speech, and a laok of fluenoy in general.
errors were not as prevelant in Group A.

These

Tables XVI and XVII present the

I

I.!

findings of the Betts Informal Reading Inventory.
I

I

The Iowa Test of Basio Skills gave an index of the reading performance of both
groups on the basis of vocawlary and canprehension.

The groups did not differ
Tha

I

from one another alii noted in Table XI in Chapter IV.

The mean scores
soores were

I

quite" s-imilar.
s-imi lar •

I

I

I
i

I

The score of Group A

was

the higher in the high and middle

r
jI'
!

I

II
I,

11
II

socio-economic areas and was slightly lower in the law economic areas.

Thilil

.'

test then
showed no sigoificant differences between the groups.
,

The seoond

hypothesis of this study - that the reading pattern of the two groups would

II
illII
II

,,!' 1
:1'

;11
11<1

:11

I
I

H

I
I

i

differ - would have to be rej eoted if no further analysis of this test had been H

I

mtLde.

I

'I

:"1

Silent Reading Diagnostic Test was administered as an added measure of the

1'1
I

reading ability of the children.

Here, too, the results were similar to those

:. 'I

'I

i I

of the Iowa Teat of Basio Skills and showed mean scores
soores almost identical with
those obtained on the first test.

I

I~

,-4'
•.4'

.•

TABLE XYI
Table Showing the Inoidenoe of 'Viell-Organized Children
Reading at
e.t Each Level Aocording
According to the Betts
Informal Reading Inventory

High
..

Middle

Low ,

Total
Tote.l
1

I

'

15

11

48

Level S/2

1

2

3

Level 3/1

4:

S

7

Level 4:

22

I
II

i/
;~:

~.,

CZ:

"".

.

~';

~§;.

.../!
'.~

,"

.

II

il
II
I

,II
\

Level 2/2

1

Level 2/1

1

1

2

4

1

1'1

.'"

!

TABLE XVII

Showing the Incidence of Poorly-Organized Children
Reading at E~ch Instructional Lavel According to
The Betts Informal Rea.ding Inventory

T~ble

High

Middle

Low

32

25

34

91

Level 3/2

3

12

7

22

Leval 3/1

5

5

3

13

Level 2/2

2

5

5

12

Level 4

,

Lavel 2/1
Level 1

Tot~l

2

2

r

I
I

ma.de.

But a significant finding is noted when an ana.lysis of the sub-testa is
Yihen dividing the comprehension scores into oomprehension in isolation.

a.nd oomprehension in context we find the well-organized group with a higher

:mean score in the latter and the poorly-orga.nized group scoring higher in
comprehension in isolation.

The z score of 2.07 showed significance at the

.05 level when comparing the groups in comprehension in oontext scores. A z
score of 1.40 for the groups in comprehension in isolation was approaching
"

significance.
The mean soores in both visual and

audito~

recognition tests for the
.1

poorly organized group was lower than for the well organized group.

Z soares
soores

'1>1
J'

~' I

J'1,1

of 2.13 and 2.01 showed signifioanoe at the .05 level in both instanoes.

Tr~s

i

I!

i

I

I

would point to less effioienoy of neurologically disorganized children in two
important areas of word recognition:
reoognition: visual and auditory competence.
competenoe.

I, '

soores was to determine
The purpose for examining sub-tests in phonio soares

"

\

if there were any tignificant differenoe between the method in whioh these
children attack words phonetically.

Mean

soores~

quite

similar~

showed no

significant differences When well or poorly organized ohildren attacked worda
ana.lyti~ally

synthetioally.
or synthetically.

" T-he informal reading inventory also showed weakness in neurologioally

disorganized children in fluenoy in oral reading.
;rhe idea of qualitati va differences
differenoes in the reading disa.biIi ty pattern
in children
ohildren who are neurologically organized and those who are neurologioally

disorganized would appear to be an important finding.

This indioates a need

for detailed and refined analysis when examining the results of tests of these
children in order to plan a program for the.lll.
On the basis of the analysis of the sub-tests the seoond hypothesis of

this paper may be supported.

,I

lihen the data from the present study are compared with the findings of
other studies of reading disability and laterality quite general agreement is
found in the incidence of neurologically disorganized children in the
population.

There would be further reason then in pointing to the realm of

neurological organization as an etiological factor at least in case of some
disabled readers.

future investigations will need to, clarify through

experimentation the process of re-organization mentioned earlier in this study.

[:

f'

I

i

CID\.PrER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I

Restatement of the Problem and Procedure

)
I

The present study had two purposes:

(1) to ascertain the incidence of

neurological disorganization present in fifth grade children reading below
grade level; and (2) to campare the patterns of reading disability of children
who are neurologically disorganized with those who are neurologically well
or ganized.
i

di8Because of the interest of the writer in children with reading dis-

:;
ability it was hoped that the inveatigation would bring further light to the
I

rela~ion

of neurological organization to reading disability. point out the

;

incide~ce of neurologically disorganized children. provide further insights
into the types of reading handicap. and give direction to oonsu1tants
oonsu1tanta and
r

teach$rs in how to adjust instruction for children who are neurologically disorganized.
The following tests were administered to each of the 203 fifth grade
children in the three differing socio-economic
socio-ecanomic areas:
(1)

The Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Test:

(2)

The Iowa Test of Basic Skills

(3)

The Silent Reading Diagnostio Test

Non-Verbal Battery

I

(4)

The Doman-Delacato Scale of neurological organization

(5)

The I nform.al Reading Inventory

After the tests had been

administered~

and

scored~

the following results

may be noted:
(1)

The range of IQ scores on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligenoe Test

was 74-129.
of

The mean 1Q of the total group was 101; the mean IQ of the group

~eurologioally

well-organized ohildren was

mean IQ of the poorly organized

group~

108~

that of 99.

slightly higher than the

I,

The ohildren in both groups

fell within the average or above a.verage range; only a few children soared
below 90.

!l
i.II'
II

The groups were signifioantly different at the .05 level.

(2)

:'.

The Lor ge-Thorndike also gives a grade expectlUloy score whioh

again provided a 'Wi de range in both groups. \'fell-organized ohildren rangsd
from 11.4 to 3.0 in grade expeotanoy; the poorly organized group ranged from
11.4 to 2.0.
matohed.

On the basis of the Lorge Thorndike Test both groups were well

There was no sigpifioant differenoe between the groups.
(3)

The DOman-Delacato scale divided the ohildren into two groups:

Group A those who were well organized neurologically and Group B those who were
pocrly',organized.
;

The number in Group A was sixty-three or thirty-one per cent,

,

while'the number in Group B was much

larger~

140" or sixty-nine per oent;.

The

variations of poor organization have been discussed in ohapter four.
r

• When the children were divided an the basis of socio-economic

areas~

it

was found that thirtjr-five per cent of upper group was well-organized and
sixty-five per cent of this group was poorly organized.

The proportion changed

in the middle class area with tbi Tty per cent of the group \"Tell cr ganized and
seventy per cent poorly organized.
children

WliLS

The smallest number of well organized

found in the lowest socio-economic area:

Ii
)1

twenty-seven per cent

well organized and seventy-three per cent of the ohildren poorly organized.

This was a

si~ificant

incidence of poorly organized ohildren to look
"I

, to neurological organization and its relation to reading disability in ter.ma of
trea:tment.
The writer was unable to find any studies of reading disability and
1i

ilack of neurological organization differentiating the various socio-economic

Ii
"

,
,

1

llevel&.

The results of this investigation. however. support the studies of

i

lOrton. Monroe and Harris who found inoidence of mixed dominanoe in children
~~th

li

reading disability_
(4)

The results of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills show that most of the ',:
:1,1

.,children
children scored between 4.9 and 5.1 on the various tests.
not differ significantly for the two groups.

There was a positi va relation

!between the results of the Iowa Test and the results of the Silent Reading
IDi.gnostic Test.
IDiagnOstio

1

The mean scores did

"

II

cf the diagnostic oub-te.t.
oub-t••ts poorly
Through the .""lysis
analysis of

lorganized children scored significantly lower than organized children in
lcomprehension
in context. and in both visual and auditory comprehension.
,

Their

!

I

loral
oral reading as me,asured by the informal reading inventory was le38 well done.

I
1

This data may prove to be of signifioanoe in supporting the second

hypothesis of this investigation.
Conolusions
Subtle and complex interaotion among several variables may greatly
increase the probability of a child
ohild having reading diffioulties. but it does
ot insure that he will have suoh difficulties.

V¥heo the oonclusions of this

study are pointed out it will be not only to point out that neurological
i

I
f

t

I

disorganization is a faotor to be investigated. but possibly a cause of reading!
reading
disability.
sability.
The following oonolusions may be made wi thin the limitations of this

t
I
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study:

(1)

The inoidence of lack of neurological organization among disabled
disa.bled

readers is high enough to warrant a oonsideration of lateral dominance
dominanoe
:, anomalies as a type of etiological factor in reading disability.
i

(2)

j
j than ..

From the results of this study it would appear that there is more

ohanoe relationship between lateral domin9.llce rmd general neurologioal
ohance

development and reading disability.
;

(3)

This is supported by the fact
faot that neurological
neurologioal disorganization.

~,
r-:

'

i"I":

as measured in this study, presents the same inoidence
incidence irregardless of sooial
social
class.

"

1

1

:1

fl,'1'I

One might expect the factor of neurological disorganization to occur

in much greater frequency in lower socio-economic
sooio-economic areas simply because their

I
I

reading retardation is greater.

I

I

But in this investigation this is not the

case.
ca.se.
(4)

The reading pattern of children who are poorly organized does

pa.ttern of children who are well orgaDized when subdiffer from the reading pattern

,
j

,

J tests are analyzed.

lj

(5)

~

"

The high incidence
incidenoe of left-eyed, right-handed cases
oases may point to

J

I

l a significant pattern in neurological disorganization.

~,

•• , i,

I'

",

Implications of the Findings for Teachers

i

!I;

I··
~

E

Eduoators know that neurological disorganization occurs.

They know it

occurs in high inoidence
incidence irregardless of factors such as social
sooial class and IQ.

We can determine who is and who is not neurologically disorganized.
beyond the scope of comprehension that no action
aotion is taken.

It seems

The implication
implioation

j:
1I '

:,1
" I

for teachers, then, is action.
In an intensive and

~truotured
~tructured

program for children identified as

neurologically disorganized, teachers of four, five and six year olds should

rini tiate programs to help establish sidedness.

Such programs would include

I

1 the following:
1
l
j

1

1)

Practice the sleep pattern for both the right and the left-handed

2)

Praotice the cross-pattern creeping for ten-minute periods two or

child.

three times a day.

S)

Practice cross pattern wallcing for the same length of time (see

Illustration I).

4)
Bugges~ed

Play games that will coordinate large muscles.

Such games are

in Success Through Play by Newell Kephart.

Inform the parents of these children of the purpose of neurological
training for their children.

They could supplement the program. of the sohoo1

by having their ohi1dren do similar activities at home.

I

As ohildren move into seoond grade, teachers may give them tests of
,

I'

J
~

~

laterality described in Chapter IV.
,

mixed dominance or not.

These tests would show if the child had

Children who have mixed dominanoe may be urged to

continue walking and oreeping exeroises.

Older children may occlude the sub-

domipant eye to strengthen the performance of the dominant eye. The occlusion
.
is done by placing a red filter over the lens of the sub-dominant eye and a
"

gree~

filter over the printed matter.

Such practioe can be suggested for two

or three short periods daily.
Exeroises that pertain to areas of weakness in the neuro10gioa1ly
disorganized ohi1d are: exercises to strengthen Visual recognition;
1) Visual disorimination: display a variety of pictures in duplicate
for.m, but on separate cards.

These may be pictures of fruits,-vegetables,

pastries, toys, animals, and other things cut frolll magazines and advertisements.

Have the pupils find the pictures that match, or are alike, and place

I

~05s-pattern

creeping

Note'that as the right
hand is moved forward the
left leg moves forward.
As this takes place, the
head and neck turn slightly
toward the forward hand.
Points to be observed in this activity:
~fand5 are to be flat on the floor and pointed forward.
The hand and knee should move forward simultaneously.

Cross-pattern walking
The right hand and left leg
move forward with the head and neck
turned slightly toward the for~ard hand.
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Archdiocesan Reading Services

The ideal sleep position of the completely right-sided child.

rhe ideal ~leep position of the comchild.
.'" pletely,left-sided
--

The child is not expected to remain in this position during sleep, since it is
natural for him to shift from one position to another. A child not yet six years

~.-----------------------------------------.
I~.-----------------------------------------them as a pair in the card holder or along the chalk ledge.

1

2)

Use the same pictures Bugge sted above •

Give one of each kind to

1

leach ohild in the group.

Display the others in the card holder.

Have each

,1

child show his picture to the group, then find the one that matches his picture

j

1
j
I in

I

the card holder.

i

3)

Meaning of left and right and directional orientation.

words left and right printed on word cards.

Have the

Present one card at a time, and

ask pupils to show that particular hand, foot, arm, or any other part of the

!!;I
/1
"

body.
4)

recognition of letters of the alphabet.
Visual reoognition

5)

Tracing forms and letters or directional sequenoe of pictures.

Exercises to strengthen auditory recognition:

I

1)

Auditory perception of rhyming words: let children choose a phonic

tell what it is and name a word that rhymes with it.
picture card, :tell

I

2)

A.uditory peroeption of beginning sounds in words: refer children

1
1~ to pictures and ask' them to find and name things in the picture whose names
nsmes
1

j begin
be gin with a

I

, 3)

given
g1 ven sound.

Auditory recognition of rhymes.

Exerc{s~a to develop comprehension
oomprehension on context:
oontext:
1)
• 2)
3)

Recall nursery tales and retell a story •
Identify pictures of objects that belong together.
Present vocabulary so that the child assumes an active part in

order that he sees the meaning of the word in relation to the rest of the
sentence and the

sto~.

I Exercises to improve oral reading; skill:
1)

Read longer thought units for practice.

2)

Read easier material to gain fluency.

" I

I I

-'----~~----------------------------------------------~
3) Dramatize stories reading the character parts.

1

In the intermediate and upper grades, these activities may be important
i

to stress in the instructional program:
1)

~

Visual recognition: noting the importance of pictures as a clue to

recognition, interpreting maps, graphs, and time lines, noting the meaning of
reoognition,

II

. signal words in paragraph structure.

!

2)

Audi tory recognition: observe the sounds in accented and unacoented
unaccented

3)

Comprehension in context: reoognizing
recognizing antonyms and synonyms_ and

homonyms" studying word derivatives.

I

i

The administrator who has the final respcm.sibili ty for these children

I
~

become aware of the nature and manifestations of neurological diajmust beoome

l

1

I; organization
l

such as:

1)

Confusion children experienoe in directional patterns;

2)

If the school ia in a high socio-economic area he must not over-

neurological disorganization as a oause
cause of reading disability.
look neurologioal
3)
..-4)

Examine profiles of each class for disability patterns;
With teaohers
teachers he must stress:
a)

Vlhen

testing for laterality look to eyedness rather than

handedness as the determining faotor;
factor;

r

2)

Build upon the strengths of neurologioally
neurologically disorganized
children as indicated in test profiles;

I

3)

I

Avoid the "osmosis approach";
approaoh"; use direct training rather than

il

incidental instruction.

l

I

I "A.ction," to
i

Ii

be more than a "Don Quixote attack on a modern wind 'mill" depends

on the concerted
conoerted effort of all school personnel.

,------------------------------------------------------~
------------------------------------------------------~
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, . = - - - - - - - -Further
- - -Needed
- - -Research
---------------,
A serious limitation of the causal-comparative method of research is
that the investigator must start lvith the observed effects and try to discuss
the possible causes or antecedents of these effects.

i

!

This causal-comparative

j field study followed by the experimental-laboratory study is a produotive

I

I!

sequence for the researcher to follow.

It is for this reason that the follow-

ing areas are suggested as means of further research.

I "Ghat

I

These are investigation

should clarify points made in this study, and which will offer answers to

the continuing challenge of every generation: the education of its children.

Because of the obvious importance and necessity for bringing every bit of
soientifio knowledge to the attention of educators further investigations may

,I,

serve to broaden the conclusions already reached in this study:
(1)

This study suggests that a significant proportion of children wit'

reading disability display poor neurological organization and that in these
children there is evidence of leas efficient comprehension in context,
context~ visual
and auditory recognition and oral reading skill.

If these syndromes can be

linked with incomplete oerebral
oerebra1 dominance, it might be said that these
patte~~

of disability reflect functions in the two hemispheres.
(2)

other studies done in this area with disciplines of neurology

. and psychology may consider whether this maldevelopment is constitutional,

r

i.e.,

!I brain

g~netically detennined,
detennined~

or whether it is due to suoh a factor as minimal

damage at birth.
(3)

It has to be considered why all poorly-organized children do not

exhibit reading disability.

Suoh an investigation would offer a positive

oontribution
contribution to this field.
(4)

Reviews of the literature in the areas of oerebral
cerebral dominanoe,

(handedness, eyedness, footedness)
rootedness) and general neurological organization could

,

,

,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ! ;!I
I,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
well beoome an integral part of the elementary school program and this study
II

( i

I

j may point the way to the establi
establishment
sment of such progrwns.
progrums. Particularly
Particula.rly at the

i'

levels we may
studies that will
I1 kindergarten and primary lovols
mAy look to studio.

il:

attempt to

show the effects of an organization progrrun with children who have not become

II

lateralized.
(5)

The case studies showed the positi've
positive effects of a modified

program of retraining; we may expect other investigations, using larger
numbers and more controlled ciroumstances, to substantiate these findings.
(6)

An attempt should be made where groups chosen
ohosen from distinot

social
neurologically and programs set up for the
sooial olasses would be tested neurologioally
experimental group to substantiate the assumption that neurologioal
organization is a faotor
sooial class
olass and that neurological
factor irrespective
irrespeotive of social
neurologioal
disorganization can be prevented through a definite program.
It is difficult to arrive at any clear
olear cut
out conolusions.
oonolusions.
agreed that

read~g

If it is

disability is more frequently found among poorly

organized ohildren and this further implies atypioal
atypical oerebral
cerebral dominanoe,
dominance, it
would follow that atypical
atypioal cerebral dominance is characteristio of a proport~on of disabled readers.

or an emotional problem.

This may result from brain injury, maturation,

Or it may be due to
to'a
-a combination
oombination of these factors.
faotors.

These oomments re-amphasize
re-emphasize to the educator
eduoator the responsibility that is
his.

A fuller understanding of reading and its disorders must presuppose

fuller understanding of the ways in which
whioh asymmetrical fUnctions
fUnotions become
beoome
established in the human brain.

This provides the ohallenge that must be

aooepted by eduoators,
educators, reading speoialists, neurologists and psychologists,
acoepted
who working as a team provide insights built on earlier research
researoh and
substantiated by current
ourrent experUnsntation.
experUnentation.

",I

,.-----------------------------~-------.,

I
!
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Marking Your Name
Your answers to the te.llt exercises will
be marked on a separate answer sheet.
The answer sheet will be scored by a machine. This machine will also "read" and
copy your name from the answer sheet.
To make this possible, you must mark
your name in a special wayan the "name
block" on the answer sheet.
Look at the Sample Name Block below. This block has been marked for
ARTHUR L. SWANSON. The name has been
printed in the row of boxes across the
bottom of the block. Notice that the last
name is printed first, then the first name,
then the middle initial. Notice, too, that a
box has been left blank after SWANSON,
and one after ARTHUR, to separate these
parts of the name.
Notice that in the alphabet above each
letter the same' letter has been covered
with a heavy black mark. The S has been
blackened above the S in SWANSON, the W
above the W, and so on. Nothing is blackened above the empty box after SWANSON.
Study this sample carefully. Do not
mark your own name on your answer
sheet until you are told to do so.
SAMPLE NAME BLOCK
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This test booklet is used by pupils in
grades 3-9. You will answer some exercises
in each of eleven tests, but never all the
exercises in any test. The directions for
each test will tell you where to begin and
where to stop work on that test. Your answer sheet also will help you to ,keep the
right place. It has answer spaces for niark-

Marking the Test ExerCises

,

To help you understand how to answer the test exercisesJ'
practice test is given on this page. In each exercise, you are
decide which one of the four numbered words has most near,
the same meaning as the word in heavy black type above the"
eXE~rci!;,lllll
The right answer has already been marked for each exerci
This was done by filling in a little circle. You are not to m
ma::,' II
any marks on this page.

" I
',I

II, I

PRACTICE TEST

1. A large lake
CD small ® pretty • big 0 tiny
2. The nice lady
1) man
2) woman
.
.

3) boy 4) girl

3. I am glad
1) hungry
2) sleepy
3) sad
4) happy
i: ~

In the test that you are about to take, the rows of circ!jill
are on the separate answer sheet instead of on the test pagl!:
There is a row of circles numbered to match each test exercislii

l

'I'

answ~:~1

To mark an exercise, decide first which is the best !>n~\\"A;11
Then, on the answer sheet, find the row of circles numberr,
~"""''''... r'''
the same as the question. Make a round black mark in the drdi,I,ll
for the best answer.
I';

II.I
There are three important things to remember in marking:

{I
I;

I,

"I

1.
l. Make a heavy round mark. The :pll:!rk should be lar~il :
enough to fill the circle, but it should not go outSi~JI!! I
the circle. Do not waste time making very neat mar
It is more important to make very black marks. iIIi
sure to use a soft pencil.~i
pencil.
.I,

t

I

2. Keep your place on the answer sheet. I\Jake certail
each time that your mark is placed in the row DUll:,
bered the same as the exercise.
;.
3. Mark only ONE circle in a row. If you change YOtl
mind about an answer, erase your first mark as con
pletely as you c
can.
an.,
'.
1:

1

MAKE NO MARKS ON ANY PAGES OF THIS TES'
BOOKLET. Other .pupils will use the same booklet later.
not fold or bend your answer sheet.

·. Hide his astonishl11 ent
1) grief
2) surprise
')) feelings
I) despair

to
depart
die
go free
complain

l,.

To mold the copper
1) scratch
2)
shape
.. ~
'3) melt
;Y'3)
·t) bend
bend
'i~
·t)

Ij

~t;:<,

-,<,.
~~.

. J.
.::~'
.::~

$'"
$""

:'~'
)~>
....._ _ .!
..._--f.!

of citdr-

~J

Iestpkt:t
lest

exerciw
exel'
Olf

~

1)
1))
22)
:3)
4)

gentle
gentle
strange
sad
weak

Appreciate its value
1) affect
2) realize
,3) determine
4) guess
End the dispute
1) report
2) speech
:3) quarrel
-1) discussion

: ;5. Affection for the

answr. :
Bum~ ;

the drtiJ t
J

haby
1) gift
2) protection
:2)
:3) love
4) concern.'
;

i~· A sacred bo'ok
be Jar::t ! 1) holy
outs1dc I :2)
2) torn
marb
3) favorite
Be
4)... familiar.

:], To pledge support
1) request
lrow nUlt
2) lacl<
:2)
.c'
.'3) deserve
.. i 4) promise
L.
cerflir;
.C'

Ii/Ige \'()O:

l as ~

MAKE NO MARKS
IN THIS BOOKLET

;2.:\
;2. :\ feeble voice

:" :..
@$

"'.

50. A thorough search
1) useless
2) successful
3) complete
4) prompt

I
!

'a Merely the
I "~a,
the begin-

"
COI21
tI

t

,
,
~ TEST !
bter. D,!

ning
1) only
2) really
3) probably
4) definitely

--------------------

51. A narrow crevice
1) crack
2) strip
3) blade
4) escape
52. To estimate the size
1) reduce
2) judge
3) increase
4) indicate
53. The loyal servant
1) proud
2) polite
3) honest
4) faithful
54. An
1)
2)
3)
4)

amusing incident
joke
happening
program
cartoon

55. The fury of the king
1) rage
2) robe
3) power
4) reign
56. Decline the honor
1) be proud of
2) deserve
3) expect
4) refuse

58. His daring plan
1) bold
2) sensible
3) remarkable
4) original

67. Arouse her jealousy
1) interest
2) sympathy
3) anger
4) envy

59. A bird's plumage
1) coloring
2) feathers
3) food
4) nesting place

68. Sew irregular

60. To regret the error
1) be sorry about
2) make up for
3) make fun of
4) be ashamed of
61. The site of the

school
1) size
2) location
3) picture
4) opening
62. A long stride
1) expedition
2) delay
3) drive
4) step
63. They heartily agree
1) generally
2) hardly
3) fully
4) always
64. To
1)
2)
3)
4)

cherish the prize
treasure
acquire
furnish
present

65. Transparent plastic
1) tough
2) clear
3) shiny
4) colored

66. To
1)
2)
3)
57. To absorb the water
4)
1)
1 splash
2)
2 make pure

ponder the idea
grasp
reject
propose
consider

stitches
1) invisible
2) unusual
3) uneven,
uneven.
4) difficult

, !

,Ii:

69. Spent money
extravagantly
1) secretly

!

, 'I

2) willin~ly
3) cautiously
4) wastefully
i,

70. A gnarled tree
1) twisted
2) rotted
3) splintered
4) hollow

71. Console the child
1) bathe
2) feed
3) comfort
4) amuse
72. The specific book
1) suitable
2) particular
3) essential
4) elementary

73. It's
1)
2)
3)
4)

tedious work
terrifying
temporary
tiresome
thrilling

74. A very solemn
occasion
1) important
2) joyful
3) special
4) serious
75. Repeat the query
1) answer
2) warning
3) question
4) message

,I

II

"

I
'I

purpose
remembrance
memory

recognize
request
record
77. A Chinese proverb
1) gown
2) saying
3) painting
4) word

87. A logical ending
1) familiar
2) surprise
3) disappointing
4) reasonable

78. To predict the wInner
1) forecast
2) applaud
3) announce
4) congratulate

88. To banish the traitor,
1) put in prison
2) send out of the
country
3) determine the
guilt of
4) decide on
punishment for

79. Efficient workers
1) tireless
2) capable
3) typical
4) lazy

0'

80. To execute the order
1) carry out
2) disobey
3) issue
4) cancel.

1\

J.

\: "

81. Restrained by his friends
1) approved of
2) deserted
3) held back
4) encouraged

82. Was decidedly wrong

•
":'
• I'

\ '

,

1)
2)
3)
4)

possibly
often
rarely ...
definitely ~

83. To astound his listeners
1) bore E
2} shock
3') inform
4) appeal to

84. Find several defects
1)
2)
3)
4)

obstacles
traces
pieces
faults

85. Choose their delegate
1)
2)
. 3)
4)

representative
president
officer
candidate

89. A devout prayer
1) sincere
2) daily
3) tearful
4) silent

90. To impersonate the
professor
1)
2)
3)
4)

imitate
interrupt
impress
make fun of

91. The shrewd general
1) retired
2) aged
3 ) confident
4) clever

warning
2) song
3) scene
4) face

97. A valiant deed
1) courageous
2) wicked
3) dangerous
4) worthy
98. To span the river
1) dam up
2) widen and deepen
3) extend across
4) travel on

99. A happy vagabond
1) visitor
2) tramp
3) pioneer
4) soldier
100. Show little zeal
1) eagerness
2) ability
3) patience
4) emotion
101. Consumed the pie
1)
2)
3)
4)

stole
spoiled
devoured
divided

102. Point out the distinction
1) difference
2) direction
3) weakness
4) connection

produce
eliminate
detect
dislike

lOS. Comprehend the

instmctions
1) follow closely
2) be confused
3) understand
4) make clear

;I'!:
:: i'

109. To saunter out the
door
1) dash
2) stroll
3) skip
4) stagger
110. A lenient judge
1) fair . ..
2) severe
3) merciful
4) respected

111. Menaced the village
1)
2)
3)
4)

threatened
surrounded
destroyed
captured

112. Of dubious value

92. To detest the odor
1)
2)
3)
4)

107. The jubilant students
1) guilty
2) rejoicing
3) brilliant
4) mischievous

103. Make a wager
1) decision

2) speech
3) bet

1)
2)
3)
4)

double
questionable
genuine
little

4) remark
93. To quell the disturbance
1)
2)
3)
4)

addto
calm
investigate
create

94. A dilapidated castle
1) damp and drafty
2) well-preserved
3) c1~sely guarded
4) partly ruined
95, Please be punc.tual
1) ready
2) prompt

104. Implied what was
wrong
1) suspected
2) did not say
3) hinted
4) investigated

113. Have eccentric ideas'!
1)
2)
3)
4)

peculiar
original
clever
strict

114. Admire his persever
105. Offer no opposition
1) assistance

2) explanation
3) suggestion _
4) resistance

'

i

j,
,i

I

II
ance
1). helpful attitude i
2) frank manner :~
3) good nature
I
4) steady effort

SAMPLE EXERCISE

,lions: In each exercise, you are to decide which one of the four words has

."'" nearly the same meaning as the word in heavy black type above them.

O. A tall building

- . on the answer sheet, find the row of circles numbered the same as the ex, ~ yoU are working on. You are to fill in the circle on the answer sheet that

"e same number as the answer you picked. The sample exercise in the
the right has already been marked correctly on the answer sheet.
,

1) high
2) wide
3) low
4) new

. -t
.;

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

STop8AFTER

BEGIN . . . . WITH

GRADE 3

~

Exercise Ion page 3

~

Exercise 31 on page 4

GRADE 4

~

Exercise 11 on page 3

l'o

Exercise 48 on page 5
Exercise 66 on page 5

GRADE 5

~

Exercise 24 on page 4

~

GRADE 6

~

Exercise 40 on page 5

~

Exercise 85 on page 6

GRADE 7

~

Exercise 58 on page 5

~

Exercise 105 on page 6

)

Exercise 67 on page 5

~

Exercise 114 on page 6

GRADES 8 AND 9

..
~

.. GRkD~'3.

.~.iI'!'~:F~:::~

aE. G f N"

To twist the handle
1) turn
2) lift
pull
I) push

»)

r\ pilebricks
of lumber
I)
2)

i

boards
rock
4) sand

~))

I

6. To invite a friend
1) write
2) visit
3) meet
4) as.k
7. To dash up the street
1) ride
2) walk
3) hurry
4) glance

:~

: Scatter the se~ds
1) spread
2) gather
:)) plant
·1) mix

;.
\' .\ long tale

j
I

H t R fi

1) time
2) way

! 03) story

! 4) end

MAKE NO MARKS
IN THIS BOOKLET

8. Come here instantly
1) sometime
2) often
3) at once
4) soon

9. A queer name
1) difficult
2) foreign
3) fancy
4) strange

j

.;: The central part
- - - : 1) first
, 2) middle

10. The silent water
1

2

cool
still

11. To mend the fence
1) damage
2) jump
3) build
4) repair

12. Intended to do it
1) had
2) planned
3) remembered
4) got ready
13. Accept the cash
1) gift
2) excuse
3) -money
4) dare 14. The proper way
1) easiest
2) shortest
3) safe
4) right
15. To bother the neighbors
1) respect
2) greet
3) disturb

4)

screams
garments
playthings
whispers
17. A time to rejoice
1) make plans
2) be happy
3) retreat
4) begin again

'.

. r'

18. The spare room
1) large
2) special
3) extra
4) quiet
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19. To recover the money
1) get back
2) spend
3) bury
4) earn
20. Enjoy the voyage
1) program
2) party
3) letter....
4) journey~·
21. Gaze at tJIe picture
~) laugh
2) stare I
3) point
4) throw
22. To terrify the animals
1) slaughter
2) tend
3) frighten
4) round up
I.

23. The whole supply
1 complete
2 reg~lar_

24. Welcome a visitor
1) stranger
2) guest
3) companion
4) relative
25. The sway of the trees
1) movement
2) appearance
3) shadow
4) height

26. A keen knife
1) dull
2) sharp
3) bent
4) shiny
27. To pluck the flowers
1) arrange
2) plant
3) grow
4) pick
28. Speak distinctly
1) clearly
2) softly
3) harshly
4) slowly

29. A savage tribe
1) friendly
2) brave
3) warlike
4) powerful
30. To plead for help
1) send
2) wait
3) search
4) beg

31. To publish the name
1) dislike
2) choose
3) announce
4) recall

vast
1) huge
2) dusty
3) fertile
4) run-down

33. Broke it deliberately
1) into pieces
2) on purpose
3) by accident
4) with a loud noise

1:1
,I
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34. The sentinel at the
1) tower
2) bell
3) arch
4) guard
35. To inspect the papers
1) collect
2) arrange
3) examine
4) conceal
36. The gradual increase
1) slow
2) noticeable
3) enormous
4) immec.liate
37. Inquire his name
1) ask
2) sign
3) remember
4) look up
38. Multitude of flowers
1) study
2) arrangement
3) scent
4) great
g~eat number
39. Respect his wisdom
1) advice
2) age
3) knowledge
4) courage

;'11,

ions: This test consists of several reading selections.
.. ~r each selection there are some questions.

,ead each selection quickiy and then answer the ques:';. Four

i

an~wers

SAMPLE EXERCISE

Thumper is a big friendly
dog. He likes to follow the
fire trucks.
ANSWER

are given for each question, but only

S 1. What does Thumper

of these answers is right. You are to choose the one

like to do?
1) Watch fires
2) Bite firemen
3) Run after the
fire trucks
4) Follow police cars

Wer that you think is better than the others. Then, on
answer sheet, find the row of circles numbered the

...,e as the exercise. Fill in the circle for the best answer.

5 1 00.@

The sample exercise at the right shows you how to mark
:)1

answers on the answer sheet.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN,..WITH

,

.,

GRADE 3

~

GRADE 4

~

..., GRADE 5

~

GRADE 6

~

GRADE 7

~

GRADES 8 AND 9

~

MAKE

STOP S A F T E R

Exercise Ion page 8

~

Exercise 60 on page 13

Exercise 12 on page 9

~

Exercise 79 on page 15

Exercise 25 on page 10

~

Exercise 98 on page 17

Exercise 61 on page 14

~

Exercise 136 on page 21

Exercise 80 on page 16

~

Exercise 157 on page 2:3

Exercise 99 on page 18

~

Exercise 178 on page 26
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When my brother Ted and I were sick,
a man from the health department came
to our house. He put a sign with the words
MUMPS-KEEP OUT on our door. When
the other boys saw that red sign, they

, .
(: ...
..

knew they could not play with us. We had
to stay at home until the man came back
and took down the sign.

.

"

1. Who is telling this story?
1) Ted's mother
2) Ted's brother
3) One of Ted's playmates
4) A man from the health department

\\

~.
C

2. What was the matter with Ted?
1) He did not want to play with the other boys .
2) He did not like to go to school.
3) He was angry with his sister.
4) He was sick.

•

.:..

I
.

.'
..
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3. Why was ,the sign put on the door?
1) To scai;e .the people in the neighborhood
2) To let the doctor know someone was sick
3) To help keep other children from catching
the mumps
4) To telf the attendance officer why the children were not in school
,4'

..
•

I.

Mary, Jane, and Helen were saving their
money to buy a doll house. The price of
the doll house was $4.50. The girls had
saved $3.75. Their mother wanted to help
them get some more money. She told
them she would buy all the blueberries
they could pick, and would pay them 30
cents a quart. She paid Jane 15 cents,
Mary 30 cents, and Helen 60 cents. When
the girls put all their money together, they
had enough for the doll house, and 30
cents left over.

6. Which of these words tells who the girls
the story were?
1) Sisters
3) Friends
2) Cousins
4) Neighbors
7. What were the girls planning to do with
money?
1) Put it in the bank
2) Give it to their mother
3) Buy a present for their father
4) Buy a toy they all wanted

8. How did their mother help the girls get n
money they needed?
,i
1) She bought the blueberries they picked.
' ,~:
2) She made blueberry pies for the girls to sell. I.
3) She gave them some money she had saved.
4) She asked their father to give them the mone~ i'
'I

1
9. How many blueberries did Mary pick?
Ii
1) Less than a quart
: !i'
I'
2) One quart
i
3) Two quarts
4) There is no way of telling from the story. '.

4. Who took the sign down?
1) The man who put it up
2) Another man from the health department
3 ) Ted's doctor
4) Ted

10. How many blueberries did Helen pick?
1) Fewer than either Jane or Mary
2) Fewer than Jane and .Mary together
3) Just as many as Jane and Mary together
4) More than Jane and Mary together

5. What does this story show?
1) That boys are more likely to catch mumps
than girls
2) That children will get sick if they play outdoors
That the health department tries to protect

11. After their mother paid them, did the
have enough money to buy the doll hou
1 ) Yes, they had just enough money.
.
2) Yes, they had enough money, and 30
more.
No, they needed 30 cents more.
There is no way of telling from the story.

A cowboy needs the kind of clothes he
Irears. His big felt hat with its high crown
,uld wide brim protects his head when he
rides in the hot sun or in the rain or snow.
!lis gay neckerchief can be pulled up over
his mouth and nose when the dust rises, or
J ,rhen the sleet and wind blow in his face.
~
f I lis heavy leather chaps serve as armor for
, his legs while he is riding through sage;~,;"- thrush or cactus, and they also shield him
t against rain and snow. The high, slanting
f heels on his boots help him to stay in his
girls ill
'.' f saddle when his horse gets frisky. When
f he is roping cattle on foot, the heels dig
:
1<
into the ground and keep him from being

1--C

with

th.,

dragged.

!:. WhatPokeis fun
the writer trying to do in this story?
at the clothes the cowboy wears
Ii

~

\ Show why the cowboy dresses the way he
does
"
;) Tell cowboys what clothes they ought to wear
I) Describe what a cowbov looks like
J

•

When a cowboy rides through a dust storm,
which article of clothing is of particular help
to him?
3) His chaps
1) His hat
4) His boots
:2) His necKerchief
.
i

J,

Of what material are the cowboy's chaps

l made?
1) Felt

I st,Ory.,'

~

Canvas

3) Leather

4) Steel

5, What is there about the cowboy's boots that
makes them especially useful to him?
1) Their height
:2) Their light weight
:3) The size and shape of the heels
,.f) The material the boots are made of

i

r
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; ~,
the iris;
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What is the most important reason for the
wide brim on a cowboy's hat?
1) It shades his face and neck from the sun.
:2) It protects his face during dust storms.
:3) It tells strangers what kind of work he does.
.f) It keeps his hat from blowing off in a strong
wind.

; !7. Which of these words tells best what the writer

While George Washington' was president, the first United States mint was
started at Philadelphia. Today the United
States has a mint in Philadelphia, one in
Denver, and one in San Francisco. All of
our coins are made in these mints. You
can tell where a coin was made by looking
for the mint mark. The mint mark is a
small letter. It is usually on the back of
a' coin. If a coin has a ltD» on the back, it
was made at the Denver mint. If it has an
"S," it was made in San Francisco. If it
has a <Cp," or if it has no mint mark at all,
it was made in Philadelphia.

i.

I

18. Where was the first United States mint?
1) In Washington
3) In Philadelphia
2) In Denver
4) In San Francisco
19. How many mints do we have now?
1) One
3) Three
2) Two
4) Four

20. What does the mint mark tell?
1) How old the coin is
2) Where the coin was made
3) How much the coin is worth
4) Who was president when the coin was made
21. If you want to see whether a coin has a min
marl<, what will you look for?
1) A letter
3) A secret sign
2) A number
4) A man's name
22. How can you tell if a coin was made in
Francisco?
1) It will have a picture of a bridge on it.
2) The mint mark will be an S.
3) It will be larger than the coins made in
cities.
4) It will not have a mint mark.
23. If a coin has no mint mark, what does
tell you?
1) The coin is not worth anything.
2) The coin was made in a mint that ODtme(~1
after this story was written.
3) The coin \vas made before the United :'\t:l'[Pqll
had'a mint.
4) The coin was made in Philadelphia.
24. Whi,ch kind of money is not made in ou
mints?
1) Dollar bills
2) Half dollars

which material?
1) Seaweed
2) Skins
The Indians who lived on Long Island were
tall, slender, straight, and strong. They had straight
black hair and reddish brown complexions. They
greased their bodies with bear fat to keep insects
away from them. They also believed that it would
make their arms and legs nimble. To keep their
skin smooth, they used fish oil and eagle fat.

I),: .

I\' "

t
"

The Indians used to paint themselves, because
they thought it made them look handsome, and also
because they thought it would keep away bad luck
and sickness. They used minerals and vegetables
for making the paints. Red paint came from iron
rust, white from finely ground shells, green and
blue from the juice of berries or flowers, yellow
from clay, and black from fire soot. For paint cups,
thev used small hol1owed-out stones.

.\

r<'

.:".

3)
4) Homespun

26. The Long Island Indians did not have
1) long legs.
3) strong muscles ..
2) curly hair.
4) smooth skin. I '
27.. Which of these did the
frighten away by painting
1) Animals
3)
2) Insects
4)

Indians hope
themselves? 'I:1
Enemies
I
Bad luck
'I

28. Paragraph 2 tells why the Indians
themselves. What else does it tell?
1) How they made their paints
2) How they looked after they had
themselves
3) What the different colors meant
4) What they used for paint brushes
29. For coloring matter for their paints, the
dians used all of the following ~p-t
1) shells.
3) fish oil.
2) berries.
4) clay.

In painting themselves, the Indians usually put
a spot of paint on each cheek. They also put paint
on their eyelids, and on th~ir foreheads. The color
red meant power, success, or war. Blue meant
trouble, black stood for death, and yellow was for
joy or travel. White was for peace .

30. When the Indians went out to fight,
color did they paint their faces?
1) White
3) Red
2) Black
4 ) Yellow

Usually. the Indian man wore just a breech
cloth of skin, and the woman a short skirt of
skins decorated along the bottom. For very special
events, a r6be of dressed deerskin or fur or turkey
feathers was 'also worn. The children did not we;r

31. An Indian boy who was sent with a messa
of friendship to another tribe would probal
paint himself with which color?
1) 'White
3) Blue
2) Red
4) Black

.J
,

f"

..
I'

~

any clothes in summer until they were about thirteen
years old.
It was very hard for the Indians to make their
clothes. Animals had to be killed and skinned with
very crude stone tools. Then the hides had to be
tanned, and sewed with needles made out of bones

..
t.

and thread made from milkweed or animal sinews.

32. Out of what material did the Indians
their needles?
1) Milkweed stalks
3) Stone
2) Animal sinews
4) Bone

33. Which of these titles is a good one for
story?
1) "How Paint Was Made in Indian Days"
2) "How the American Indian Lived"
3) "Superstitions of Indian Tribes on' L~
Island"
4) "The Appearance and Dress of Long
.Indians" ,

The game "Jack Frost" is lots of fun to play.
~:1\: object of the game is to keep from laughing

everyone else around you is laughing. Any
.In!Jer of players can play - the more the merrier!
'. pbyer is chosen to be Jack Frost. All players
'.lcpt Jack Frost stand in a circle facing the center.
,,-K Frost goes round and round the outside of the
,de quietly, touching a player here and there. As
,HI as a player feels the touch of Jack Frost, he
(.~i!lS to shiver and shake, exaggerating his motions
:1 an effort to make the others laugh. The players
\ho have not been touched try to keep from laugh:1~ as they see the others trying to "keep warm."
~he job of keeping a straight face becomes harder
"Icl harder as the players who have been touched
ne by one beg~n to stamp their feet, slap their
"ms across their chests, clap their hands to their
'.Irs, and puff and blow into their cupped hands.
\!I~' player who laughs before Jack Frost touches
.im must drop out of the game. The player who
. lIds out the longest without laughing is the winner.
,':<'ll

)~,

,

messagt
probably

II

}

I 35.
rna"

for this

I

To win the game, what must one do?
1) Keep from being touched by Jack Frost
2) Keep from laughing
:3) Change places with Jack Frost
-1) Make J ~ek Frost laugh
.'
What does Jack Frost do?
1) He wa\J<s around the circle and taps players
.,. one by one.
21 He tries to make the other players laugh.
3) He shivers, shakes, and tries to "keep warm."
-1) He tries to keep a straight face.

I
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Ii 1.6, What must a player do when Jack Frost

Lo~ ~

Island \

touches him?
1) Run around the circle, trying to catch Jack
Frost
2) Try to keep from laughing

The players look so funny trying to
\varm."
2) Jack Frost is dressed in a funny suit.
. ••
3) No one knows which player Jack Frost will !! "
touch next.
4) Jack Frost tries to tickle the players when he I.
i
tOllches them.

1

II

38. What happens to a player who laughs before.
Jack Frost touches hi.,,?,
1) He has to go around the circle with
Frost.
2) He has to keep shivering and shaking
the game is over.
.
3) He has to stop playing.
4) He plays the part of Jack Frost in the
game.
'Ii':

39. Why do the players go through so
funny motions?
1) They have to keep moving until Jack
touches them .
2) They want to make the other players laugh.
3) It is the only way they can keep warm.
4) The player making the funniest motions

40. How is Jack Frost chosen?
1) By the winner of the last game
2) By drawing numbers
3) By counting out
4) The story does not tell.

41. Why is "Jack Frost" a good name for
game?
1) Because winter is the best time to play
game
2) Because the players act as if they were
cold
3) Because "Jack Frost" is a name that
you want to laugh
4) Because one thinks of Jack Frost as a
go-lucky person

Baby water turtles make fine pets. They are
(jj
easy to care for and cheap to feed. What is
more, they are friendly, interesting to watch, and
fun to play with.
, 1

2 You can buy a baby water turtle in almost any
g
pet shop or five and ten cent store. When you
choose your turtle, be sure that his eyes are clear
and his shell har4 all over. Do not buy a turtle with
paint on his back. The paint keeps the shell from
growing properly.

, The best home for your turtle is a glass tank.
.
The tank should be about fourteen inches long,
SIX inches wide, and six inches high. The bottom
of the tank should be lined with a one-inch layer of
gravel and pebbles. On one side of th'e tank there
should be a beach made out of gravel and rocks.
The rest of the tank should be filled with enough
water to form a swimming pool about two inches
deep.

g

"
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How to take care of a baby water turtle
Where to buy a baby water turtle
Why baby water turtles make good pets
What baby water turtles like to eat

43. What information in the article gives the
idea of the price of baby water turtles?

1)
2)
3)
4)

They are small.
They eat very l i t t l e . ,
They live in simple homes.
They are for sale in five and ten cent stores. i

44. What is the main topic of paragraph 2?

1)
2)
3)
4)

Where you-can get the best turtle h<>"''''''''nd,
How to choose your turtle
Why you should pick a turtle VVH~L"',l\Ja,~~""
The best time of year to buy turtles

45. In which paragraph are directions given
making a home for a turtle?

1) Paragraph 3
2) Paragraph 4

3) Paragraph 5
4) Paragraph 6

46. How much water should be placed
tank?

1) Just enough to cover the bottom
2) Just enough to cover the turtle
:1
3) Just enough to allow the turtle to swim wi i
out touching the bottom
',i
4) Enough to fin the tank to within two'
:11,
II
of the t o P ! !
11

Turtles like a warm climate. When they get
(] 4 cold, they go into a sleeping state. If you
want your turtle to stay awake and active, keep his
home in a warm place, and let him take a sun bath
now and then. A temperature of between 70 and 85
degrees is ideal for a turtle home,

j

..

first?

1)
2)
3)
4)

5 Baby tlJi'tles do not eat very much. They like
g
raw meat~ or fish, green vegetables, and hard
cheese. You can buy turtle food already prepared.
If you fix your turtle's food yourself, chop or shred
it. The food ""should be served in portions about the
size· ...of your finger tip. Occasionally, you should
treat your turtle to a live meal, such as an earthworm. If you feed your turtle at the same time
every day, he will learn to look for you. He may
learn to eat out of your hand.

Whenever you pick up your turtle to play with
g 6 him, grasp him carefully but firmly around
the middle of his upper shell. When you put him
down, be very gentle. Until he gets to know you,
a turtle will pull into his shell when he is picked up.
But he will come out again as soon as he gets over
his fear.

47. In paragraph 5, the writer tells what
turtles like to eat. What else does he

1)
2)
3)
4)

What they don't like to eat
How to teach your turtle to do tricks
What time of day is best for feeding
How the turtle's food should be served

48. What does the writer give' as a reason
feeding a turtle at the same time every d01 '

1)
2)
3)
4)

He
He
He
He

will be friendlier.
will be healthier.
will be happier.
will be easier to care for.

49. Which is probably the main reason why yc :
are warned to handle your turtle gently?

1)
2)
3)
4)

So
So
So
So

that his shell will not break in two
that he will not snap at you
that you will not scare him
that you will not drop him

50. In this article all of the following subjects
discussed ~F!t

1)
2)
3)
4)

what turtles like to eat.
how turtles should be handled.
why turtles need a warm place to live.
how fast turtles grow.

Ij

Long ago in far away China there lived a little
.. \' named Mencius.
One day Mencius came home in the middle of
.,' eby and told his widowed mother he was leav-

, ~ ~C'hool. His mother said nothing, but picked up
/ ~cissors and slashed the piece of cloth she was
.,.,,\'ing, cutting it right in two.

The boy cried out, "Oh, Mother, what have you
:I:le? That was such a beautiful pattern!"

1) He was afraid that his mother would
him.
.
2) He felt sorry for his mother.
S) His mother begged him to go back.
4) His mother convinced him that it would be a
mistake to quit.

56. Which is the best title for this story?
1) "A Stubborn Boy"
2) "The Ruined Cloth"
S) "A \Vise Mother"
4) "Education in China"

"I have done just what you are doing, my son,"
~, I, .~e answered. "If you leave your books, you will be
,,'
.!tting across the pattern of your life, just as I
,." 1 ,.l\'e nnne
'dh
t e pattern on my 1oom. ,.

: !

Young Mendus was so impressed that he went

in the " 'JCk to school. Later he became a famous scholar
,ncl teacher.

! __---------------------------------------J

May Day is the nursemaid
Who looks the flowers over
And ties their little bonnets
On the buttercup and clover.

of the following is true about the
mother of Mencius?
1'· She understood the value of education.
:2' She had a violent temper.
,) She did not know how to handle her son.
-\ She was more interested' in her weaving than
in her children.

57. What is this poem about?
1) Blowing bubbles
2) \Vashing clothes and taking care of children I'
S) April showers and ~Iay f l o w e r s , :
4) An apple orchard in summer
I

i

wilh-

April is a laundress
Mixing silver suds
To rinse the lacy dance frocks
Of apple-blossom buds.

I[::. Which

:2. How did the mother feel when Mencius told
her he was-'Ieaving school?
1 I Glad, because she needed him at home
:2 I Very much upset
:31 Not interested
41 Puzzlea at what he meant

!3. Why did the mother cut the cloth?
She lost her temper.
She was tired of weaving.
:3) She had made a mistake in the pattern.
4) She wanted to impress the boy with the seriousness of his decision.
1)

2)

: ~4. How did Mencius feel when his mother
sloshed the cloth?
I) Not interested, because he had troubles of
his own
2) Sorry, because he liked the pattern
:3) Frightened, because he thought she was los-

58. The poet uses "silver suds" to mean which
these things?
1) Raindrops
3) Snowflakes
2) Rain clouds
4) Soap suds

I

i

I,:

Ii

59. What are the "dance frocks" of the aDDIE~oj
blossom buds?
1) Their petals
2) Their leaves
S) The sunbeams shining on them,
4) Spider webs
60. The poet talks about April and Mayas if
were
3) fairy godmot
1) flowers.
4) people.2) months.

The thistle of Scotland is said to be the oldest
national Hower on record. According to legend, it
became Scotland's national flower as a result of the
part it played in the Battle of Largs, fought in 1263
while Alexander III was king. A war was being
fought at, the time between the Scots and the Norwegians, and an army of the Northmen led by King
Haakon landed one night on the west coast of Scotland near the mouth of the Clyde River. Although
this was not far from Alexander's camp, the enemy
landing was unobserved. The Norwegians regarded
it as most improper to attack an enemy at night, but
on this occasion the temptation to win an easy. victory
was so great that they decided not to wait for daylight. Barefooted, they crept nOiselessly toward the
Scottish camp in order to take the sleeping soldiers
by surprise. Certain success seemed to be within
their grasp when one of the Norwegians stepped on
a thistle. Its prickles hurt him so that he cried out
in pain. The alarm \vas, of course, given in the
Scottish camp, and the defenders seized their weapons. They proceeded to drive the invaders from their
shores, killing a great number' of them. Since that
time,so the legend goes, the thistle has been the
national emblem of Scotland.
,"

.

61. What does this story explain?
1) Where Scotland got its name
2) \Vhy Sc6tland and Norway are old enemies
3 )· . . How the. thistle became Scotland's national
flower
4) How wars were fought in early days
62. How did the enemy soldiers reach Scotland?
1) By land
3) By air
2 )By sea
4 ) There is no way of telling
from the story.
"
\.

63 .. When did the Scots firsUearn of the approach
of the enemy?
1) When they sighted the enemy ships near the·
mouth of the Clyde River
2 Not until the
was almost
3
the

while it was still dark?
1) They thought they were sure to
way.
2) They did not want the Scots to see how sma
their army was.
3) They thought Alexander's soldiers had al
ready spotted them.
4) They were angry with the Scots for havin
broken the rule against night fighting.
65. What was the outcome of the fighting?
1) The Norwegians were defeated.
2) The Scots were driven from their own shores.
3) Neither side could claim a victory.
4) Both sides claimed a victory.
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66. The story implies that the outcome of the
tie might have been different if
1) Alexander's men had been better fighters.
2) Haakon's men had followed his orders.
3) the attackers had waited for daylight.
4) the Norwegians had been wearing shoes.
67. According to the story, the thistle is the
tional flower of Scotland because
1) so many thistles grow there.
2) the thistle has such a pretty flower.
3) the thistle once helped save ScotIand
invasion.
4) Scotland was the first country to grow
tIes.
68. About how long ago are the events in
story supposed to have taken place?
1) 100 years
3) 1263 years
2) 700 years
4 )3000 years

69. In the events described, the thistle was
portant because it was
1) handsome.
3) prickly.
2) hardy.
4) colorful.
70. When the writer calfs this story a "legend,
what is he telling you?
1) It is a story about kings:
2) It is a story about soldiers.
3) It is an old story that is known to be 'his.
tOrically correct.
4) It is a storv handed down from earlier times;
that may
may not be true.

0;

~1any

years ago an ornamental vine was
,:ought to this country from the Orient. In the
"Iilth it grew very well. It made such a fine, shady
'. (t,cn for the front porch that almost everybody
",cl it for this purpose. In fact, it wasn't long
,fore people were calling the plant "porch vine."
Then, a little more than thirty years ago, some
;i ,il'ntists got interested in this plant, whose real
l'lIne is kudzu. They noticed that it would grow
JIl10st anywhere in that warm climate. They also
"IW how qUickly the new shoots sprouted. "Isn't
I :'1('[e anything else we can use kudzu for?" they

j

I

II ,!,ked themselves.
f

The scientists began planting it in gullies to
'C(, if it would keep topsoil from being washed
,\\'ay in the heavy rains. "If it makes a good screen
:,)[ the porch," they thought, "maybe it will make
, good cover for the soil." And the plant did just
:hat. Its long, trailing shoots spread over the
~rollnd quickly. At every joint it sent out roots
'!l~lt anchored the vines solidly into the ground.
rhen farmers discovered that cows liked to eat
~\l(lzu. They found it to be a very good plant for

I

1,1:'

or pasture.

Today, kudzu protects the soil on thousands of
!eres of land and furnishes a valuable feed for
:i\cstock. Many'
, Southern farmers who never had
,I good pasture b~fore, now find they can have one
i):, planting porch vine.
im-

I

i71.

About how many years ago was kudzu first
brought to the United States?
1) About ten years ago
2) A little more than thirty years ago
3) About fifty years ago
4) The story does not tell.

72. In which of these states is kudzu likely to be
most widely grown today?

ppe
Scientists experimented with kudzu as a cover
'
I'
crop.
2) People in the South found that kudzu made a !,n
good porch screen.
'
3) Farn1ers began using kudzu as feed for cows.
4) Kudzu was planted on thousands of acres of
land.

74. Why is kudzu able to keep the soil from washing away?
1) The plants suck up most of the rain water.
2) The plant has very long roots.
.
3) The plant sends out many shoots, each with
its own roots.
4) The plant has wide, flat leaves.

75. Which use for kudzu was probably last to bel
discovered?
-1) As feed for livestock
2) As a cover crop
3) As a porch screen
4) There is no way of telling from the story.
76. What does paragraph 1 tell us?
1) How kudzu protects the soil
2) 'Vhat kudzu looks like
3) How kudzu was first used in this country
4) When kudzu was first brought to this country
77. What is the best heading for paragraph 3?
1) "Growing habits of kudzu"
2) "Conserving the soil"
3) "Discovering new uses for kudzu"
4) "Planting kudzu"
"

,i

,

I

1:1
'I

78. Three of these statements are shown by the ",
story to be true. Which one is not true?
1) Kudzu will climb, and it will grow on level'
ground.
2) Kudzu will grow in almost any climate.
3) Kudzu will grow in poor soil.
i
4) Kudzu grows rapidly.
79. Which is the best nome for this story?
1) "A Plant with a Funny Name"
2) "Conserving the Soil in the South"
3) "The South Finds a New Crop in Its Front
Yard"
4) "How Kudzu Is Raised in the United States"

i

,

·

How are chickens able to peck so rapidly and
accurately? Is it because they "just naturally
know how to peck," as most people would probably
say? Or do chicks have to learn to peck in much
the same way that a child has to learn how to feed
himself?
1

(jf

room next. The chicks in this group were
only 25 pecks each. Theri they were returned to
dark room. Finally, Group C was brought in.
chicks were allowed _only 12 pecks in the
room. The experiment was carried on for
days. A record was kept of the number of
e~ch _chick made a successful. peck.

(jf 2 A number of years ago a scientist decided to

-

-",

.
\

4~ :'

.:-.

~

,

·.
i'

scientist had to decide what he would call a
"successful J?eck." After studying chickens for a
while, he fouqd that a peck was really three different motions in one. There was the movement of
the head toward the object, the movement of the
beak in gra~ping the object, and the movement of
swallm.ving. A chick had to make all three motions
perfectly for a "successful peck."

fJ

\

.

When the experiment was over, the '''.... ''..·.IN'
(jf 5 compared the records of the three grouiis.'
found on the last day that the chicks of Group
had improved most, Group B next, and Group
least of all. Thus it seems that baby chicks
learn to peck. Even in the chicken world
makes perfect."

80. Which of these questions did the scientist ... _,_OII'JII •
answer?

1)
2)
3)
4)

How quickly do chicks learn to peck?
What kind of feed do chicks like best?
Is pecking a skill that must be learned?
Can chicks learn to peck in the clark?

(jf 3 Before he could carry out his experiment,the

•
..

conduct an experiment that would reveal the
answers to these questions. He had observed how
poorly newly-hatched chicks peck, but how rapidly
they improve. There were two possible ways of explaining this. It could be that the chicks become
experts automatically as they grow older - "just
naturally," in other words. But it could also be that
chicks learn to peck efficiently through practice.
This, of course, takes some time, during which the
chicks get older. But the practice is the important
thing. In scientific terms, the first explanation would
mean that pecking was a "result of maturation." The
second would indicate that pecking was "learned
behavior."

The scientist took 75 newly-hatched chicks
and divided them into three equal groups. He
was very careful that all the chicks were of the
same kind. The three groups were kept in separate
pens in a dark room. At one o'clock each day, the
first group was brought into a lighted room. Each
of the chicks,' in this group, called Group A, was
allowed to take 50 pecks at grains of wheat. Then
back into,. the dark room they went. The second
c\!.lled
to - the V,"
4

II

Lr:U.

81. Why did the scientist first spend t i m e i I
chickens?
.1

1)
2)
3)
4)

So that he could understand the pecking motion "
So that he could tell his chicks apart
So that the chicks would become used to him
So -that he could make sure none of the chicks I'
sick

82. In what way were the three groups treated
ently?

1) They were given different kinds of food.!:II :
2) They were kept in different rooms.
I'
3) They were given different kinds of peckirig pr:
tice.
4) They were given different amounts of
practice.

83. Why were the chicks kept in a dark -room?

1)
2)
3)
4)

So they could not get extra pecking practice
So one group could not see the others So their eyes would not get used to sunlight
So they could learn to peck in the dark

Test
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L-l:

SAMPLE EXERCISES

Spelling

51. 1) good
2) skool
3) book
4) jump

I

';;rtd ions : The exercises in this spelling test are like the
L: ::.~Ies
shown at the right. Many of the exercises contain a
to IlJI!
~'
Th~ I . ,;ke in spelling. Some do not have any mistakes at all.

lightd

ANSWERS

5) (No mistakes)

are to look for mistakes in spelling. When you find a
,,::ke, fill in the circle on the answer sheet that has the some
..,.~oer as th.e word which is wrong. If there is no mistake
~;:1 exercise, fill in the fifth circle.
0;1,)

52. 1) bad

2) mil~<
3) stop
4) look
5) (No mistakes)

I

i ~~e sample exercises at the right show what you are to do.

Sl C!Ht®0®
S2 <D®®0~

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.
STop8AFTER

BEGIN . . . . WITH

GRADE
GRADE
. GRADE
GRADE
GRADE
GRADES 8 AND

<

••

1) told

2) down
3) aftr
1) know

mistakes)

: 1) why

Wa\

2) for
.
:3) ride
~) abowt
.3) (No mistakes)

.

E

: I} ~uch
. 2) near
:3) seat
4) boat
oj) ( No mistakes)
pecli~

I

1)
2)
:3)
4)
oj)

fan

may
dogs
yess
( No mistakes)
blok
while.
few .

-----+)0
)0

)0

)0

7

)0

9

)0

Exercise 1 on page 27
Exercise 11 on page 27
Exercise 24 on page 28
Exercise 40 on page 29
Exercise 58 on page 29
Exercise 67 on page 29

6. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

;'1"1'

.j) ( No

3
4
5
6

)0

--~)o

drink
sending
streat
name

( No mistakes)

7. 1) water
2) tabel
3) fish
4) candy
5) ( No mistakes)
MAKE NO MARKS
IN T HIS BOOKLET

)0
)0
)0
)0

Exercise 31 on page 28
Exercise 48 on page 29
Exercise 66 on page 29
Exercise 85 on page 30
Exercise 105 on page 30
Exercise 114 on page 30

1l. 1) wear
2) tail
3) shure
4) crying

5) (No mistakes)
12. 1) guess

2)

3)
4)
5)
13. 1)

fourth
comb
music

( No mistakes)

earth
2) porch
3) blew
4) wunder

5) (No mistakes)
14. 1) hunted

2)

3)
4)
5)
15. 1)

eight
thoght
these

( No mistakes)

froo
brushed
3y rice
4) forehead

2)

5) (No mistakes)

Monday
bite
granmother

.

,'

( No mistakes)

MA K E NO
IN

T HIS

24.

MARKS

•(: .
t) "
, -,
•

..

18.

19.

1\

~~:'

.

.!.

1) care
2) foreget
3) eye
4) pail
5) ( No mistakes)
1) alone
2) cross
3) stone
4) sope
5) ( No mistakes)
1) monky
2) raise
3) writing
4) ladder
5) ( No mistakes)

26.

27.

28.

•.
.J
:

·
,

.

,

'.~

~~'

~

,

·

1) tomorrow
2) branch
3) Desember
4) field
5) ( N~" mistakes)

29.

I ''

1) brokin
2) yelk»w
." 3) Indian
4) paint
5) ( No mistakes)

30.

1) leson
2) nearly
3) board
4) great
5) ( No mistakes)

31.

21.

22.

,.
,
I

•

I.

23.

33.

1) hurt
2) brite
3) helper
4) tied
5) ( No mistakes)

1) serve
2) quiet
3) pakage
4) dozen
5) ( No mistakes)

I,

,i,

1, ~; II'

!il,:

'I ~ ,
i

!I;

i:'

I:,

!I':

III,
I:

"1'1

MA KE

NO MARKS
T HIS BOOKLET

:r

I'!:

1:,1
1,'1

- i'r

1)
2)
3)
4)
5) ( No mistakes)

34.

1) excuses
2) neatly
3) copy
4) proud
5) (No mistakes)

1) leather
2) anywhere
3) plenty
4) persen
5) (No mistakes)

35.

1) once
2) Saterday
3) kept
4) spoken
5) ( No mistakes)

1) silent
2) powder
3) barrie
4) collar
5) ( No mistakes)

36.

1) skateing
2) begin
3) races
4) fight
5) (No mistakes)

1) ranch
2) weight
3) begged
4) pumkin
5) (No mistakes)

37.

1) teligram
2) ugly
3) property
4) famous
5) ( No mistakes)

38.

1) point
2) wheet
3) blade
4) gain
5) ( No mistakes)

1) becuse
2) coal
3, dresses
4) letter
5) (No mistakes)

II
"'hi'II'

'I

calf
Thursday
markit
listen

1) able
2) window
3) barking
4) anamal
5) (No mistakes)

,

I'

:(1

IN

"

20.

( No mistakes)

BOOKLET

25.
17.

1) April
2) which
3) right
4) allmost
5) ( No mistakes)

scout
highway
arrest

'::

39. 1) cutting

2) prehaps
3) steal
4) movies
5) ( No mistakes)

I'

li!i

irteen
remember
obayed
blood
(No mistakes)

1) cookies
r

~)

hurry
,.) ) reason
~) peices
:) (No mistakes)
1) sweater
2) condels

:3) notice
4) during
.5) (No mistakes)

50. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

insted
match
railroad
awake
( No mistakes)

MA KE NO MARKS
IN T HIS BOOKLET

.! 1) sore

2)
:3)
4)
5)

cabbage
goldin
honey
(No mistakes)

J. 1) steady

2) stuff
:3 ) recite
4) agree
.5 ) ( No mistakes)
1)
2)
8)
4)
5)

entered
mischief
furnice
shame
(No mistakes)

;5. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

skraps
starve
muddy
finest
(No mistakes)
, .

J,

• !6. 1) eighteen

1

1
•

2) all ready
3) press !
4). ...sheet
5) ( No mist'akes )

q, 1) giude

~.

2)
3)
4)
5)

sleigh
absent
hurried
( No mistakes)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

butcher
tongue
linen
factery
(No mistakes)

'----

51. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

rusty
invension
support
forever
(No mistakes)

52. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

liberty
opposite
lawndry
tailor
(No mistakes)

53. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

temper
ounce
forgotten
enemeys
( No mistakes)

54. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

conducter
memory
gasoline
salary
( No mistakes)

55. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

square
sevral
idle
darling
(No mistakes)

56. 1)' zero
2) reply
3) cellar
4) neighbor
5) (No mistakes)
57.

58. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

scarce
engineer
exersize
perfect
(No mistakes)

67. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

compleat
injury
stomach
direction
(No mistakes)

59. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

poetry
fashion
education
colony
(No mistakes)

68. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

attract
southern
proggress
postage
(No mistakes)

6.0 . 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

check
payment
gentleman
stiff
(No mistakes)

69. -I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

guest·
deaf
union
collision
(No mistakes)

6l. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

perpose
further
temple

70. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

companion
wholesome
inspection
licquid
(No mistakes)

62. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

cradle
lying
sprinkle
squrrel
(No mistakes)

71. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

delivery
examin
twist
opportunity
(No mistakes)

63. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

easyer
suffer
score
distance
(No mistakes)

72. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

auther
mention
treasure
cautious
(No mistakes)

64. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

bandage
exspress
disgrace
jealous
(No mistakes)

73. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

shelter
agent
valueable
material
(No mistakes)

65. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

stool
punish
carpet
baccon
(No mistakes)

66. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

happened
station
important
bushel
(No mistakes)

74. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

uniform
eagle
pioneer
autum
( No mistakes)

75. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

rescue
primery
foundation
timber
( No mistakes)

con~ition

(No mistakes)

·'1I

I

:1

prevail

cereal

assistance
novel
suitable

(No mistakes)

(No mistakes)

(No mistakes)

persue

(No mistakes)

I,i
Iii1:'1:
!:':11i
i

77. 1) voyage
2) reduce
3) secratary
4) battery

5) (No mistakes)
78. 1) secure
2) ex·tremely
3) agreement
4) ocassion

5) (No mistakes)
79. 1) olives
2) foolish
3) verses
4) exeltent

5) ( No mistakes)

80. 1) impatient
2) athletics
3) carbon
4) structure

5)

"

(No mistakes )

81. 1) equipment
2) beleif
3) submarine
4) confidence

5)

( No mistakes)

82. 1) horrable
2) ivory
3) monument
4) cocoa

5) (No m~~takes)

,

83. 1) absense
2) cheerful
3) total r
4) reques'

.'

5,

(No mismkes)

84. 1) region
2) violet
3) punel
4) settlement

5) (No mistakes)

,.
" ,
,

I

85. 1) closet
2) photagraph
3) pledge
4) wealthy
5) ( No mistakes)

87. 1) occupation
2) dredful
3) scheme
4) attacked

5) (No mistakes)

88. 1) discourage
2) security
3) pamflet
4) challenge

97. 1) notify
2) critisize
3) sensible
4) basis

5) (No mistakes)
98. 1) otherwise
2) activety
3) instruct
4) composition

5) (No mistakes)

5) (No mistakes)
89. 1) science
2) furious
3) excede
4) commission

5) (No mistakes)

90. 1) interduce
2) magazine
3) communicate
4) throughout

5) ( No mistakes)

91. 1) numerous
2) exstend
3) rural
4) conversation

5) ( No mistakes)
92. 1) nonsense
2) thorough
3) accomplish
4) nervious

5) (No mistakes)
93. 1) orchestra
2) debate
3) commerce
4) sketch

5) (No mistakes)
94. 1) stubburn
2) feature
3) treatment
4) community

5) (No mistakes)

99. 1) bureau
2) scarcely
3) design
4) energey

5) (No misJakes)
100. 1) curiosity
2) destruction
3) prowler
4) transportation

5) (No mistakes)

101. 1) religous
2) standard
3) electricity
4) compliment

5) (No mistakes )

102. 1) elected
2) neglect
3) amusment
4) stitches

5) (No mistakes)
103. 1) magic
2) omited
3) burden
4) threaten

earnest
attendance

107. 1) conference
2) labratory
3) endeavor
4) theory
5) (No mistakes)

104. 1) royal
2) worship
3) governor
4) foriegn

I'

I,:,
iii

'i
"'I' '
'!I"

108. 1) courtious
2) stationary
3) conclude
4) imagination

5) (No mista~es)
109. 1) acquire
2) executive
3) reduction
4) analyze

5) (No mistakes)
110. 1) supreme
2) distribution
3) subscribtion
4) considerably

5) (No mistakes)
111.1) cornpetent
2) positive
3) equiped
4) survey

5) (No mistakes)
112. 1) vicinity
2) miserable
3) allegiance
4) disipline

5) (No mistakes)
113. 1) beacon
2) elgible
3) episode
4) prohibit

5) (No mistakes)

5) (No mistakes)
105. 1) civilized
2) naturally
3) echos
4) represent

11:.,

:! '

5) (No mistakes )

5) (No mistakes)
95.

Ii

11.4. 1) faith
2) actual
3) situation
4) pityful

5) (No mistakes)

IIi,
IIi

I'

I

Test

l-2:

SAMPLE EXERCISES

Capitalization

'I'
I"
':1)

'-ections: This is a test on capitalization. It will show
:.~ther you know which words in a sentence should be
. :;;tolized.
~he

exercises in the test are like the samples shown at
,.~ right. Mqny of the exercises contain mistakes in capi:!otion. Some do not have any mistakes at all.'

i
i

t You are to look for mistakes in the test exercises. When

It

~ find a. mistake, fill in the circle on the answer sheet

--

has the same number as the line containing the misi 71e. If there is no mistake in an exercise, fill in the fourth

-

,.,-1
,

,i0

!;~de.
i

1 The

II,

,II.

S1. 1)

I asked john
2) to go to the store
3) with me yesterday.
4) ( No mistakes)

S2. 1)
We told Sam
2) not to feed onions
3) to the Cat.
4) ( No mistakes)

111:1'

,I"
Ii
',1

I~ ,
,,1

,Ii

ANSWERS

:ilil'
ill'

Sl

~®®0

S2

0®.0 Iii:

il I
1

1

,1

iii

S30®®. Iii,!'Ii

, '
, I

S3. 1)
Mary has moved
2) to a little town
3) named Chester.
4) (No mistakes)

Ii

sample exercises at the right show what you are

i: do .

,I

.f
Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN . . . . WITH

GRADE 3 ----+0) Exercise
GRADE 4

.

GRADE 5
GRADE 6

Ion page 32

)
---~

Exercise 38 on page 33 .

Exercise 10 on page 32

)
---~

Exercise 48 on page 34

Exercise 19 on page 33

)
---~

Exercise 58 on page 34

) Exercise 39 on page 34

)
---~

Exercise 80 on page 35
Exercise 91 on page 36
Exercise 102 on page 36

)
)

GRADE 7

)

Exercise 49 on page 34

)
---~

GRA6ES 8 AND 9

)

Exercise 59 on page 35

---~)

MAKE

NO

MARKS

IN

THIS

BOOKLET

1. 1)

I asked george to stay here
2) for dinner, but his mother
3) wanted him to come home.
4) ( No mistakes)

10. 1)

2. 1 )
Jimmy's grandfather came to
2) this country from ireland
3) when he w~s a little boy.
4) (No mistakes)

11. 1)

3. 1)
In the spring, many people go
2) to washington, D. C., to see
3) the cherry trees in bloom.
4) (No mistakes)

12. 1) , When we go to the' zoo, my sister
2) likes to watch the monkeys, but
3) the lions and snakes frighten her.
4) (No mistakes)

Many of the Indians of
2) mexico make beautiful
3) jewelry out of silver.
4) (No mistakes)

On hot afternoons in august, we
2) like to go to that air,.conditioned
3) theater on Broadway to get cool.
4) (No mistakes)

t'

1

MAKE

NO

MARKS

IN

THIS

BOOKLET

4. 1)
1\

~:'

\.

.

We visited the Johnson Paper
2) Mill and learned how paper
3) is made from wood and rags.
4) (No mistakes)

-

•

5. 1)
,>

··,..

13. 1)

Albany, the capital city
2) of New York, is located
3) on the hudson river.
4) (No mistakes)

14. 1)
Mrs. Scott invited Ann's
2) teacher, miss Evans, to
3) come to dinner next Sunday.
4) ( No mistakes)

Our teacher read us a storv
2) about the giant fir trees
.
3) tbat are found in california.
4) (No mistakes)

15.- 1)

Th~policeman couldn't find
2) fairview on the map either.
,
3) 'MaYge it isn't a very big town.
4 ) ( No mistakes)

16. 1)

6. 1)

.~

·• .

·1

Allen decided to buy a hook with
2) his birthday money. He' picked
3) out a story entitled "seabird."
4) (N 0 mistakes)

It was getting dark when we
2) left. it was-not very late,
3) but there were heavy clouds.
4) (No mistakes)

7. 1)
We always have a holiday on
2) Thanksgiving, and sometimes the
3) Friday after is also a holiday.
4) ( No mistakes)

17. 1)

8. 1)
My dog is very smart. He
2) comes to meet me when i get
3) out of school each afternoon.
4) ( No mistakes)

18. 1)

I.,

The railroad station is on the
. other side of town, be~een

Howard needs some german stamps
2) to complete his collection of
3) stamps from all over Europe.
4) (No mistakes)
.

Mary made herself a
2) witch's costume to wear
3) to the halloween party.
4) (No mistakes)

IpS

GlL. m/,""'S~j
§~"I'lS-S-

My home address has changed
~) from 111 East Tenth Street
3) to 41 North Second avenue.
4) ( No mistakes)

\Vhen we visit N ew York, J like
to go to the museums, such as
3) the Museum of Natural History.
4) (No mistakes)

.: i

I

i.

(No mistakes)

; I)

I.

I

30. 1)
g~.!!r~
2)
J~~<ZJ~r?~
3)
~Jl~.J~~~~
4) (No mistakes)

~)

t.

~ I)
~)

Our family bought a new ford
car this year, but before
:)) that we had a PlyIIlouth.
4) (No mistakes)

Last fall my best friend,
~) Mary, moved from our town
I :3) to a farm in south Carolina.
1 4) (No mistakes)
:: I)

,

: I)

'''hen Sam told us the name of

2) his pet turtle, we all laughed.
., )

He called it "speedy."
4) ( No mistakes)
.)

Kay's mother is going to teach me
to knit, so I can make Dad a
:3) scarf for a christmas present.
. i). (No mistakes).

; 1)

2)

.
• I)

Jill doesn.'t,watch television

2) on wednesday because that is
:3) the day for her dancing lesson.
4) (N 0 mista~es)

~ ~~~~.;t:,y~,,'e&.k.
31. 1)
2)
~~
3)
4) (No mistakes)

(

MAKE

NO

MARKS

IN

THIS

BOOKLET

32. 1). The frost made pretty patterns
2) on the window panes on .
3) the north side of the house.
4) (No mistakes)

When we go to a large restauiarit .
33. 1 )
2) to eat, I always order chop suey.
3) It is my favorite chinese food.
4) (No mistakes)
34. 1)
Do you get the magazine called
2) "Children's digest"? It has
3) many jokes and stories in it.
4 ) ( No mistakes)
35. 1)
Alice asked me to go to the
2) Movies with her, but I had
3) already seen the picture.
4) (No mistakes)

r~

36. 1)
The only words our parrot
2) can say are "Man overboard!
3) I hope it's captain Bly."
4) (No mistakes)

...

37. 1)
Nick said, '~That fishing trip will have
2) to wait. I promised Father I would
3) clean out the garage this Friday."
4) (No mistakes)

The First National Bank was the
tallest building in the town, and
! :3) it was only three' stories high.
4) ( No mistakes) .
I

: 2)

The girls sang "Silent night,"
2) and the boys sang "0 Little
:3) Town of Bethlehem."
4) (No mistakes)

I)

.1

38. 1)
Grandmother gave me a Dime for
2) candy, but I decided to get
. :3) an ice cream cone instead. .
4) (No mistakes)

i'l

'

39.

1)
2)
3)
4)

"I just love the circus, don't
you?" asked Marcia. " no, I like
the rodeo beUer," replied Barry.
( No mistakes)

49.

1)
2)
3)
4)

I thought the Atlantic ocean
was bigger than the Pacific,
but Miss Dale said I was wrong.
( No mistakes)

2)
3)
4)

I hope aunt Millie ~ilI give me the
wishbone from the Thanksgiving turkey,
so that Tony and I can make a wish.
(No mistakes)

50.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Agnes is an American, though she
was born in China. Her parents
were Christian missionaries.
(No mistakes)

1)
2)
3)
4)

There is an old man on Park Lane who
has rabbits for sale. He is listed
as John w. Davis in the telephone book.
(No mistakes)

5l.

1)
2)
3)
4)

The Senior Class of Clinton
high school is presenting a
play next Friday evening.
( No mistakes)

40. 1)

4l.
:" /

52. 1)

2)
3)
4)

you ought to see the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado River.
(No mistakes)

The picture showed a little
dutch boy and his sister. Both
of them \~ere wearing wooden shoes.
( No mistakes)

53. 1)

This article· tells you how
to make a toy indian canoe
out of brown wrapping paper.
( No mistakes)

44. 1)

I like the mountains and
lakes in new England, but
the winters are long' and cold.
(No mistakes)

54. 1)

I got a Camera as a present,
and this summer I plan to
take a lot of pictures.
(No mistakes)

45~

The birthstone for may is the
emerald. The Hower for the.
month: is the lily of the valley.
(No mistakes)

55. 1)

-Peimsylvania was named for" .
vVilliam Penn, the founder of
the colony. He was a quaker.
(No mistakes)

56. 1)

The baseball park where
the Chicago Cubs play is
named Wrigley field.
(No mistakes)

2)
3)
4)

2)
3)
4)
1)

2)
3)
4)

46. 1)

My father says he saw a baseball

2)
3)
4)
2)
3)
4)

2)
3)
4)

2)
3)
4)

...2) game in which Babe Ruth hit a

3)
4)

47. 1)

,.
•

2)
3)
4)

48. 1)

Home Run that won the game."
( No mistakes)
Sarah picked up the telephone and
said, "operator, please connect
me with the Police Department."
( No mistakes)

This book looks interesting. It
2) has several colored pictures in it.
3) The title is the Wizard of Oz.
4) (No mistakes)

57. 1)

58.

'ii'l"
:I~

i

:!I

' i~,

1
:'1

If you visit the southwest,

42. 1)
On the radio program called
2) "Songs. of the Wild," recordings
3) of all kinds of bird songs are played.
4) (No mistakes)
43. 1)

I,
I,

2)
3)
4)

The first English navigator
to sail around the world
was sir Francis Drake.
( No mistakes)

1)
2)
3)
4)

Each page of the calendar
was illustrated with a scene
from a famous bible story.
( No mistakes)

I!

'I

I
, II

I'

I

; I

i I
I

I took this picture of old
:2) Faithful, the famous geyser,
'3) in Yellowstone National Park.
·1) (N 0 mistakes)

Red cross headquarters
Plainfield 7 Wisconsin
o mistakes)

;:1, 1)

Donald said to me, "please wrap
this package for me. I can't
:3) tie the ribbon into a neat bow."
-! ) ( No mistakes)
The drought began in early
:2) spring and continued throughout
:3.1 the Summer and Autumn months.
-! ) ( No mistakes)

. : 1. 1)

:2, 1)'
More ships use the Suez
:2) canal than any other
;3) waterway in the world.
·1) ( No mistakes)
:3. 1 I
The first Europeans to reach
:2 ) this territory were French
:3) priests and fur traders.
-t \ (No mistakes)
:..!,

1\
There is a Catholic church at the
:2) corner of Cedar Street, anc:t a'
:') i protestant one in the next block.
·1 \ (No mistakes)

:5, l'
The nearest Drugstol'e is
:2) down this rtreet four blocks.
:3) It is next i~ ~he supermarket.
-1) ( No mistakes)
:6, 1)

~Iv

father's office is on the fifth

:2) floor' of the Briggs building, at '
.,)
" )
the corner of State and Ash Streets.
4) ( No mistakes)
I
':7, 1)

Don

rtIllS

a delivery route for

:?) the evening newspaper and also

sells the Saturday cGening post.
4) (No mistakes)

:3)

:3,1)
Around noon the sun came out,
:?) and the snow began to melt
;3) on the roof that faces South.

-I ) ( No mistakes)
As seenfrom the earth, the planet
Venus appears to be one of the
test stars in the heavens.

71. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Dear sir:
Do you have any material on
the latest life saving methods?
o mistakes)

72. 1)
2)
3)
4)

please send it to me.
Sincerely Yours,

Iii

~5:~

1:.

1

I"

Ii.!:

I.--~=================~
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MAR K 5

I NTH I 5

BOO K LET

:I'!

loI!

,iii'

:~I :

In the florist's window were
73. 1)
2) vases of carnations and roses
3) and several easter lily plants.
4) ( No mistakes)

II!,
"

.''I'
,

,

,I

74. 1)
The department of state is the
2) division of the Federal Government
3) that deals with foreign a·ffairs.
4) ( No mistakes)
75. 1)
The-great lakes form part of
2) the boundary between southern
3) Canada and the United States.
4) ( No mistakes)
The bus station on Ninth Avenue was
76. 1)
2) crowded with Servicemen who were
3) leaving the. city after the holiday.
4) ( No mistakes)
The only bridge connecting New
77. 1)
2) Jersey with Manhattan Island
3) is the George 'Washington bridge.
4) ( No mistakes)

78. 1)
When my grandfather came to
2) this country from Europe, he
3) could not speak any English.
4) ( No mistakes)
79. 1)
A dining car will be attached
2) to the train when it stops at
3) Kansas city at five o'clock.
4) (No mistakes)

80. 1)
Helen can play Tennis better than
2) most girls in high school even
3) though she is only in fifth grade.
4) ( No mistakes)

II'

I!I

il
"

"I

I;
, !,I
!i

their
look like fans, with
beautiful blue-green feathers.
( No mistakes)
Although Spanish is spoken in most
82. 1)
2) South American countries, the national
3) language of Brazil is Portuguese.
i1 ) ( No mistakes)

"That excuse," said Ralph,
93. 1)
2) "Is so silly that I'm sure
3) your teacher won't believe it."
4) ( No mistakes)

The little girl stared at me.
83. 1)
2) "My name is Emily," she said
3) to me. "what's your name?"
4) ( No mistakes)

Branches of holly, with their glossy
94. 1)
2) green leaves and bright red berries,
3) make nice Christmas decorations.
4) ( No mistakes)

The entire island in the
84. 1)
2) middle of Half Moon lake
3) was hidden by the fog.
4) ( No mistakes)

95. 1)
There is a boat named "Maid
2) Of The Mise' which takes visitors
3) near the bottom of Niagara Falls.
4) (No mistakes)

They drove along the main street
85. 1)
2) and through several parking lots,
3) looking for a place to park the car.
4) ( No mistakes)

Seattle, Washington, which is located
96. f)
.
2) on Puget Sound, is .one of th~
3) largest cities in the northwesl.
I
"I
4) ( No mistakes)
Iii

I.

.

.~

'.

\'

,

··.

·.. .
"

;

86. 1)

97. 1)
As -I started upstairs, my brother'
2) called, "you'd better set the alarm
3) clock. We have to get up early."
4) <No-mistakes)

"Do vou have a Television set?"
87. 1)
2) Rosie a~ked. "Weare getting
3) one at the end of this' week."
4) (No mistakes)

Noone knows when gunpowder was
98. 1)
2) invented, but the Chinese used it
3) in Fireworks hundreds of years ago.
4) (No mistakes)

"Sit down and eat your
88. 1)
2) oatmeal," Bill's mother told
3) him;:".J?efore it gets cold."
4) (N 0 mistakes)

1 believe the graduation exercises
99. 1)
2) are usually held the first Tuesday
3) in June at the Jefferson school.
4) (N 0 mistakes)

That statue in the park i~ a
2) memorial to the soldiers who
3) fought in the Mexican war.
4) ( No mistakes)

,

Roger caught the chicken pox
and was quarantined-for ten days.
(N 0 mistakes)

T~e gulf stream is a warm ocean
89. 1)
2) current that flows in a northeastern
· ...3 ) direction toward the British Isles.
4) ( No mistakes)

100. 1)
When 1 went to visit grandma this 2) morning, she gave me this silver
3) bracelet as a birthday present.
4) (No mistakes)

90. 1)
The candy for St. Valentine's
2) day was packed in red boxes
3) made in the shape of a heart.
4) (No mistakes)

101. 1)
Honolulu, the capital of Hawaii,
2) is located on the Southern coast
3) of the island named Oahu.
4) (No mistakes)

91. 1)
Sapphires, Rubies, and Emeralds have
2) been prized for centuries because they
3) can be made into such beautiful gems.
4) ( No mistakes)

102. 1)
The Lil'>rary closes at six
2) o'clock, except on Thursdays,
, 3) when it stays open until nine.
4) (No mistakes)

!I',I

Test

l-3:

Punctuation

;rections: This is a test on punctuation. It will show how
)1 you can use periods, commas, question marks, opos;:Jhes, etc.

SAMPLE EXERCISES

The goat couldn't
S1. 1)
2) get down from

3) the garage roof
4) (No mistakes)

The exercises in the test are like the samples shown at
.~

ANSWERS

right. Many of the exercises contain mistakes in punc-

.:tion. Some do not have any mistakes at all.

,, You ore to look for mistakes in the test exercises. When
find a mistake, fill in the circle on ffhe answer sheet
!·-::t has the same number as the line containing the mist :<e. If there is no mistake in an exercise, fill in the fourth

': ':'J

:·de.

S2. 1)
Danny would like
2) very much, to ride
3) in a police car.
4) ( No mistakes)
S3. 1)
2)
3)
4)

51 0®80
52 0.00
53 0®0"

That was a very
funny story. \Vhere
did you hear it?
( No mistakes)

The sample exercises at the right show what you are

: do.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.
was

BEGIN

WITH

STOP

8

AFTER

---+-~
GRADE, 3 --~~~ Exercise 1 on page 38 - -..
~ E,xercise 38 on page 39

GRADE 4

) Exercise 10 on page 38

)~ Exercise 48 on page 40

GRADE 5

)~ Exercise 19 on page 39

~

Exercise 58 on page 40

GRADE 6

)~ Exercise 39 on page 40

~

Exercise 80 on page 41

GRADE 7

)~ Exercise 49 on page 40

)~ Exercise 91 on page 42

GR,(DES 8 AND 9

)~ Exercise 59 on page 41

~ Exercise 102 on page 42

,

MAKE

NO

MARKS

IN

THIS

BOOKLET

,lY"uv</ a--z~

Weare going to have a visitor
2) next week. Mrs Thompson is coming
:3 ) to spend a few days with us.
.J) ( No mistakes)

o mistakes)

;1)

My mother tried to phone yours
2) at three oclock. I guess
3) no one was at home then.
.J) ( No mistakes)

1)

~

Rita says she cant get the
:', 1)
frying
pan clean. We used it
2)
3) to cook over the camp:fire.
4) ( No mistakes)

u·,.

,

"

';"~':
" ...
,

,

30. 1)
2)
3)
4)

31. 1)
2)
3)
4)

I

1n.,:d~ ~~~~1-a-u/
~..:& ~ ..LL--L'~~' Cb.u

~~!!i'r~~1r"?

o mistakes)
:/)/-e-

~J.J..v..:t?AP--U~~~'
-:I-.;d~
~,

o mistakes)
MAKE

NO

MARKS

IN 'THIS

I::

BOOKLET

,

.

·r~

'"1,

32. 1)
Where did you :find that
2) key. I-Iooked all over
3) the house for it yesterday.
4) (No mistakes)

My pencil is broken.
1)
2) Do you know where I
':3 ) can :find another one.
4) (No mistakes)

Bobby asked me to help
J 1)
2) him wrap up the birthday
3) present that he got for Dick.

4) (No mistakes)

,.
"

j,

I ,,,ould like to live in a state
2) in which the weather is 'always
3) warm Florida is like that.
4) ( No mistakes)

1)

1)
Doris ~aid her family is
2) moving to ~PortIand. Did
3) she mean Portland Oregon?
4) ( No mistakes)
T

~, 1)

•

"

I have to stay inside during
2) recess and help Miss. Walters
1 3) put up the Christmas decorations.
4) ( No mistakes)

33. 1)
We arent sure what time the
2) train will get here. It often
3) arrives an hour or two late.
4) (No mistakes)
34. 1)
I'm thirsty from eating all
2) those peanuts. Did you see
3) a drinking fountain anywhere?
4) (No mistakes)
,

35. 1)
Mother took-me to see Dr Grant
2) today. He said that I grew
3) two inches in the past year.
4) (No mistakes)
36. 1)
That is not my jacket I had a
2) bag of marbles in the pocket.
3) Do you suppose Lee took mine?
4) (No mistakes)

I

), 1)

Do vou want to ask
2) Joe an"d Donald to help
3) us build our clubhouse.
4) ( No mistakes)

.

>;, :;", "," '.:, :"~:" :'
~

,

38. 1)
Who's that player ~earing
2) number 17. Is that Steve
3) Wilson, the new pitcher?
4) (No mistakes)
-

l 1) This shirt doesnt :fit me.
, 2) The sleeves are so long that
3) th
d
h 'ds

"',' .(,~'"

'''~

"'" "1'.;

~

.

"'_. . .

, "',"" "
,. .

37. 1)
The Jacksons have gone to
2) Miami Florida. They will
3) spend the winter there.
4) (No mistakes)

.

<
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"Be sure to bring your bathing
39. 1)
2) suit when you come to visit, said
3) Ethel. "Our town has a new pool."
4) (No mistakes)

There's no use shoveling the,
49. 1)
2) sidewalk now, Gary. Lets
3) wait until it stops snowing.
4) ( No mistakes)

If that's Bill's bicycle, he
40. 1)
2) must still be in school. Did
3) you look for him in the library?
4) ( No mistakes)

Helen called out "Did you see
50. 1)
2) this funny picture of Don's
3) father in ton"ight's paper?"
4) ( No mistakes)

The snowman~s eyes and mouth
41. 1)
2) were made from pieces of coal.
3) His nose was made from a carrot.
4) (N 0 mi~takes)

51. 1)
The picture in the newspaper showed
2) a stocky, bald-headed man with a
3) very unhappy expression on his face.
4) (No mistakes)

"When I went to school," my grand42. 1)
2) father said, "all we learned was
3) reading .writing and arithmetic."
4) ( No mistakes)

52. 1)
The last day of school before
2) the spring vacation this year
3) will be Friday April 3.
4) ( No mistakes)

Dad says that those 'big oak
43. 1)
2) trees a"reprobably more·than
3) two hundred years' old.
4) ( No mistakes)

53.'1) All the stores banks and .
2) offices will be closed on
3) Thursday, New Year's Day.
4) ( No mistakes)

44. 1)
Peter an~ I had lots of fun
2) pretending, that he was a Texas
3) cowboy and I was an Indian ..,
4) ( No mistakes)

54. 1)
"Don't be greedy, Ben," said
2) Martha. "You've already had two
3)~ pieces-of cake. That's enough."" ,
4) (No mistakes)

45. 1)
The babys sweater is much
2) too big. Can you exchange·
3) it for a smaller one?
4) ( N0 iPi~takes)

55. 1)
I've decided to call my short
2) story The Man with Two Left Hands.
3) Do you think that's a good title?
4) ( No mistakes)

','

0"

•J

,

'., ,
t, :

"Bring some logs in from the
gara~" John's mother called.
~) "We need more wood for the fire."
4) ( No mistakes)

46. 1)
2)

56. 1)

,

II

Small children are full of

I"

2) curiosity about the way

3) things look feel and taste.
4) ( No mistakes)

I1111

II
I
"

47. 1)
This morning the mailman brought us
2) a box of plump, juicy pears from a
3) friend who lives near Medford Oregon.
4) (No mistakes)

57. 1)
"Did you hear the fire engines
2) go past? called David. Where
3) do you suppose the fire is?"
4) (No mistakes)

Ii
'I

Ii

II

If

,
I.

,

This electric train includes
48. 1)
2) a locomotive, two passenger cars,
3) a box car, and a caboose.
'
4) (No mistakes)

I:

58. 1)
The American band leader who wrote I'
2) more, famous, marches than any
3) ,other ,composer was John Philip Sousa.
4) (No mistakes)
1

Test

L-4:

Usage
SAMPLE EXERCISES

\:ections: This is a test on the use of words. It will
-;11 whether you know how to use words properly

51. 1) We are ready to begin.
2) Our dog bit the mailman.
s) It ain't your turn.
4) (No mistakes)

,entences.
~he

exercises in the test are like the samples shown
,-he right. Many of the exercises contain mistakes

ANSWERS

51

, -he use of words. Some do not have any mistakes
.!

52. 1)
2)
S)
4)

JII.

:/.:

.

~:'.,,-'

You are to look for mistakes in the test exercises.

",en

you find a mistake, fill in the circle on the·
::Iwer sheet that has the same number as the line
:daining the mistake. If there is no mistake in an

0®~@

52 CD®® •

Are you coming?
Don't go near the river .
Those apples are green.
(No mistakes)

.:\
"

II

!i

"il
i

i'

'lercise, fill in the ~ourth circle .
.\

The sample exercises at the right show what you
'~to

do.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN

Exercise 32 on page 45

~

Exercise 43 on page 45

GRADE 5 - - - + Exercise 23 on page 45

~

Exercise 54 on page 46

GRADE 6 - - - + Exercise :?3 on page 4~

~

Exercise 64 on page 47

Exercise 44 on page 46

-~

Exercise 75 on page 48

-----+~ Exercise 55 on page 47

~

Exercise 86 on page 49

)

~

)

GRADE 7
GRADeS 8 AND 9

~
---~

MAKE

"

":[;f;;\~ -j :;~~':_' :'~<:
-

.

8

',!
AFTER

~

GRADE 4

,

5 TOP

~ Exercise 1 on page 44
---+
~ Exercise 12 on page 44
---+

GRADE 3

.

~'WITH

NO

MARKS

IN

,;., '.-

THIS

'i,'

I'

':

BOOKLET

. :, '. ' ,., ' · ::. " ;~;~

,~:

II

1. 1) Jane quickly tore open the envelope.
2) Put the scissors away when you're done.
3) Jerry throwed the ball with all his might.
4) (No mista~es)

12. 1) When we come home, the house was dark.
2) My pet squirrel- eats nuts out of my hand.
3) The wind blew over the trash cans.
4) ( No mistakes) _

2. 1) We don't have a rake, but they has one.
2) Three chickens were killed by the fox.
3) Lois has always worn her hair in braids.
4) (No mistakes)

13. 1) If Sandra goes, I want to go, too.
2) Mrs. Jones paid us f0r the work we did.
3) I called to Pete, but he didn't hear me.
4) ( No mistakes)

3. 1) Did you hear those police sirens?
2) Wipe your shoes well before you come in.
3) He shouldn't have gone there alone.
4) (No mistakes)

14. 1) This game isn't any fun for me and Sally. 1:1.1
2) That lazy dog just lies there in'the sun.
3) Suddenly the lights in the room grew dim. , I
II
4) ( No mistakes)
I

,I

j

'0"

I

MA KE

NO

MARKS

IN

T HIS

BOOKLET

4. 1) I like the· coat with fur on the collar.
2) The snake was curled up into a big knot.
3) Have you brung your bathing suit with you?
4) ( No mistakes)
5. 1) That wood is too wet to -burn.
2) We were so scared we run all the way home.
3) He has come to borrow our snow shovel.
4) ( No mistakes)
"

.

6. 1) There weren't anything that we could do.
2) Several of the men were digging for clams,
3) The policeman was angry at Larry and me.
4) ( No mistakes)

7. 1) I wish I had known about that before!
2) My naRkin always slips off my lap.
3) I and Jmi are going to the movies.
4) ( No mistakes)
8. 1) I have.'Saw this magazine already.
2~ In the tr,unk were several old dresses.
3) Does anyone know whose cap this is?
4) ( No mistakes)
9. 1) They done the joh as fast as they could.
2) The wheels on my scooter squeak.
3) She and Louise are the same age.
.
4) (No mistakes)
10. 1) Father doesn't like onions in his salad.
2) The show began almost an hour late.
3) We often paint pictures on rainy days.
4) (No :mistakes )

I am glad I wore my heavy coat today.
Leave me ride your bicycle for a while. '
Make
-at home in the . '- room.

I

15. 1) We always hides the key in the mail box.
2) I think I ate too much turkey.
3) Pat came inside because his feet were cold.
4) (No mistakes)
.16." 1) The 'kittens sleptin a basket by the fire.
2) The baby thrown his dish on the Hoor.
3) We couldn't find them anywhere.
4) ( No mistakes)

17. 1) Has anyone fed the goldfish today?
2) David traveled on the train by himseH.
3) That isn't none of my business.
4) ( No mistakes)
18. 1) I lost a button off my coat.
2) Joan's mother won't let her wear lipstick.
3) It begun to snow ahout six o'clock. .
4) ( No mistakes)
19. 1) We can't ever make the grass grow here.
2) Those weak steps are very dangerous.
3) Let me see that magazine for a minute.
4) (No mistakes)
20. 1) The roof of the cahin leaked terrihly.
2) The shoes she has bought are too tight.
3) We blowed up about a dozen of the
4) ( No mistakes)
21. 1) I forgot there was a hole in my pocket.
2) Has the postman bring us any mail?
3) I can't put three candles into two holders.
4) ( No mistakes)

22. 1) I heard the birds singing at four o'clock.
2) Is it all right if I and Nancy leave now?
3) Don't the church bells sound beautiful?
4) ( Na mistakes)

Ii
Ii
I!i
I

111

II!

'3. 1) Aunt Sue brought presents for him and me.

. 2) I don't think that ice will hold us.
:3 \ \Ve drunk the whole pitcher of lemonade.
.t) ( No mistakes)
'~

1) He doesn't never play ball with our team.
. . 2) Those stamps are all stuck together.
3) Did you get the first word wrong, too?
.t ) ( No mistakes)
:5. 1) The snow made the road even more slippery.
2) These trousers were pressed very badly.
3) Without warning, the rope gave way.
4) (No mistakes)
.
:6. 1) The sudden thun.der gave us a scare.

2) This here street is full of holes.
:3) We fourth graders are planning a trip.
.t) ( No mistakes)

:7.

1) I can't go swimming because of my cold.
2) The twins were excited about the party.
:3) Jack said he don't want to play with us.
-l) (No mistakes)

:8. 1)
2)
:3)
-l)

Our goldfish sleep with their eyes open.
Who bnmg all this dirt into the kitchen?
Betty says she likes to eat ,raw potatoes.
( No mistakes)

:9. 1) Alex hasn't ever been late to school. .

2) I cannot get these two nails out.
:3) The workmen have taken the tractor away.
4) (No mistakes)

33. 1)
2)
S)
4)

The candy was soft, but it tasted good.
They choosed a present to give their dad.
How did you get the answer so quickly?
(No mistakes)

34. 1) We were most done when it started to rain.
2) I can't see very well without my glasses .
S) The river flows more swiftly by the dam.
4) ( No mistakes)
35. 1)
2)
S)
4)

Don't leave go of your dad's hand, Judy.
She shouldn't ever wear so much jewelry.
Silent as mice, we crept down the hall.
(No mistakes)

36. 1)
2)
S)
4)

She and her mother went shopping together.
Ask them if we may use their telephone.
Frank and me saw that movie yesterday.
(No mistakes)
.

37. 1)
2)
S)
4')

The plane flew quite low over the island .
The ship had broken in two o!l the reef.
We could do nothing but sit and wait.
(No mistakes)

38. 1)
2)
S)
4)

Be sure to read the directions carefully.
We have ridden at least two miles already.
I can go, but Jim he has to mow the lawn.
(No mistakes)

39. 1)
2)
S)
4)

Rita waved to Bill and me fr~m the window.
This overcoat is more nearer mv size.
Russ ran forward and dived fo; the ball.
(No mistakes)

40. 1)
2)
S)
4)

Mr. Lewis said there won't be no meeting.
Whose dog is smarter, his or yours?
He must have sneaked in by the back door.
(No mistakes)

lO. 1) 'What was they whispering so much about?

2) There is rio use in our waiting longer.
:3) ~ur canary won't sing any more.
4) (No mistakes)

41. 1) One of my favorite records is cracked.

2) What odd-looking birds those are!
S) Sometimes he makes me really angry.
4) (No mistakes)

11. 1)
2)
.'3)
4)

We have came just ten minutes too late.
That doesn't look like the right key.
There are too many bones in this stew.
(No mistakes)

42. 1)
2)
S)
4)

Is there enough room for him and me?
His hands and face were covered with dirt .
Carry these dishes very careful
(No mistakes)

12. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Dad taught me how to fish for bass.
Sometimes him and me fish all day.
We would rather catch fish than eat them.
(No mistakes)

43. 1)
2)
S)
4)

The best seats had already been taken.
In the morning the fog had cleared.
The sleeves of the coat was an inch short.
(No mistakes)

.

",

44. 1)
2)
3)
4)

On this map it don't look far at all from here to Mexico.
The boys themselves didn't know how the nre started.
To Europeans, we Americans seem very wasteful.
(Nomistakes)

45. 1)
2)
3)
4)

The windows of the old barn were covered with cobwebs.
J a'ckie insisted on wearing those cowboy boots to school.
Them flowers will last longer if you put them in fresh water.
(No mistakes)

46. 1)
2)
3)
4)

The life guard said they had not ought to swim out beyond the ropes.
At the saw mill the logs were cut into boards of different sizes.
There was a long line of cars halted before the open bridge.
(No mistakes)

47. 1)
2)
3)
4)

This piece of wood smells like cedar.
We had drove for more than two hours without seeing another car.
If Millie and Ruth aren't here by now, I suppose they're not coming.
(No mistakes)

48. 1)
2)
3)
4)

If we want the job done correctly, we will have to do it ourselves.
It was a hot, muggy night,and none of us slept very w~ll.
His French accent was so strong that we could hardly understand him.
(No mistakes)

49. 1)
2)
3)
4)

The cookies that Anne and I made looked almost good enough to eaH
Uncle Ben wrote that Aunt Emily and him would arrive Sunday.
You and Tom can build a playhouse out of these packing cases.
(No mistakes)

50. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Neithet Ken nor I could reach the books on the top shelf.
Those tropical birds have the beautifullest coloring I have ever seen.
Ronald remembered many songs which they had sung at Boy Scout Camp.
(N 0 mistakes)

51. 1)
2)
3)
4)

My father doesn't think women can drive automobiles very well.
I asked him and Ray to go with me, but they had work to do.
Every morning before breakfast Dick and I swum out to the float.
(No mistakes)

52. 1)
2)
3)
4)

The boys promised their mother that they would behave themselves.
Dave made this scooter all by hisself.
Patty was so disappointed that she cried herself to sleep.
(No mistakes)

53. 1)
2)
3)
4)

In the morning Jack found that the beans talk had grew up to the sky.
The three dogs lay in the shade, panting from the heat.
Why do so many artists paint pictures of bowls of fruit?
(No mistakes)

54. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Mary wrote a cute little poem in my autograph book.
If you went to Holland, you would see many windmills.
I got to take my watch to be repaired tomorrow.
(No mistakes)

T
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The boys pushed with all their might, but they couldn't move the boat by theirselves.
By midnight the heavy clouds had blown away, and we could see hundreds of stars.
(No mistakes)
The meeting had already begun by the time we arrived.
One of my letters was returned because I had not put a stamp on the envelope.
\[Ilch of the gold which Captain Kidd is supposed to have buried has never been found.
(No mistakes)
Lightning had struck the tree, and a large limb had fell across the road.
This desk drawer is stuck so tightly that I can hardly get it open.
\fother asked me to try to take the top off the jar, but I couldn't do it either.
(N 0 mistakes)
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.. They told us boys to come back the day after tomorrow.
Our neighbor gave my brother and me a quarter for doing an errand.
;\ Us pupils in the sixth grade are collecting money for the Red Cross.
;. (No mistakes)

: 'i

; :' The icicles that hung from the garage roof were almost two feet long.
:' When the ice cream cone fell to the ground, Johnny bursted into tears.
That old house looks as if it hasn't been lived in for many years.
(No mistakes)
I don't know whether or not to believe that story she told me.
I'll take this book back to the library, unless you want to read it ..
He don't seem to be very surprised by the news.
( No mistakes)
We were in such a hurry to stqrt on the picnic that we forgot to take the lunch basket.
:\. tube must of burned out in our teleVIsion set. It wouldn't work at all last night.
:\rthur and Joe have a fight almost every week, but they always make up afterwards.
.
.
" (No mistakes)
!)

Do you kno\y'to whom we should write for tickets to a radio broadcast?

2\ Pearls are noh fqund in that kind of oyster.

; ) The crowd laughed when the three umpires began arguing among themselves.
11 (No mistakes)

~ 11 I've never sw'am in the ocean, but I don't think I would like it.
" people think rattlesnake meat is very good to eat.
21 Soine
l: There were so many apples on the tree that several of the branches had split.
1)

(No mistakes)

: 1) The mountains in Pennsylvania are not so high as those in California.

21 Natalie had ought to save pait of her allowance each week for Christmas presents.

This table rocks back and forth because one of the legs is too short.
~ ) (No mistakes)

; I

~ !) Can you tell the difference between an oak leaf and a maple leaf?
2)

Janet received more valentines than any other girl in the class.

3). We h~ve a hammer, butthere isn't any nails in the house.
4) (No mistakes)'
.
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Map Reading

Directions: This is a test of your ability to read maps. It contains several maps,
with some questions about each one.
Four answers are given for each question, but only one of these answers is
right. You are to choose the 2!!! answer that you think is better than the others.
Then, on the answer sheet, find the row of circles numbered the same as the
exercise. Fill in the circle for the best answer.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN . . . . WITH

, s T O p e AFTER

GRADE 3

~

Exercise Ion page 51

~

Exercise 27 on page 54

GRADE 4

:. Exercise 6 on page 52

~

Exercise 37 on page 55

GRADE 5

~

Exercise 12 on page 53

:.

Exerci~e

GRAD.E 6

~

Exercise 28 on page 55

~

Exercise 67· on page 59

GRADE 7

~

Exercise 38 on page 56

~

Exercise 78 on page 59

• J'

GRADES 8 AND 9

~

Exercise 48 on page 57

~

Exercise 89 on page 60
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47 on page 56

The picture map on this page shows the center
: town. Each of the most important buildings is
-ed. The signs for the streetcar line, the railway
; the bus line, and the. bus stops are shown in the
. below the map.

across the street?
1) The school
2) The post office

3) The· police station·
4) The bank

13. What street is two blocks south of" Maple
Street?
3) Oak Street
1) Birch Street,
4) Pine Street
2) Station Street
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14. Which building is on a street corner?
1) The school
3) The fire station
2) The public library
4) The church
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15. The park covers how many· blocks? '
1) One
3) Three
2) Two
4) One cannot tell from the map.
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16. Which of these is closest to a bus stop?
3) The fire station
1) The public library
,4) 'The police _station
2), The bank
17. On which corner does the bus line cross the
streetcar line?
1) Birch Street and Fourth Avenue
2) Elm Street and Third Avenue
3) Elm Street and Fourth Avenue
4) It does not cross the streetcar line on this
map.

\

1

18. Sally lives two doors from the public library.
John lives south of the park. Which has the
shorter way to school?
1) Sally
2) John
3) Neither. They live the same distance from
school.
4) One cannot tell for sure.
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19. Which street is the longest?
1) Birch Street
2) Elm Street
3) Maple Street
4) One cannot tell from the map.
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country. There are four states in this country, numbered I, II, III, and IV. The key at the bottom of the
poge tells what the signs on the ma~ mean.

21. Which city is located where two rivers
1) Clay
3) Pablo
2) Morris
4) Tides
NORTH

22. Which state has the most mountains?
1) I
3) III
2) II
4) IV
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23. Which railroad trip from Tides would
shortest?
1) To Clay
3) To Morris
2) To Low
4) To Pablo

I
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24. On which train trip might you be able to
at
1)
2)
3)
4)

the sea all the way?
Between Clay and Morris
Between Pablo and Low
Between Morris and Tides
Between Tides and Pablo

25. Which river is longest?
1) Beaver River
3) Nes River·
. 4) Tin River
2) Duck River
KEY,.
0'

Cities (25,000 populotion ond over)

26. Three of the states meet at one point on
map. - Where is the point located?
"1) In the mountains
2) In a city
3) In the middle of a lake
4) Where a railroad crosses a river

Roilroods
---7

State Boundaries
·Rivers

.1

~

Mountains

~

Lakes

Scale of Miles

o

25

50

75

100

27. If you wanted to go from Morris to
which of these ways of traveling would
ably be fastest?
1) River boat to Tides, then boat
2) Train to Clay, then boat
3) Train tQ Tides, then boat
4) Train to Pablo, then boat
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3) Doyle
4) Ebro

1) Alva
2) Baxter

The. maps below show a make-believe country.
:e are five states in this country, numbered I, II,
: / , and V. The large map at the top shows the
rs rnHf? 'i. rivers, mountains, highways, and railroads.
. imall map at the bottom shows the livestock and
: production .. The names of the cities and towns
;e or in alphabetical order, beginning near the top.
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1) Bon
2) Fox

3) Hile
4) Lino

30. Ships leaving Doyle would most likely be loaded with
which of these?
3) Wheat Hour
1) Pork and beef

4) Bales of cotton

2) Woolen goods
\:;::::::::::::::::~::::I

I

I '
I

29. On which river would you expect to find the most
traffic?

A:;~v~a~~~~

I

31. In driving from Baxter to Alva, what would one see
in great numbers along the highway?

1) Mountains
2) Sheep ranches

-ti.,

EO,.

3) Fields of cotton
4) Fields of com and wheat

32. Which railroad goes through a mountain pass?
1) The railroad from Alva to Cole

2) The railroad froin Baxter to Cole
3) The railroad from Glacier to Hope
4) The railroad from Hope to Klee
33. About how far is it by airplane from Lubec to the
nearest city on the mainland?

1) 75 miles
2) 120 miles

3) 165 miles
4) 230 miles

34. Where are the most sheep raised?
1) Near the ocean

2) Where there is plenty of corn for feed
3) Where cattle and hogs are also raised
4) Where the land is rough and mountainous

------------------------------Scale of Miles
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35. How do the railway and the highway distances between Baxter and Hope compare?
1) The railway distance is greater.

2) The highway distance is greater.
3) The two distances are the same.
4) One cannot tell from the map.

~

36. Which of these cities is shown in the picture above?

1) Baxter
2) Cole

3) Fay
4) Jasper

37. In which of these cities is there ~ to be a railroad bridge over a river?

3) Hope
4) Klee

1) Baxter
2) Doyle

Corn

Wheat

GRADE

4

est town shown on the map? .

The map on this page is a part of a road map.
To help you to find any city or town shown on the
map, the names of the cities and towns appear in
alphabetical, order, beginning I')ear the top.

1) 13 miles
2) 17 miles

3) 21 miles
4) 24 miles

39. Which of these is a true statement about Hig
No.l7?
1) It is a four-lane state highway.

2) It is a paved state highway,
3) It is a paved county road.
4) It is a paved U.S. highway,
40. Beston is what direction from Lux?

1) Northwest
2) Northeast

3) Southwest
4) Southeast

41. In driving from Lux to Butte, how many side
your left would you pass by?

t.('.','

1) Two
2) Three

3) Four
4) Five

,42. A man from Lux is driving home from Blue Lake.
many miles will he save by taking Hishway
rather than going through Fulton?

1) 2
2) 3

3) 4
4) 6

Eden ......- - - - - 6 miles
Fulton
.. 21 miles
43. Where would this road sign be located?

1)
2)
3)
4)

.'
.

44. How many of the cities shown along -Highway No .
have populations of more than 5000?

'

..
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* Total Mileage between Stars

4 -lone Highway
Pave~ Road
Graveled Road
Dirt Road

o
@
@]

u. S. Highway
County Highway

Population of Cities and Towns
Under 1000

10,000-20,000
~ 20,000 and over
@

1) None
2) One

--

3) Two
4) Three

45. At which of these towns is there .!!!! highway iu
tion? '

1) Elms
2) Fulton

3) Galt
4) Nusk

State Highway

Camping Grounds

o 1000-5000
® 5000-10,000

AtElms
AtDurham
At the junction of Highways No, 9 and 2
One cannot tell from the map.

46. A man in Lux wants to be in Galt in one hour. H
fast must he drive, on the average?

1) 25 miles per hour
2) 30 miles per hour

3) 40 miles per hour
4) 54 miles per hour

47. If Highway No. 54 were blocked off for the first
miles south of Eden, what route from Lux to
would be the best?

1) Highways
2) Highways
3) . Highways
4) Highways

No.
No.
No.
No.

54,
54,
54,
17,

3,
5,
1,
2;

and
and
and
and

9
9
54
9

Directions: This is a test of your ability to read graphs and tables. After each
graph or table there are several questions.

For each question, decide which

answer is correct. Then mark the proper circle on the answer sheet. Mark only
one circle for each

que~tion.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN~WITH

.

,.ad...

STOP

8

AFTER

GRADE 3

) Exercise Ion page 61

~

GRADE 4

~

EXercise 9 on page 62

) Exercise 32 on page 6:3

GRADE 5

) Exercise 21 on page 63

) Exercise 46 on page 64

GRADE 6

) Exercise 33 on page 64

) Exercise 60 on page 65

GRADE 7.

) Exercise 41 on page 64

) Exercise 68

) Exercise 47 on page 65

) Exercise 74 on page 66

Exercise 20 on page 62

-\

GRADES 8 AND 9

..-.;..'"

~';"

GRAO£'3'
It E. R E

JULY

8' E GIN

SUN.

Number of Books Read by the Four Best Readers
in Grade 3 between January 1 and June 1

No.~

!way

erhour
hour
hour
erhour

MON.

TUE.

1 2
7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

WED.

THU.

3

4

FRI.

5
9 10 11 12
16 17 18 19
23 24 25 26
30 31

SAT.

613
20
27

5. The 25th comes on what day?
3) Thursday
1) Tuesday
2) Wednesday
4) Friday

IUM-

lour. How.
hour.

0!l page 66

1. Who read the most books?
1) Betty
3) David
2) Pete
4) Tom

2. How many books did David read?
1) 14
3) 17
,first
first th...
2)
16
4) 18
It to Ed..
3. How many more books did Pete read than
Tom?
1) 1
3) 4
2) 3
4) 6

E------ ,
, 4. What was the total number of books read by
~avid

1

and Tom?

6. On what day does the month start?
1) Sunday
3) Thursday
2) Monday
4) Saturday
MAKE
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7. What is the date of the third Sunday in
month?
1) 3rd
3.) 20th
2) 7th
4) 21st
8. One week from the 12th is what date?
1) 13th
3) 19th
2) 14th
4) 20th

what other article?
1) Women's hats
2) Purses

School Supplies Sold by One Store during _the
First Week in September

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Totals

,

r
..

-

J

'

I'

Tablets

Pencils

Erasers

100
150
80
50
25

210
225
150
60
50

105
125
90
20
40

-405

-

695

Boxes of
Crayons

90
120
85
35
35

-380

-365

9. How many boxes of crayons were sold on
Wednesday?
1) 85
2) 90

3) 120

4) 365

3) Watches
4) Umbrellas

16. How many of the articles turned in to
and Found were returned to their
~'11
1) None
2) About half
3) Almost all of them
4) One cannot tell from the drawing.
f t " ' I . . " ••

Sue hates to get up in the morning. She
found that by planning her time carefully she
sleep until 8:00 o'clock and still get to school by 9
0' clock. The drawing below shows how she
her time.

10. What was the total number of pencils sold?
1) 210
2) 225
3) 405
4) 695
11. On which 'day did the store sell the greatest
number of the supplies listed?
1) Monday
3) Wednesday
2) Tuesday
4) Thursday

"'~:'

~, i

.:..

.

12. For which article were sales better on Friday
than on Thursday?
1) Tablets 2) Pencils 3) Erasers 4) Crayons

~ ..

'

The drawing below shows the number of things which
were turned in to the Lost and Found Department at a
movie theater during one month.

..Q ..Q.JiiiI. -Aiii. ...Q..Jiiiib

Men's Hats

<::Sb

Women's Hats.
Coats
Purses
Umbrellas
Gloves
Watches
Money
{in dollars}

Jj ~ ~

!~

A9

iJ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~

/~,~~~~~~
~r:fJ r;iJ CJ' P' c:fJ p

13. About how much money was turned in?
1) $.35
2) $.65
3) $6.50
4) $63.00
14. How did the number of men's hats turned in
compare with the number of women's hats?
1) More women's hats were turned in.
2) Thre~ limes as many men's hats were turned
in, ."

17. For which of these does Sue use the
time?
1) Washing her face and brushing her teeth
2) Dressing, and combing her llair
3) Eating breakfast
4) Walking to school

18. What time is it when Sue finishes Ull'ICh'Ul'
her face and brushing her teeth?
1) 8:05
2) 8:07
3) 8:10
4) 8:

19. Which of these takes Sue 12 minutes?
1) Washing her face and brushing her teeth
2) DreSSing, and combing her hair
3) Eating breakfast
4) Walking to school
20. Which of these takes Sue exactly one-half
much time as eating breakfast?
1) Washing her face and brushing her teeth
2) Dressing, and combing her hair
3) Feeding her pets
4) Walking to school

longest time on a dollar's worth of electricity?

,drawing below shows how long some animals
:~ been known to live.

1) A refrigerator
2) A radio

3) A floor lamp
4) An electric iron

28. What kind of appliances are most expensive to run?
1) The largest ones

2) Those which supply light
3) Those which supply heat
4) Those which have motors
MAKE

70 80 90 100
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MARKS
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long do some sheep live?

: 14 years .2) 18· years

3) 20 years

4) 25 years

..
III

~

u

: According to the drawing, how many of the animals
listed have been known to live longer than 20 years?

li 1

2) 2

3) 6

4) 10
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Every year on Fred's birthday his father measured
his height. He then mode a drawing which showed
how toll Fred was at each age. This is the way it
looked when Fred was in the fifth grade.

Which of the following sometimes lives to be 25 or
more years old?
1: Cat
2) Dog
3) Goat
4) Horse·
: How
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The oldest lion in a large
cbout how old?
i\ 5

2) 35

%00

would probably be

3) 50

4) 100
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.:s' of Running Certain Electrical Appliances for 10 Hours

(Each circle stands for one cent. )
Electric Iron
Coffee Maker
Toaster

mro

(( ((C~
C)
ill[O
IT
~(( ((
~(<.
( ( )) cerro crrr:O
'(((() <TIm
:C(CC)
<TIrD CD
(((C-)
(CCC)

Floor lamp
Vacuum Cleaner
Rodi~.,

cro

erro

(( {(l
"((((I

tmJ

Sewing Machine
Fan

6

7

8

9

10 11

Age in years
29. About how tall was Fred when he was in the fifth
grade?
3) 50 inches
1) 30 inches

4) 55 inches

2) 40 inches

30. During which year did Fred grow fastest?
1) The first year of his life

2) The year after his first birthday
3) The year after his fifth birthday
4) The year after his tenth birthday

Washing Machine ~ttrJ
Refrigerator

5

CITrJ
cnJ
tnJ

((]
tel
CO
to

31. At what age was Fred twice as taU as he was at
birth?

1) Two

2) Four

3) Six

4) Eight

. Which of these appliances uses electricity about
twice as fast as a vacuum cleaner?
1)

Electric iron

l) Coffee maker

3) Toaster
4) Floor lamp

32. About how many inches did Fred grow between his
first and second birthdays?

1) 1
!.

It costs a little less than 2¢ to run a 60-watt light
bulb for 10 hours. This cost is about the same as for
which of these? ,

Floor

2) 5

3) 10

4) 35

Monthly Average Temperature and Rainfall- in Selected
North American Cities

(Temperature in degrees; rainfall in inches)
Fairbanks,
Alaska
Jon.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
No.,.
Dec.

Memphis,
Tenn.

Miami,
Fla.

Phoenix,
Ariz.

San
Francisco,
California

T

R

T

R

T

R

T

11
0
9
29
47
58
60
55
44
27
3
-8

R

0.9
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.7
1.4
1.8
2.2
1.3
0.9
0.7
0.6

42
44
53
62
70
78
81
80
74
63
52
44

T

R

5.0
4.2
5.2
4.9
4.0
3.6
3.1
3.1
2.8
2.9
4.2
.01.5

68
68
71
74
77
80
82
82
81
78

2.6
2.0
2.6
3.4
6.5
7.1
6.0
6.2
9.0
8.7
2.8
1.9

52
56
61
68
76
85
90
89
83
71
60
53

0.8
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.1
0.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.4
0.7
0.9

50
53
54
56
57
59
59
59
62
61
57
52

4.7
3.8
3.1
1.5
0.7
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.3
1.0
2.5
4.4

72
69

'Includes snow. hail. sleet. etc.

l~
....
. ';
i
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'

35. Which two cities have most nearly the same average
temperature in May?
1) Fairbanks and Memphis
3) Memphis and Miami
2) Phoenix and San Francisco
4) Miami and Phoenix
36. Which day generaily is warmer, January 15 in Miami
or July 15 in San Francisco?
I) January 15 in Miami
2) July 15 in San Francisco
3) They are about equally warm.
4) The table gives no clue to the answer.

•

37. Which city may be said to have cool summers and
mild winters?
1) Fairbanks
3) Phoenix
2) Memphis
4) San Francisco

J'
How t'le Motor Vacationist's Dollar Is Spent

..

!

Admission
to Travel
Attractions

'.1

Theatres
and Other

38. Which two items together account for exactly onehalf of the total?
1) Lodgings and retail purchases
2) Lodgings and transportation
3) Retail purchases and transportation
4) Transportation ~nd meals

39.' Which type of expense ranks fourth?
1) Transportation'
3) Retail purchases
2) Lodgings
4) Theaters and other amusements
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33. What is the average monthly rainfall for September
in Miami?
1) 1.3 inches
3) 9.0 inches
2) 2.6 inches
4) 81inches

I Diet I
Changed ,

3.2

:>

34. In which of these cities is April the driest month of
the year?
1) Fairbanks
3) Miami
2) Memphis·
4) San Francisco

.0'

A sixth-grade class conducted an experiment to
the importance of milk in the diet. Two white rats, Pot
Mike, were fed the same diet for the first 20 days except
Pat was given milk and Mike received water. On the
day Mike began getting milk with his food, while Pat got
water to drink. This is a record of their weights during
experiment.

-'V

~

ITT'I"i

-Milk Diet
---No Milk

-

'/
,J

10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
Days

41. On which of these days did Mike weigh the
1) The first day
3) The 20th day
2) The 10th day
4) The 58th day
42. Pat's weight was the same for which of these
1) The 4th and 30th
3) The 12th and
2) The 10th and 28th
4) The 16th and 54th
43. During which of these periods did Pat's
change least?
1 ) The 1st to the 5th day
2) The 21st to the 25th day
3) The 30th to the 35th day
4) The 50th to the 55th day
44. What happened when milk was added to
diet?
1) He started to gain weight on the very first day.
2) His weight doubled the first week.
3) He continued to lose weight for a few days.
4) He stopped losing weight but did not gain
ately.
45. When was the difference in weight between
two rats the greatest?
1) The 20th day
3) The 30th day
2) The 24th day
4) The 52nd day
46. How long after the change in diet did it take
to catch up to Pat in weight?
1) 3 days
3) 31 days
2) 17days
4) 37days

Directions: This is a test of study skills such as looking up words, alphabetizing,
using an index, and locating information.
Read the directions for each part carefully, and then mark your answers to the
questions on your answer sheet.
Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

IEGIN . . . . . WITH

GRADES

......."
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GRADE 3
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GRADE 4

~

GRADE 5

~

GRADE 6

~

. GRADE 7

~

8
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AND 9

GRAOE
SEG(N

STOP
~

Exercise Ion page 67
Exercise 15 on page 68
Exercise 27 on page 69
Exercise 43 on page 70
Exercise 67 on page 72
Exercise 83 on page 73
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HERE

Below is a word list which shows the cor red
and the meaning of several words. Use this
··'0 answer the questions on this page.
~:in9

8

Exercise
~ Exercise
:II Exercise
~ Exercise
~ Exercise
~ Exercise

AFTER

42 on page 70
66 on page 72
82 on page 72
101 on page 74
125 on page 76
141 on page 76

3. Which of these is most often thought of as
'1ocose"?
1) A fireman
2) A clown

I

MAKE

NO

3) A bus driver

4) A thief
MARKS

IN
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BOOKLET

~dhere. . . . . . . . . . .. to stick; become joined

concede ...... '. . . ..
deem ........ :~ '.' ..
desist .......... '. ..
irate. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
jocose ....... , .....
laden.., ........ " . ..
lave ..............
lucid. . . . . . . . . . . ..
mobile. . . . . . . . . . ..

admit as true
think; believe
stop
angry
playful; joking
loaded
wash
easy to understand
easy to move

In each of the next three exercises, decide which
word in the list has been left out of the senten<:e.
4. Scotch tape will not ___- to anything that
has oil on it.
1) adhere
2) concede

,

5. Peggy had spent all her money Christmas
shopping and was _ ••_ with packages.
1) adhered
2) desisted

What is the correct spelling of the· word which
means "stop"?
1) disest
2) desist

3) disist
4) dezist

l Which is the correct spelling of the word
rneaningUeasily moved"?
1)
b I
bel

3) desist
4) lave

3) laden
4) lucid

6. Stan's home run broke up, the ball game' in
more ways than one. The lady whose window he broke was
•
1) irate
2) jocose

3) lucid
4) mobile

of the week on which Christmas
this year?
1) A map
3) The Bible
2) A calendar
4) Christmas Eve in Holland
8. Which would you use to find the distance
from Denver to Chicago?
1) A book about Denver
2) A history book
3) The National Geographic Magazine
4) A map of the United States
9. Which of these books would help you use the
word obtrusive correctly?
1) A spelling book
3) A dictionary
2) A language book
4) Pocketful of Rhymes

I
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10. Where would you look for help in writing a
letter of invitation?
1) In a language book
2) In a spelling book
3) In a children's magazine
4) In a book of games
11. Which of these is sure to be a fairy tale?
1) The Prince and the Dwarfs
2) Tim and Tom
3) My Animal Friends
4) Life in a Log Cabin
12. If you wanted to learn something about the
different kinds of bears, which book would
you choose?
1) How the Bear Lost His Tail
2-) Junior lJear Goes to Town
3) Bears of N ortll America
4) Bimbo, the Talking Bear
13. If you wanted to know what to feed a white
rabbit, which book would help you?
1) Farm Animals .
2 ) Food for the Nation
3) Bugs Bunny Picture Book
4) How to Care for Your Pets
14. Which of these books would be sure to contain
stories about Indians?

1 .. SadcJle

. In each of these exercises, you are to
the word that would appear first if the four
were arranged in alphabetical (a-b-d order.

15. 1)
2)
3)
4)

habitual
girl
effort
iceman

16. 1)
2)
3)
4)

wallet
usual
waffle
vacant

17. 1)
2)
3)
4)

tadpole
rascal
sabre
punch

18. 1)
2)
3)
4)

gist
friend
garlic
habit

19. 1)
2)
3)
4)

people

22. 1)
2)
3)
4)

overhaul
overnight
overgrow
overflow

23. 1)
2)
3)
4)

unfair
undue
unequal
unfit

24. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Irwin, Ralph C.
Jacobs, Philip
Kelley, E. G..
Holter, Richard

25. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Person, Omar
Olson, Thomas T
Mosley, T. J.
Riverton, Jessie

Tat

rage
pole

20. 1)
2)
3)
4)

rock
saddle
table
rubble

21. 1)
2)
3)
4)

island

jar
ice
jump

ltl- - - - - - - - "

26. 1) Moore,
2) Moore,
3) Moore,
4) Moore,

Edward
George R
Paul O~
Donald

Not in index
Below is a part of the INDEX to a book on
·h. The questions on this page are based on this
~(. Read each question and look at the index to
: the answer. Always decide for yourself what
".ght answer is before you look at the suggested
.ers. Otherwise, you will waste much time check.. rong answers.

28. What page tells about the harmful effects of
smoking?
1) 2
3) 61
2) 19
4) Not in index

Sometimes the answer to a question is not given
-e index. If you cannot find the answer in the
;(, mark the fourth circle, "Not in index."

29. What page probably tells why so many
Eskimos have nearly perfect teeth?
1) 76
3) 80
2) 78
4) Not in index

INDEX
Air, fresh, 17
Burns, how to treat, 18-19
Cod-liver oil, 40
Clothing, 47; in other countries, 52; in pioneer
days, 51; for different kinds of weather,
48-49
Colds. See Diseases
Diseases, chicken pox, 20; colds, 36-37;
m~asles, 15
Dress. See Clothing
Drinks, compared for health value, 21
Ear, picture of, 26; earache, 27; earwax, 28
, Eye, eyelash, 52; eyelid, 53; examination of,
55; glasses,· 56; resting of, 57; something
in the, 54', _.
,

Fingernails, biting of, 31, 35; care of, 32;
hangnails, 34
Food, healthfuf meals, 2-5; fruits as, 8; vegebtbles as, 6, keeping food fresh, 8-9. See
also Drinks, Teeth
Germs, 8, 10, 15, 36

30. Which of these pages tells how to keep food
fresh?
1) 2
3) 9
2) 6
4) Not in index
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31. What page might tell what to do for a person
with an earache?
1) 26
3) 28
2) 27
4) Not in index

32. What page might tell how the pioneers
dressed to keep warm?
1) 47

3) 52

2) 51

4) Not in index

33. What page would tell how to clean and trim
the fingernails?
1) 32
3) 35
2) 34
4) Not in index

34. What page might give you the safety rules
for riding bicycles in the street?
1) 61
3) 69
2) 67
4) Not in index

Measles. See Diseases
Nose, blowing of, 38; nosebleed, 39
Safety, in the home, 61; on the streets and
sidewalks, 65-67; in wintertime, 69
Sleep, hours of sleep needed, 43-44; temperature in bedroom, 45
Teeth, baby, 74; daily care of, 75-76; having
teeth examined and fixed, 78; of the EskitnQs,
,SO;
-teeth -and food, 79·80
. -,'"
....
.-,.

35. What page tells why some people need
glasses to see well?

1) 52

3) 56

2) 53

4) . Not in index

36. If you wanted to know if coffee drinking is
bad for the health, where would you look?

1) 2

3) 43

, 2) 21 , 4 ) Not in index

Use this table to answer the questions
below it.

.'

I

TABLE OF CONTENTS
CHAPTER

1
2
3
4
5
t

'

~.;

6

7
8
9

PAGE

How Fanners Plant Crops ......
How the Weather Affects Crops ..
Harvesting the Crops ...........
The Transportation of Food .....
Health Laws and Food ..........
What the Grocer Does ..........
The Cost of Food ...............
Daily Food Needs ...............
Growing Your Own Food .......

,j'

11

15
20
28
34

44. Which would you use to find
farther north thein England?
1) A globe
2) A dictionary
3) An encyclopedia
4) A map of the United States

whe~hf

iOmeth

41

46
52

38. The part of the book which tells how to raise
a garden begins on what page?
1) 5
2) 15
3) 46
4) 52

45. Where would you took for pictu,ter ; an
people live in far-away countries?er'i-cal
1) In the World Almanac
(u<:'Kn'p.m
2) In the Readers Digest
. co d
3) In the National Geographic Mage .n uct.
4) In an atlas
adJ. 1.
due. 2
1. 3
.

46. Which of these would help you Ilsn~ss. 4.
use the word garnish in a sente 0 clock,
1) A language book
2) An atlas

3) .. A sp (
4) A djl kinds of
a~triks}. tz

39. Which chapter might tell us why the price of
meat changes so much?
J'

1) 4

2) 5

3) 6

4) 7

40. Which ~hapter might tell how the government makes sure the food we buy is pure?
1) 4

"

~

2) 5

3) 6

4) 8

41. Which .chapter might tell us how food gets
Arom the farmer to people in cities?
1) 3
2) 4
3) 6
4) 7

42. Which one of these topics might be included
in Chapter 6?
1) How food is kept from spoiling

2) What kinds of soil are needed for different

'.

y (

5

37. Which chapter might tell how much milk we
should drink each day?
1) 5
2) 6
3) 8
4) 9

.'

43. If you wanted to know the mean
.pronunciation of some difficult
textbook, which of these would hI
1) The index
3) The intr'
2) The preface
4) The glm

crops
3) How much the farmer gets for his share
4) Which foods can be raised in the home
garden

47. If you wanted to read about thelJlic~ gives
.
Victoria, which of these would Wltl'
1m It.
1) A geography
3) An
2) A reader
4) A crlier than

48.

~ sOl't'1m .niz ),
emony 2
Which would you use to find tfi
'.

of the capital of Oklahoma?
orms.
1z
1) An atlas
3) A hist ), n.. A
2) A dictionary
4) A teIe

49. If you wished to know on \
Chapter on p Ianets •
In a •
SClenf~ TFIrs
where would you look?
S for p'(mun~1lI1
1) In the index
3) ., arm, ask
2) In the table of contents 4) maker;

ic;

onnect; foa~
ip, circiis
'

50. What, probably, would a be.
.
Our Dwindling Resources be ~::ndic:ted by
1) Conservation
2) War

3)
vy ( ) dCC;E'nllill
4) >ns used: ail'
.tn
j.,
; pt., plural'

.

~ry.

Use the sample dictionary and the key below
.~ answer the questions on this page.
.

SAMPLE DICTIONARY
a.lac'ri.ty (a.Uik'ri.ti), n. A cheerful readiness to
do something; briskness; liveliness.
be.nign' (be.nin'), adj. 1. Kind or gentle. 2. Favorable ; healthful; mild.
carlow (kal'o), adj. Immature; not experienced;
not fully grown.
, ce.ler'i.ty

(~.ler'i.ti),

n. Swiftness; speed.

·1

g chi.me'ra (ki.me'ni; ki:me'ni), n. An imaginary
monster;. an absurd idea or wild fancy.chi.mer'i.cal
(-mer'i.kaI), adj.
~

"to observe
1) sollemnize
2) solemnise

52. How many syllables are there in celerity?
1) Two
3) Four
2) Three
4) Five
53. Which letters make the accented syllable of
chimera?
3) me
1) chi
4) ra
2) chim
54. Which letter in benign is silent?
1) b
-- 3) the first n
2) e
4) g
MAKE

.\

~

i

j
1
:l

de.eo'rum (de.ko'riim),

fl.

proper conduct.
due (du), adj. 1. Owed or owing as a debt; as, the
rent is due. 2. Proper; fit; suitable; as, a due
reward. 3. Caused by; as, an accident due to
carelessness. 4. Scheduled or expected; as, due
at 8:00 o'clock.

ma'trix· (ma'triks), n; pl. MATRICES (mat'ri.sez).
That which gives origin or form to something
enclosed within it.
pre.co'cious (pre.ko'shils), adj. Developing very
early, earlier than usual.
sol'em.nize (~l'em.niz), 'z!. 1. To observe or honor
with cerem()ny. 2. To perform with ceremony
or legal forms.

,',~

.• Thames (temz),
r
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MARKS
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Dignity; orderliness;

fae.to'tum (fnk.to'tilm), n. A person employed
to do all kinds of tasks.

:~

ceremony" is correct?
3) solemniz
4) solemnize

A river in England.

55. Celeri~ comes closeft in meaning to which of
these words?
1) alacrity
3) decorum
2) benign
4) factotum
56. Which meaning given in the dictionary fits
the word due in this sentence? "Sue's absence was due to illness."
1) Number 1
3) Number 3
2) Number 2
4) Number 4
57. How is the plural of matrix spelled?
1) matrices
3) matrixs
2) matrisez
4) matriks
58. Which of these words rhymes with Thames?
1) James
3) lambs
2) gems
4) came
59. Which of these would be described as
~recocious?

AIDS TO USING THIS SAMPLE DICTIONARY:

I. Key words for pronunciation: age, add, account, care, arm, ask, sofa; eve, h~re, event,
end, silent, maker; ice, ill, charity; old, obey,
orb, odd, connect; food, foot; out, oil; cube,
..... .
....
. ...
untte, urn, up, ClrCl/s.

•,
I

2. Syllables are indicated by a dot (.) or by the
light (') or heavy (') accent mark.
3. Abbreviations used: adj., adjective; adv., ad~er~ ; ,n., noun; pl., plural; v., verb.

1)
2)
3)
4)

A three-year-old child who can walk
A four-year-old child who can read
A boy who gets to school an hour early
A dog that can sit up and beg

60. Which of these words best fits in this
tence? "His noisy conduct disturbed the
of the meeting."
3) decorum
1) alacrity
4) solemnize
2) callow

encyclopedia. Each volume contains information about
topics which begin with the letters shown on the back.
Use the picture to answer the questions below.

In the exercises b~low you· Qre to choose
word that would appear ~ if the four words
arranged in alphabetical order.
67. 1)
2)
3)
4)

fable
ending
drowsy
duck

68. 1)
2)
3)
4)

lumber
number
lump
lunch

69. 1)
2)
3)
4)

strangle
table
sprinter
talkative

70. 1)
2)
3)
4)

garble
garb
garbage
garage

71. 1)
2)
3)
4)

76. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Pearson, O. M.
PaHerson, Jim F.
Person, Albert K.
Parson, B. T.

77. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Kearney, B. K.
Keatman, Hugh H
Keatnam, A. T.
Keamice, B. T.

making
maple
marble
nab

78. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Sherman, T. D~
Shernim, John L.
Sherman, R. M.
Shimon, R. M.

72. 1)
2)
3)
4)

defend
defective
detective
defensive

79. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Russell Grocery
Russell, Fred T.
Russell, Fred W.
RusseU Furniture

64. WhichvcSlume might have pictures of the
robin, the sparrow, the hawk, and the crow?
1) Volume 1
3) Volume 3
2) Volume 2
4) Volume 7

73. 1)
2)
3)
4)

limb
limbate
limber
limbo

80. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Anderson, Olav
Andersen,
Anderson, Arthur
Andersen, R. A.

65. In which volume would you read about Daniel
Boone, the famous pioneer from Kentucky?
1) Volume 1
3) Volume 4
2) Volume 2
4) Volume 6

74. 1)
2)
3)
4)

numb
numbness
numbly
mumps

75. 1)
2)
3)
4)

kilogram
kilo
kilowatt
kilometer

81. 1)
2)
3)
4}

Self-Service Gr,,...,,,,Mt
Self-Sealing Door
Selfurg, A. B.
Selzer, Sidney

61. If you wanted to read about the citY of Rome,
the capital of Italy, which volume would you
choose?
1) Volume 2
3) Volume 7
2) Volume 4
4) Volume 8
62. Arizona and Utah are among the leading
states in copper production. Which volume
would tell about some of the uses of this
mineral?
1) Volume 1
3) Volume 5
2) Volume 2
4) Volume 6
63. Which volume would 'tell whether tigers are
found in the jungles of India and Africa?
1) Volume 1
3) Volume 7
2) Volume 4
4) Volume 8

66. If you wanted to read how iron, silver, and
gold are obtained, which voJume would you
select first?
1) Volume 3
3) Volume 5
2) Volume 4
4) Volume 7

82. 1) Lindsey, M. R.
2) Lind, Erik
3) Linder, B. T.

4)

i

Test

A-l:

Arithmetic Concepts

Directions: This is a test of how well you understand the number system and the
terms and operations used in arithmetic.
Four answers are given for each question, but only one of these answers is
right. You are to choose the one answer that you think is better than the others.
Then, on the answer sheet, find the row of circles numbered the some as the exercise. Fill in the circle for the best answer.
Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

BEGIN~WITH

STOP SAFTER

GRADE 3 ---~~ Exercise 1 on page 77 ---~) Exercise 30 on page 79
GRADE 4

~

Exercise 16 on page 78

~

Exercise 51 on page 80

GRADE 5

~

Exercise 31 on page 79

~.

Exercise 72 on page 82

GRADE 6

~

Exercise 52 on page 81

~

Exercise 96 on page 83

GRADE 7

~

Exercise 73 on page 82

~

Exercise 120 on page 85

) Exercise 89 on page 83

~

Exercise 136 on page 86

GRADES 8 AND 9

~
.~..

GRADE
!EGIN

DO

3

HERE

A .

-===-

coo

a

'. The picture above shows John's toy train. In
which of the~e places is the tank car?
1) Second'
3) Fifth
2) Fourth
4) Last
t What numbec is next larg~ than 25?
1) 30
3) 24
2) 26
4) 20

1. In
1)
2)
3)
4)

what part of this picture is the house?
Upper left
~--..
Upper right
"-::.
~-./
Lower left
Lower right

____ l. How would you write four hundred thirty-nine
in figures?
1 439

D~

BCD

5. Which of the figures above is a square?
1) A
3) C
2) B
4) D

6. What time is it by this clock?
1) 20 minutes to 12
2) 20 minutes after 11
3) 5 minutes to 4
4) 5 minutes after 4
MAKE NO MARKS
IN THIS BOOKLET

7. How would you write seven dollars and thirtyeight cents in figures?
3) 7.38¢'
1) 7.38
2) $7.38
4) $738
8. Gloria visited her cousin in the country for two
weeks .. How many days did she stay?
1) 7
3) 12
2) 10
4) 14

16. Uncle Martin carries his lunch to work each
How much coffee does he probably take?
1) ! gallon
3) 3 quarts
2) 1 pint

17. Which of these. numbers is larger than 6
smaller than 9?
1) 5
3) 9
2) 7
4) 11

(f:~5';f~').
j,:::

~ 1:= ~ .-~:,) ~

~

18. Which of these groups of coins is equal in
to a dollar?
1) 10 dimes
3) 5 quarters
2) 50 pennies
4) 25 nickels

10. How much money is shown above?
1) 51¢
3) 87¢
2) 76¢
4) 96¢

19. Which group of three months is in the
order?
1) March, April, February
2) May, July, June
3) September, August, October
4) November, December, January

MAKE
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•
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A

~'

'\'

I

.

c

D

11. Which of the figures above is divided into fifths?
1) A
3) C
2) B

4) D

12. How many minutes are there from 10 o'clock to
11 o'clock?
1) 30
3) 60
2) 50 ....
4) 100

,\

"

....,
,
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13. What is the largest number that can be written
by using the figures 3, 6, and 9 once each?
1) 693'
3) 639
.-2) 936 ,
4) 963

·.
,I

4) 1 gallon

20. How would you read 2803?
1) Two thousand eight hundred three
2) Twenty-eight thousand three
3) Two hundred eighty thousand three
-4) Two thousand eighty-three
21. Only 4 oranges are left in the grocer's bin.
many must he take from a new crate to
dozen?
1) 2
3) 8
2) 6
4) 11
22. 'Vhich of these numbers is the smallest?
1) 1007
3) 732
2) 1121
4) 498

14. In counting, Sue said, "16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31."
How was she counting?
1) By 2's
3) By 4's
2) By 3's
4) By 5's
a
b
c
d

15. Which of the lines above is about 1 inch long?
. I)'
3)
-- '!I"

~ ..... ~f

23. Jack has the coins shown above. How
money can he spend and still have 17¢
bus fare?
_3)3,5¢
1) 31 ¢ .

1

,

~. ~
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c

•

~

~
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,
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!!Q! belong to the
15-11=4?
1) 11
4 = 15
2) 15-4---:-11

+

3) 7+4=11
4) 4
11= 15

+

5. Larry built a kite 2 feet long. How many inches
long did he make it?
3) 24
1) 18
4) 36
2) 20

o

c

B

A

31. Bruce made a mistake in working one of these
examples. Which example has the wrong answer?
1) 4+1=4
3) 4-0=4

2)4+0=4

4)4XO=4

32. In the number 1736, which figure means tens?
1) 1
3) 3
2) 7
4) 6
33. On March 3 Ann said, "I will be eight years old
in just one week." On what date is her birthday?
1) March 8
3) March 11
2) March 10
4) March 13

:~. Which of the figures above is one-fourth shaded?

1) A
2) B

3) C
4) D
2

1

fXXXXl

~

1. Which one of these addition facts is not shown
by either of the pictures above?
1)4+2=6
3)2+4=6
2)3+3=6
4)5+1=6

:8. What is the meaning of 236?
1)
2)
3)
4)

23 hundreds and 6 ones
2 hundreds and 36 tens
2 hundreds, 30 tens, and 6 ones
2 hundreds,,3 tens, and 6 ones

..,

:9. In which of tl~es~ examples should the question
mark be a plus sign?
3) 9 ? 5 =4
1) 4 ? 3 = 1r
4) 3 ? 2 =6
2) 8 .2 2 =4 ,

lO. Which of these pictures shows how to divide 12
marbles equally among 3 boys?
1)
2)

3)
4)

-

00
o 0
0
o 0
00
0
00
00

00
00
o 0
0
000
0
0
00

0
000
0
0 0
000
o 0
00
0

0 00

0
0

34. In the picture, how long is the line above the
ruler?
1) 1 inch
2) 1 and one-quarter inches
3) 1 and one-half inches
4) 2 and three-quarters inches
35. What is the smallest number that can be written
by using the figures 7, 2, 4, and 1 once each?
1) 1247
3) 1274
2) 1724
4) 1427
MAKE

NO
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MARKS
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36. Jerry listens to his favorite radio program each
afternoon at 5: 15. At the time shown by this
clock, how many minutes must he wait for the
program to begin?

1) 8
2) 20
3) 22
4) 32

clerk a
change?
1) 58¢,
2) 58¢,
3) 58¢,
4) 58¢,

. How would the clerk count Jane's

59¢, 60¢,
63¢,73¢,
68¢, 73¢,
59¢, 60¢,

65¢,
74¢,
74¢,
85¢,

75¢,
75¢,
75¢,
90¢,

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

38. In which of these addition exercises do you carry
a ten?
1)
43
2)
352 3)
241
4)
147
+72
+164
+128
+235
115
516
369
382
.,

f·;
t
•

I
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39. What part of this figure is shaded?
1)i!
3)1
8

2)

1
4

0

4)

8

.

40. Eddie is 10 inches taller than a yardstick. How
many inches tall is he?
1) 34
3) 46
2) 40
4) 58

• J'

'\

, ..

';

.

OJ'

.

,

0'

,I

.

,

....

.

4) $2.00 X 3

46. If a number is divided by 7, what is the
size the remainder may have?
1) 6

3) 8

2) 7

4) Larger than 8 I;

47. Sally's mother opened a quart carton of milk
used 2 cups for cooking. How much milk
left in the carton?
1) 3 cups
3) 1 pint
2) 1 cup
4) None

48. What temperature does this thermometer
1) 61°
70
2) 60°
3) 59°
4) 58°
60

~

~; i

.
..

3) $1.90 X 3

5

"~,
"

Which of these
mate the cost of 3 boxes?
1) $1.00 X 3
2) $1.50 X 3

41. How many hours is it from 12 o'clock noon until
120'clods·midnight?
1) 48 "
3) 12
2) 24
4) 10
42. What do~s the Roman number XXXIV mean?
-1) 24
3) 35
2) 34
4) 36
43. These groups of numbers show how :Mary
counted by 2's, 3's, 4's, and 5's. In which group
did she make a mistake?
1) 37, 39, 41, 43, 45
2) 20, 23, 26, 30, 33
3) 10, 14, 18, 22, 26
4) 17, 22, 27, 32, 37

"

44. Which of these is an odd number?

:3

50

49. Nancy's little sister is 16 months old. Which
these is another way to express her age?
1) 1 yr. 6 mo.
3) 1 yr. 2 mo.
2) 1~ yr.
4) 1 yr. 4 mo.

50. In which of these exercises is the 10 a
1) 10-7-2=5
3) 6+4=10
2) 5 X 2 = 10
4) 2 X 10 = 20

51. How would you find the average of the Ulll.U'Jfl~
4, 2, 8, and 6?
1) Add the numbers and divide the sum by
2) Add the numbers and multiply the sum

4.
3) Add the numbers and divide the sum by
4) Multiply each number by 4 and add
answers .

1) 2 yd.
2) 3 ft. 2 in.

2. In the number 2165, which figure has the greatest value?
1) 2

3) 6

2) 1

4) 5

3) 42 in~
4) 1 yd. 2ft.

61. Which of these fractions is greater than I?
1) ~

3) ~

2) ~

4)

J. In which pair are the fractions equal?
1) ~, .4
3) ~, ~
5

5

8

5

v) 3 6
- 5' 10

4) .4,
5

..!.

10

.~. The scale for a house plan is 1 inch = 2 feet.
How many feet are represented by a 6-inch line
on the plan?
1) 2
3) 6
2) 3
4) 12

show'

t

62. If 183 is rounded off to the nearest ten, what is
the resulting number?
1) 180
3) 190
2) 182
4) 200

MAKE NO MARKS
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63. \Vhich of these is the greatest weight?
5. Which of these fractions has the largest numerator?

j

3)

2) 1

4)

1)

6

01

~

a5

64. How do the fractions it and i compare in size?
1) The fractions are equal.

size from largest to smallest?

3) 1, 1, 1

2) 1,
1, 12
5 4

4) 1, 1, 1

1.

4

365

1. Which of these is a pair of like fractions?
1) 1, ~

3) 1, ~

~, ~

4) 1, 1

2)

5

6

6

4)

i

is 2i times as large as

I

$

2

$

5

65. The plate in an elevator reads, "Capacity 4000
lb." How many tons will the elevator carry
safely?
1) 1
3) 4
2) 2
4) 8

66. Which of these addition examples is r~presented
by the shaded parts of the diagrams below?
1)

2)
3)
1. How would you write the time for 15 minutes

before midnight?
1) 12:15 A.M.

l is twice as large as I.

238

Which of these is the longest period of time?
1) 50 wk. !
3) 11 mo.
2) ~#yr.
4) 360 da.

2

2)

3) lis half·as large as:..

8

6

3) 1.5 lb.
4) 14 oz.

. 4

5. Which group of fractions is aT!anged in order of

1) 1, 1, 1

1) 1 lb. 10 oz.
2) 1~ lb.

4)

I +
i +
i +
i+

I ...----,.-i
1
1
I----J.--

L-----I._ _

+ I----+---+---i

1) 2

3) 24
4) 32

2) 12

68. Which of these expressions is a mixed number?

1f

1) ~

3)

2) ~

4) ~

73. The automobile distance from Chicago to
, York is about 800 miles. Which of these
explains the meaning of "about 800 miles"?
1) Slightly more than 800 miles
2) Slightly less than 800 miles
3) Exactly 800 miles
4) Either slightly more or slightly
800 miles

MAKE NO MARKS
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69. Which of these pairs of fractions has 12 for a
common denominator?
1) 1, ~
3) 1, a
4 8
5

2)

3

4) 1, }

!, 1
5 2

6

4

70. How would you write five hundred six thousand
seventy-two in figures?
1) 506,072
3) 506,72
2) 500,672
4) 506,702

1

II

1)

A

2) 1~

3)

II

4)

18

li

)'

,

';

.
72. Which . .of the subtraction exercises below is
worked .'Cqrrectly?
1) 5
6

3)

75. Which of these is a correct way to find
4
equal to a?

1)..1.
6

4 X 2 = 182'
6X2

;

4)

.
".

'

4

"

2

..i= 4
6

-;- 2
4X2

76. Which of these is· a correct way to find
perimeter of the figure below?
1) 2 X 10
2) 6 + 8
3) 6 X 8
6
4) 6+8+6 + 8

8

2
8
5
8

78. If 13.48 is rounded off to the nearest
number, what is the result?
1) 10
2) 13
3) 14

8

79. Which of these reductions in the price
article would result in the greatest
the customer?
1)~off
2)foff
3)!off

4

5"

=

10
7

10=10

(;="3

4)

1

7

1

2

6
8

3) ~= 4 - 2
6
6-2

7
8

"
2) 5
8

+2
+2

a:

7

"8=
"4=

,I'

3

74. Which of these distances along the ruler
is 21\ in.?
'
1) A to B . 2) A to C 3) A to D4) A

2) ..1.= 4
6
6
71. Which of these fractions can be reduced by
using 3 as a divisor?

2

1
20

77. The -average of 4 numbers is 12. What is
, sum?
1) 48
2) 36
3) 24

80. Broadcast time for a Thanksgiving Day
game in Minneapolis is 1:15 P.M. At what
should a person in New York tune in for
broadcast?
1) 2:15 P.M.
2) 1:15 P.M.

·...... ,-,-..... ............."
~

Problem Solving

SAMPLE EXERCISES

)irections: This is a test of your skill in solving arithmetic
:roblems.
The problems in the test are like the samples shown at
'e right. After each problem are three possible answers
:,d a "Not given" - meaning that the correct answer is
-,t given.
Work each problem and compare your answer with the
1ree possible answers. If the correct answer is given, fill
, the circle on the answer sheet that has the same number
;s the right answer. If the correct answer is not given,
:!I in the fourth circle.

51. On Saturday Steve
worked 3 hours for Mrs.
White and 2 hours for
Mrs. Bell. How many
hours did he work altogether?
3) 6
1) 4
2) 5
4) (Not given)
52. Ruth made 4 pies and set
them out to cool. Her dog
ate 2 of them. How many
did she have left?

1) 4
2) 3

ANSWERS

Sl. ®.®0
S2.

<D®®.

3) 1
4) (Not given)

The sample exercises show you what to do.

Use this table to find where your grade is to begin and stop on this test.

B E G I N " , WITH

GRADE 3 - - - + )
GRADE 4

)

GRADE 5

)

GRADE 6.

)

GRADE 7

)

GRADES 8 AND 9

)

'..-...:..

,~,

GRADE 3
BEGIN HERE

Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise

STOP

8

AFTER

1 on page 87 - - - + ) Exercise 25 on page 89
13 on page 89

) Exercise 39 on page 91

26 on page 90

) Exercise
) Exercise
) Exercise
) Exercise

40 on page 91
55 on page 92
63 on page 93

_

1. Tony had 27· marbles. His father gave him a bag
of 12 marbles. How many marbles did Tony have
then?
1) 15
3) 39
4) (Not given)
2) 29

_t Benny had 13 marbles. He traded 4 to Tony for a
pencil. How many marbles did Benny have then?

54 on page
70 on page
86 on page
96 on page

9-2
93
94
95

3. On Tuesday Miss Lee began to read a story to thE
third grade: She read 6 pages on Tuesday, 4 or
Wednesday, 5 on Thursday, and 4 on Friday. Ho~
many pages of the story did she read that weeki
1) 15
3) 19
2) 18
4) (Not given)

4. The third-grade pupils were readjng anima
stories. They had 12 books about animals in lhl
schoolroom. Miss Lee brought 5 others from th.
library. How many books about animals did the~
have then?
3) 12
1) 5
4) (Not given).
2) 7

,
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SCHOOL SUPPLIES

To work problems 5 - 10, look at the picture above to find the prices of things. Do not allow for sales

.,
j'

.. ...
"-.

>

\

S. Kathy bought a pencil, an eraser, and a notebook.
How much did she pay in all?
1) 17¢ .... 2) 18¢
3) 19¢
4) (Not given)
.'

6. How much did Steve pay for a jar of paste and a
pair of scissors?
.1) 13¢ ,2) 35¢
3) 37;
4) (Not given)

10. Ned bought a box of crayons and a pencil.
much did they cost?
1) 14¢ 2) 24¢ 3) $1.14 4) (Not
MAKE NO MARKS
THIS BOOKLET

IN
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7. How much more did Wanda have to pay for a
box of paints than for a box of crayons?
1) 9¢
2) 11¢
3) 47¢
4) (Not given)

,.

,

8. Paul bought a ruler and paid for it with a quarter.
How much change did he receive?
1) 12¢
2) 13¢
3) 37¢
4) (Not given)
.H~~ much did Joyce have to pay for a tablet and

~ ~"

, " ' :~'":

11. The third grade had a picnic in the park.
school bus took 25 of the 32 pupils. The
went in cars. How many pupils went in
1) 7
2) 13
3) 17
4) (Not

12. The children gave most of the food for the
The class paid $2.24 for ice cream
for pop. How much did the class spend?
1) $3.24
3) $3.44
2) $3.40
4) (Not given)

i One Saturday David visited his Uncle Henry's
. farm. He helped by gathering the eggs in the two
hen houses. He got 68 eggs in one house and 49
in the other. How many eggs in all did he gather?

1) 107
2) 115

I.

3) 117
4) (Not given)

David's uncle told him to fill 3 cartons with eggs
to take home. Each carton held 12 eggs. How
many eggs did David take home?
1) 9
3) 15
2) 12
4) (Not given)

had 7 stamps from that country~
many German stamps did he have then?
1) 22
3) 35
2) 26
4) (Not given)

20. Dick had 15 airmail stamps and Bobby had 28.
How many more airmail stamps did Dick need
to equal Bobby's collection?
1) 28
3) 3
2) 13
·4) (Not given)
21. Bobby bought a package of 42 Japanese stamps.
He found that 8 were exactly like stamps already
in his collection. He gave these to Dick. How
many stamps did Bobby keep from the package?
1) 34
3) 50
2) 46
4) (Not given)

MAKE

:. The school nurse measured the height of each
third-grade pupil. The tallest boy was 56 inches.
The shortest boy was 42 inches. What was the
difference in their heights in inches?
1) 4
2) 13

3) 14
4) (Not given)

NO

MARKS
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22. Lucy planned a birthday party for her sister,
Janet. Janet was 8 years old. Lucy was 7 years
older. Howald was Lucy?
1) 7
3) 15
2) 13
4) (Not given)

tOll.
l

loan weighed 48 pounds. The schoo~ nu~~e said,

"Joan, you are 7 pounds underweIght. How
many pounds ~hould she have weighed?
1) 55
~.
3) 41
2) 45
4) (Not given)

23. Lucy had $4.75 to spend for Janet's party. Their
mother baked the cake. The napkins and favors
cost $2.70. How much could Lucy spend for ice
cream?
3) $4.75
1) $2.05
4) (Not given)
2) $2.75

t
~.

1k
othen
cars?
given}

:"Iike'weighed 58 pounds. When the nurse looked
at his health record for last year, she found that
he had gained 5 pounds. How many pounds did
:"fike weigh last year?
1) 53
3) 63
4)
(Not given)
2) 54

The health records for the third-grade pupils
showed that 12 boys and 9 girls had had chicken
pox. How many third-grade pupils had had
c,hicken. pox?
3) 22 .
1) 17~"
. 2)\ 21",":'
4) (Not given)
1.

~

•. '4

24. Lucy cut the cake into 24 pieces. She served ice
cream and cake to 16 children. How many extra
pieces of cake did Lucy have?
1) 8
3) 18
2) 12
4) (Not given)
25. Janet's ~unts gave her money for her birthday.
Aunt Mary gave her 50¢ and Aunt Kate gave
her 75¢. How much money did Janet receive?
1) $1.15
3) $1.25
2) $1.20
4) (Not given)

1"00 I
5~
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To work problems 26 - 31, look ot the picture above to find the prices of things. Do not allow for sales
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GRADE
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•

HERE_
HERE.

26. Pete chose a pork chqp, milk, peas, and pie for
his lunch. How much did his lunch cost?
1) 38¢
3) 48c
2) 47 ¢
4) (r\' ot given)

.'"

. J'.,
,

27. Alan ·w-anted
·'W-anted 2 hot dogs and an apple for his
lunch. He had only a quarter. How much money
would he need to borrow?
1) 3¢
3) 19c
2) 9¢ I
4) (r\'ot given)

30. Linda's lunch included soup, 2 chees~
wiches, salad, and ice cream. How much di,
lunch cost?
1) 30¢
3) 55¢
2) 40¢
4) (Not given)

31. Miss White reported that 27 of the 32 pUF
her room bought milk for lunch. How mue
they pay in all for milk?
1) $1.22
3) $1.92
4)
(Not given)
2) '$1.62

#

MAKE

,

28. For dessert Dorothy' bought 4 cookies and ice
cream. How much did she pay for dessert?
1) 13¢
3) 28¢
2) 18¢
4) (Not given)
29
Ralph bought ice cream for himself and the four
29...-Ralph
other boys at his table. How much did the ice
cream cost?

NO
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32. The fourth grade was studying' about lion
tigers. Doris found 4 stories about these an
Rose found 3 times as many as Doris. How
stories did Rose find?_
3)9
1) 3
4)
(Not given)
2} 7

weighed about 375 pounds and the tiger about 450
pounds .. Using these weights, how many pounds
heavier was the tiger?
2) 85
3) 175
4) (Not given)
1) 75

34, Art read that a cattle-eating tiger kills a cow about

every 5 days, sometimes oftener and sometimes not
that often. About how many cattle would one of these
tigers kill in a year? (1 year = 365 days)
2) 70
3) 60
4) 50
1) 80

MAKE

NO

MARKS
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40. Lincoln school collected money for the Junior Red
Cross. Each of the 29 pupils in the fourth grade
gave 15¢, How much did the fourth-gmde pupils
give altogether?
1) $1.45
2) $3.95
3) $4.35
4) (Not given)

41. The fifth grade passed a collection box, and each pupil
gave as much as he wished. The total amount in the
box was $5.76. If there were 32 pupils in the fifth
grade, what was the average amount each gave?
1) 13¢
2) 18¢
3) 32¢
4) (Not given)

BOOKLET

35, Jim had 60 customers on his paper route. Friday eve-

ning his brother carried ! of the papers so they could
go to the early movie. How many papers did Jim's
brother carry?
1) 20
2) ,23
3) 30
4) (Not given)

36, Tom had 47 customers on his morning paper route.

H he received 7¢ a week for delivering the papers to
each customer, how much did he earn each week on
his paper route?
1) $2.89 2) $3.29
3) $3.39
4) (Not given)

42. About! of the money collected in the city schools
the Junior Red Cross was given by the pupils
Lincoln School. They gave $29.67. About how
did all of the city schools give?
1) $10.00
2) $60.00
3) $70.00

43. Mrs. Richards, Ted, and Diana made a train trip
Chicago to New York City. Diana, who was 10
old, rode for half fare. If the round-trip
was $52,26, how much did the round-trip ticket
Diana cost?
1) $21.13 2) $26.03 3) $26.13
44. The total round-trip fare for Mrs. Richards and
two children was $130.65. If they Dad been able
use a special family-travel plan, they could
made the trip for $78.39. How much would
have saved?
1) $52.26 2) $52.36 3) $62.26

37. Hugh and Alice went with their father to buy a Christmas tree. It cost $2.39. Their father paid the clerk

with a five-9011ar bill. How much change should he
have receiv~d?
1) $2.61
2j $2.71
3) $3.39
4) (Not given)
!

38. Allce bought .some new decorations for the Christmas

tree. She paid 98¢ for a can of snow spray, 13¢ for a
package of angel hair, 25¢ for a large box of icicles,
and 29¢ for a package of Christmas rope. How much
did she pay in all for these decorations?
1) $1.55
2) $1'.64
3) $1.65
4) (Not given)

39, Hugh spent 76¢ for 4 Christmas tree light bulbs. How

much did he pay for each light bulb?
1) 19¢ .: 2) 18¢
3) 14¢
4) (Not given)

45. On the route they traveled, the distance from 'VU'\C(1)<'1JI
to Pittsburgh was 468 miles; hom
risburg, 245 miles; from Harrisburg to
109 miles; and from Philadelphia to New York
86 miles. How many miles was it from Chicago
New York City by this route?
1) 89B
2) 907
3) 908
4) (Not

46. It took 9 hours to go the 468 miles from Chicago
Pittsburgh. What was the average speed of the
in miles per hour for this part of the trip?
1) 50
2) 52
3) 62
4), (Not

47. Mrs. Richards and the children had dinner on
train. Diana and her mother each chose the
plate dinner and Ted the $2.75 dinner. What was
total cost of the meal?
1) $4.70
2) $5.65
3) $6.55
4) (Not

;"

at each weekly meeting. Iiow much money would
they have after 4 weeks?
1) $.39
2) $1.20
3) $1.40
4) (Not given)
55. The track for Joe's electric train was a 200-inch
49. The owner of the local greenhouse gave the Cubs in

Kenny's Den 192 petunia plants to beautify the neighborhood playground. They made 12 Hower beds and
planted the same number of petunias in each bed.
How many petunias did they plant in each bed?
1) 11
2) 12
3) 16
4) (Not given)

SO. Kenny's brother had just joined the Cub Scouts. His
father gave him $5.00 to buy his outfit. He bought a
cap for $1.10, a shirt for $2.95, a neckerchief for 55¢,
and a neckerchief slide for 12¢. How much money
did he have left?
1) $.28
2) $.38
3) $1.28
4) (Not given)

51. Kenny is saving 30¢ each week to buy a Cub-Scout
knife. The kn!fe costs $1.50. If he now has 90¢, how

many more weeks must he wait before he can buy
the knife?
1) 5
2) 3
3) 2
4) (Not given)

I
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Roger's train had 12 curved and 4 straight sections
track each 10 inches long. How many inches
was Joe's track?
1) 40
2) 60
3) 80
4) (Not given

56. Joe's train cost $24.9.5. He made a down payment

$4.95 and paid the balance at $5.00 per month.
many months did it take Joe to finish paying for
train?
1) 6
2) 5
3) 4
4) (Not given

57. Roger's train was 31 inches long. After he added

2 new cars his father gave him for Christmas, the
was 48 inches long. How long in inches was each
1) 8
2) 8i
3) 9
4) (Not given

58. Roger wanted to buy a pair of hand-operated switC:h.e~

costing $8.9.5, 7 more sections of track costing
each, and a talking station costing $19.95. How
money would Roger need for this additi~nal
ment?
.
1) $29.15 2) $30.65 3) $39.60

59. The locomotive and tender on Joe's train were

inches long. Those on Roger's train were 16!
long. How much longer in inches were the locomoth
and tender on Joe's train?
1) 3
2) 3!
3) 31
4) (Not given

52. Mr. Stone bought a flash camera outfit for Jerry and
Judy. He paid $7.20 for the camera, $3.65 for a Hash
unit, $1.38 for 3 rolls of film, and $1.04 for 8 Hash

bulbs. How much did Mr. Stone pay for the outfit?
1) $12.27 2) $13.27 3) $13.38 4) (Not given)
60. ~Ir. Miller's lot was a rectangle 48.7 feet wide
106.5 feet long. How many feet of fencing would
53. Jerry paid $2.04 for a roll of color film. The cost in,h

"

cluded developing the film and making one print for
ea~h of the 12 pictures. How much did each color
picture cost? I
1) 17¢
2) 18¢
3) 22¢
4) (Not given)

54. Jerry and Judy sent 3 rolls of film to the photo shop for
. ".

developing and printing. There were 12 exposures on
each roll. If five of the pictures were not clear, how
many pictures were good?
1) 31
. 2) ·21
3) 7
4) (Not given)

need for one side and one end of the lot?
1) 57.8
2) 77.6
3) 155.2
4) (Not given

61. \Vhen the contractor used a level to check the fall

the drain for Mr. l\liller's basement, he found that
reading was 7.48 feet at the basement and 10.05
at the outlet. What was the fall in feet from the
ment to the outlet?
1) 2.53
2) 3.57
3) 17.53
4) (Not given

62. (vIr. Miller's lot was 48.7 feet wide, His neighbor's

was 50.0 feet wide. How many feet narrower
Mr. Miller's lot?
1) 1.3

2) 2.3

3) 11.3
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TEST SHEET FOR LATERALITY AND
NEUROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
~-ne

of child:

----------~--------------------

Age:

-------

Grade:

:iress: __________~----__----__------_________________ Telephone: __________~

Ulford Reading Test

Par. M.

Wd. M.

Average

Form

----Form
----,terality Tests
A.

Right

Left

Good

Fair

Eye" preference
1. Far point
a. Binocular (telescope)
b. Monocular (board with hole)
2. N ear point
Binocular
3. Fusion
4. Controlli!lg eye

B.

Hand preference
1. In writing
2. In throwing a ball
3. In eating
·~4. In brushing teeth
'5~. In using scissors

C.

Foot preference
!High step (at least two feet high)

:urological Tests
A.

Creeping

B.

Cortical opposition

C.

Supination

D.

Pronation

Mixe

.
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READING SELECTIONS
Informal Reading Inventory, No. 2
Betts Series '1950' .
American Book Company
Publisher
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This is the property of the
Chicago Archdiocesan Readi ng Service

ALL IN A DAY
Page

.38.

,

1

:i

I

.I
Kim and Wendy look and look.
It is fun to look for a toy.
.

I

I·
I

I

.
,

!

!

"

UHere is a blue toy," said Kim.
UHere is a big blue toy for you."
Wendy said, ttA big toy!
I do not want a big toy.
I want a little toy.
I do not see what I want."

UP THE STREET AND DOliN
Page

69.

,Soon the Shoe Man looked up.
He saw something.
Look, Freddie"
, he said
My kitten likes to play
with old shoes.
Do you see what I see?"
H

U

!

Oh, oh," said Freddie.
It is myoId shoe.
H

U

The little kitten had my shoe."

\

AROutm GBEEN HILLS

Page 101.

!
• "#

out of the farm house.
He was looking for a duck to eat.
The man looked at Sonny. .
u Oh, there is a good duck, "
said the man.
U A good duck to eat. "

'.

.

The other ducks laughed.
But not Sonny.
Oh, no, not Sonny!
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OVER· A CITY BRIDGE
Page

136

--

---:

~

One day Mr. Brooks said to his family,
"Mary and George are growing up.
apartment is too little for us.
This
,
It is time to find a house."
So Mr. Brooks looked for a house.
At last he found one in a town not far
from Harbor City.
"Lots of oak trees grow there,"
he told his family. "In the fall
the oak leaves turn red. So the town is
called Red Oaks. I hope you will like it."
Then Mr. Brooks showed his family:
a picture of the new house. It was white,
with a blue door and a red chimney.
The picture showed a swing in a big tree.
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.t.HImICAB JDVENTURIS
Page 191.

•i

j

One .February afternoon I was walking my
biCycle carefully along Maple Street, trying
to keep .off the icy spots. Coming around the
corner for all he was worth was Don Welch.
Don knew about that ice, but today his mind
seemed to be a thousand miles away.
He started to pedal straight across the ice.
When he had pedaled a few feet, his bicycle
suddenly slipped from under him and went
spinning across the ice. The show lasted for
about :fifty feet. Then Don's head tunneled
into a snowbank near a telegraph pole.
I began to laugh. But Don wasn't laughing.
Neither was I when I saw him come out of the
snowdrift. He looked as cheerful as a ram
cloud as he crawled toward his bicycle.
CtHere, let me help you, Don,'" I said.
CCStand back, Stephen Piper," he warned.
ccYou don't dare hinder one of Sam's boys."
.••
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A wind swept across Lake Henry, stretching the
sail of the catboat. Jimmy Johnson sat in the stem of
the Eager Beaver, one hand on its tiller.
Jimmy loved sailing. His mother said it must be his
Norwegian blood. Jimmy wished he had lived long ago
when Norwegian sailors had battled the Atlantic. They
surely had their problems!
Jimmy had a problem, too. It was his cousm from
Nevada, now perching near by. Oliver was tall and thin,
with huge, humorless eyes behind heavY rimmed
spectacles. As usual, he was reading a book.
"Look, Oliver," said Jimmy. "Thanks for offering
to be my crew in the race Saturday, but I know you
don;t want to. So I'll get Don Shepherd instead."
"No, James," Oliver replied in a way that Jimmy
usually connected only with professors. "I will be
delighted to go along and assist you. By Saturday I
will be a regular sailor, for I will have impressed upon
my mind the information in this manual."
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ADVENTURES NOW AND THEN
Page

294.

!

But the glory of the heavens first burst forth when
Galileo trained his spyglass on the Milky Way. People
had wondered about the bluish-white streak that ran
like a ribbon across the canopy of the heavens. .
Galileo answered their inquiries by saying, "Millions
of stars, too far away to be seen by the eye alone!"
The' world was breathless with excitement. Galileo
was discovering the hidden universe. But the most
inspiring spectacle came on the night of January 7,
1610. The discoverer, that night, turned his attention
to the planet Jupiter. He was surprised to see three
bright stars near the planet. The next night he found
that those three stars were all on the same side of
Jupiter.
Galileo was elated. And what was his excitement
when one of the stars disappeared around the edge of
the planet! Later he saw from his conservatory four
stars where before there had been only three.
"There are four moons wheeling around Jupiter,"
Galileo announced, no longer in doubt.
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WORLDS OF PEOPLE
P8R:8 400.
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figure suddenly
straightened. The orchestra, holding
its breath for one tense moment,
waited for the initial down beat. I
was holding my breath, too, as I stood
. watching from the comer of my eye
the profile of the conductor.
The poised baton signaled its first
decisive command. Four detached
raps of the kettledrum modestly announced the opening of this Beethoven masterpiece, the most serene of
all violin concertos. Unique from his
pen, it reflects, perhaps, the one unclouded period of that master's life.
With the Fourth Symphony and the
G-major Piano Concerto it shares a
confident faith in what life promised
to hold for him.
The long orchestral introduction
which precedes the soloist's first entrance is at once a challenge and an
invitation: a challenge to the nerves
and an invitation to memory. Waiting your cue, you relive the past and
anticipate the future with a kind of
lightning rapidity; the spur of heightened excitement lifts your imagination over the barriers of time and
space. At least, it was so for me.
HALF-BENT
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INFORMAL READING INVENTORY
Chicago Archdiocesan Reading Service
Betts Series:

Page 38

American Book Company, New York, 1950
Pre-Primer: All In A Day

(53 words)

Motivation:

Have you ever been in a toy store? Did you buy a big toy or a little one:
Let's see what happened in this story.
Responses:

Comprehension check:
I

1. What happened in this story?

F

2. What did Wendy want?

I

3. What kind of toy do you think Wendy will
take?

Any answer

F

4. What color toy did Kim want Wendy to have?

A blue toy

I

5. What shows that Kim and Wendy were kind to
each other?

They thought of each other.

Primer:
Page 69

Kim and Wendy went to a toy
store to buy a toy.
A little toy

Up the Street and Down

(42 words)

Motivation:

Did you ever lose something and then have a surprise when you found
it? That's what happened to little Freddie in our story.

Comprehension check:

Responses:

I

1. What is the story about?

A lost shoe

F

2. When did the man see the kitten'?

When-he looked

i'

3. Whose kitten was it'l

The Shoe Man

F

4. What did the kitten like to play with'?

Old shoes

I

5. What happened to the old shoe'?

The kitten took it up onto
a shelf

F

6. To whom did the old shoe belong?

Freddie

I

7. How do you think Freddie felt about

He didn't care, or he thought
it was a good joke.

what the kitten did'?
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Book One:
Page 101

,

,

r 1 I ,-

' ,;'
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What could you do if you lived in the country that you couldn't do
if you lived in the city? The man in this story did something that
he couldn't do in the city. Let's find out.
ResDonses:

I

1. How do you know that the man lived in
the country?

1. he came out of a

F

2. What was the man looking for?

2. a duck

I

3. Why did the man look at Sonny and not
at the other ducks?

3. he thought Sonny was a good
duck to eat.

V

4. what word tells how the man thinks the
duck will taste?

4. good

F

5. Nhat did the other ducks do when the man
looked at Sonny?

5. they laughed

F

6. Find the line that tells that Sonny did
not laugh.

6. "But not Sonny"

I

7. To whom Was the man talking?

7. to himself

I

8. Why did Sonny run away?

8. he was afraid the man would
eat him

Book Two:
Page 136

(11I" words

~otlvation:

~

house

Over a City Bridge

L

This is a. story about a family who is moving to a new home.

Comprehension check:

\

,.

Around Green Hills

Comprehension check:

'

*: ,

' , ' .

(49 words)

Motivation:

...

--

~

•

Resnonses:

F

1. TN'hii!<t W"ere the names of Mr. Brooks'
cltJ.~d ren?

1. Mary and George

F

2. Why Was Mr. Brooks looking for a house?

2. the apartment Was too small

I

3. \las it easy to find a new home?

3. not too easy:

F#

4. Where was the new home located?

4. not far from Harbor City

F

5. Why was the town called Red Oaks?

5. in fall the oak leaves turn re

I

6. Do you think the Brooks family will
like to live in the new house?

6. yes; more convenient~
attractive

V

7. noW does an apartment differ from a
house?

7. usually smaller, many homes
together

F

8.

F

9. What three colors describe the new house?

!

did the family know what the new
house would look like?

HO"?T

1-,.l0. What is something about the new house
the c,hildren will like?

"at last"

larger~

8. Mr. Brooks showed them a
picture
9. red, white and blue
10. the swing

Book Three:
Page 169

Along Friendly Roads

(130 words)

Motivation:

Have you ever moved to another oity? Can you imagine how this
little boy felt when his family moved to another section of our
country? Let's read this part of the story to find out how this
family built their new home.

Comprehension check:

Responses:

I

1. In what section of the U.~. do you think
this story takes plaoe?

1. middle west states

V

2. What is the "rolling prairie"?

2. stretches of flat land

F

3. With what did Mr. Kimball build the house?

3. pieoes of earth

F

4. What held the pieoes of earth together?

4. grass roots

F

5. Find the part that tells how the walls
were made.

5. pieoes were placed on top
of one another

F

6. Why didn't Mr. Kimball use logs for his
, house?

6. because there were no trees

F

7. After the house was built, what other
important work did Mr. Kimball have to do?

7. till the land and plant
,the crops

V

8. How would Mr. Kimball "till" the land?

I

9. Explain hoW long this house would last.

FlO. Find the part that tells you Mr. Kimball
was not too satisfied with his new house.
Book Four:
Page 191

Amerioan Adventures

(149 words)

Motivation:

Do you have any idea of what would happen when a bike and an ioy
street get together?

Compreh~~ion check:

I

B. he would use a sharp instrument to dig up the land
9. Not very long because the
rains would wash away the mud
10. ·We will build a better house
later."

1. What would be a good name for this page
of the story?

Responses:
1. Disaster on Ice
./,.,.".

- .'

T

F

2. What 1S the setting, time and place, for
thi.s story?

I

3. Why did Don happen to slide on the ioe?

F

4. How far had Don been riding before his
bicycle slipped?

F

5. Why didn't Stephen fall as Don did?

5. he was walking his bike

F

6. What happened when Don's bioyole slipped
from under him?

6. he tunneled into a
snowbank

I

7. What kind of a disposition did Don have
when he came out of the snow drift?

7. an unpleasant one

#-r;·~·B.

\ '
V

9.

What did Don say "hen Stephen wanted to
help him?
another word for hinder and use it

2. February afternoon on
- Maple Street
3. he "as thinking about
something' else
4. a few feet

B. "don't hinder one of
Sam's boy a • If
9. atop: prevent
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Book Five:
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Adventures Here and There

lage 251 (166 words)
~otivation:

Have you ever sailed a boat? Where would you get information about
sailing? Read this story to find out if these boys had any knowledge
of sailing a boat.

!mprehension cheok:

Responses:

1. What is the name of this sailboat?

1. Eager Beaver

2. From the pioture, what idea would you
have of a catboat?

2. small sailboat with one

3. Where is the "stern" of a boat?

3. baok part of a boat

4. What is a "tiller"?

4. handle that .!!uides the boat

5. What problem did Jimmy have?

5. his cousin from Nevada

6. What sort of boy was Oliver?

6. tall, thin, wore he~vyrimmed spectaoles; a great read
7. dreamy, lifeless eyes

7. What do you think is meant by the
expression that Oliver had huge,
humorle"ss eyes?

large sail

8. How did Jimmy feel about having Oliver
as his crew?

8. He thought he would be of
no help

9. Find the part that tells what Jimmy said
that makes you think he didn't want Oliver.

9. "Thanks for offering
instead. 1t

:10. Do you think from Oliver's ans~er that he
will be a help or a hindranoe in the raoe?

Book Six:
Page 294

10. maybe he will b"e a big help
because of the informa.tion
he has gathered

Adventures Now and Then

(169 words)

Motivation:

The study of the sky and bodies in outer space have always been of
interest to men. Galileo was one of these men. Find out What he
disoovered.

Comprehension oheck:

Responses:

I

1. How do you know that Galileo was not the
only one to notice the Milky Way?

1. People had wondered about
the bluish-white streak

v

2. Wh~t is another word for sky?

2. heavens

F

3. What did Galileo use to see the Milky Way?

3. spyglasses

F

4. How did the Milky Way look?

4. like a ribbon

I

5. How did the people feel about the
disooveries?

5. breathless with exoitement

F

6. What two disooveries did Galileo make?

F

7. In what year did Galileo discover that
Jupiter had four moons?

6. the Milky Way consists of mill
of stars; Jupiter has four moo
7. 1610

/I.:, 8. What showed that the heavenly bodies
move?
V

9. What is a oonservatory?

8. one of the stars disappeared
around the edge of. the planet
9. plaoe of study or work

Page 241

(206 words

two paragraphs)

This is a story that any boy and girl will enjoy because of the
kind of people in it.
Comprehension check:

Responses

F

1. What injury had the boy received?

His right arm was mangled.

I

2. How do we know that the boy was young?

He Was not long out of school.

F

3. What three things did he foresee as his
future?

The enemy might find him; the
surgeon might operate with unolean instruments; he would become ill in a prison oamp.

V

4. What is gangrene?

Deoayed tissue

V

5. Explain:

I

6. What emblem replaced the old yellow hospital flag on the battlefield?

He was suffering intensely;
dying.
The blood-bright emblem of the
Red Cross.

r

7. What pleasant and unexpected joy did the
boy experienoe?

Clara Barton, his former teaoher
oame to him.

F

8. Desoribe

V

9. Give a synonym for
paragraph.

"he lay on the field of agony".

Clar~

Barton as he saw her.

~

Like an angel; dark oompassionate eyes; long, tender mouth;
hands like his mother's.

in the seoond

txoept

FlO. Why had Clara been loved by children?

Book Eight:
Page 400

Low, sweet voice; never punished;
was a friend to all

Worlds of People

(174 words - three paragraphs)

Motivation.:

Find out how you would like to have been in the author's pla.ce.

Comprehen$ibn cheok:
I

1. What was the author describing?

I
#

A soloist's first appearance
with an orchestra
He didn't play until later.

F

3. By Whom was the masterpieoe written?

Beethoven

V

4. Which word means that this selection was
not like his ordinary ones?

Unique

I

5. What was the theme of the masterpiece?

What life held for the author.

F

6. How is the soloist's entrance both a
challenge and an invitation?

-- V
.~.

2. Why!could the author be watching the
cond~otor at the opening of the selection?

Responses:

7. What is a cuei

r/~~.

·:.-'J~\r·

What does the soloist do while waiting
for his turn to play.

9. What made the author forget time and space?

'\ A challenge to the nerves; an
invitation to the memory
A signal to do something.
Relives. the past; anticipates
the future
Great excitement
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